
Customer Reviews
01 Archangel Metatron Meditation - Meeting Your Guardian Angel MP3
Reviewer: Petra Worth from Bournemouth uk   
I have never really connected to my guardian angel until i found this meditation. 
Often when meditating I think I feel my angels but now i no the real difference 
since doing this meditation. It was amazing and it made me cry thanks to you I 
now definitely believe in angels cos i have felt mine and i now do this every 
night it has really hel;ped me to develp a relationship with my angel and i now 
can feel my angel with me during the ady too. 
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11:11 Algalithian DNA Ultimate Energy Upgrade Attunement
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Its been 2 days since calling in this attunement. I was laid on my bed after 
putting music on for relaxation and I instantly felt a heavy presence all over me 
and also tingling here & there. I felt so relaxed, so at peace and amazing as I let 
the Algalithians and angelic realm surround me with their light & love. I`ve been 
left feeling a special connection towards the attunement and I would 
recommend to all that's thinking about this. Thank you Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Angelic Chakra Healing Programme - Level 1
Reviewer: Louise from Shropshire   
I have studied with Jill for a number of years now and am full of admiration for 
the way in which she is able to make spirituality accessible to all. Jill's course is 
exceptionally well thought through - filled with sufficient information and 
diversity, with the added benefit of it being recorded for further self-study later 
on. Students are given ample opportunities to ask questions and share their 
experiences throughout each session. It was a very humbling and yet 
immensely enjoyable journey for me, to connect with the angelic realm 
throughout this programme and I wish the same for any prospective students 
too. A truly outstanding course Jill Harrison. 
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11:11 Algalithian DNA Ultimate Energy Upgrade Attunement
Reviewer: Heidi Meyer from Munchen, Germany   
Hello, this attunement has helped me come into contact with my alien guides all 
I can say is your attunemnt is so transformative and in many ways I would say 
also purifying, becuase sine I have had this attunement I feel so closely 
connected on an energetic level with everything. I now have contact with one of 
my Algalithian guides and they are helping me in my meditations so break free 
of the 3D reality. I now able in my meditation to experience a really deep state 
of awareness and in my dream state visions of what is to happen are now 
becoming reality. My guide is helping me to ignite my inner wisdom he says and 
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the communication with other beings has created such a big shift in my own 
work when working with my clients. Thank you for this good attunement is 
surpassed all of my expectations. 
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Angelic Chakra Healing Programme - Level 1
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford   
I have now completed the 12 modules of the Chakra Healing Programme Level 
1 and it has been an amazing journey. There is so much information and 
knowledge in this complete programme for an extensive Library to use time and 
time again. The webinars are most practical and easy to navigate and the 
meditations are life changing , I can also repeat this in the comfort of my home 
with the downloads. This is definitely one to add to your Spiritual Bible if you are 
serious about your Souls growth and wellbeing. Thank you Jill for being an 
excellent teacher, much appreciated for all the time, help and effort you've put in 
to this wonderful programme . Kind Regards Martin James Lloyd Stafford 
England 
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Angelic Chakra Healing Programme - Level 1
Reviewer: Schabo from UK   
A fantastic programme an abundance of information and Jill is excellent in 
explaining to the “ inexperienced “ how things work or how they are connected.I 
can only recommend this and I n fact all other programs I had joined they 
helped me immensely to advance and grow in my own spiritual development! 
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Angelic Chakra Healing Programme - Level 1
Reviewer: Bruny from Florida   
What I loved about this webinar is that is allowed me to heal myself along the 
way. It helped me to understand what each charka does and ways of making 
sure they were balanced. Its a great webinar if you want to help others though 
healing and or heal yourself. Jill really gives you all the tools that are needed for 
you to fully understand each charka and how to use them with different 
modalities. If you are a reiki practitioner this webinar can aid in helping you with 
your abilities as it will intensify each charka. 
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What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Fridelle Stanyer from Queensland, Australia   
Blessings from Down Under, dear Jill :) I got goosebumps when I read my soul 
Name. Yes, Meirael feels like homecoming. I see myself in almost everything 
Archangel Metatron conveyed to you about me. However, I have meanwhile 
learnt a few Life Lessons and so I should, being 70 years young :). They are 
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determination, confidence and will power. My friends call me 'The Fearless 
Warrior Woman'. I am presently fighting a legal battle against our rental estate 
agent on retaliatory grounds for having evicted us, no reason given. These days 
I finish what I start. It;s been taking me a long time to develop self-sufficiency 
and not support and not support others at the cost of my own needs. I am about 
80% there. I have always made my own decisions from an early age. Avoiding 
to be too sentimental is like depriving me of oxygen. I am sorry to have to 
disagree with you that I avoid self-development. I am a Holistic Healer, Life 
Coach and Animal Whisperer in this life and on a soul level. I have never 
stopped getting to know myself more in depth and moving forward, be it 
intellectually or spiritually. I am a seeker and searcher of all the wonders in the 
Galaxies which are far beyond our limited human mind. I do not like unfounded 
criticism and why should I? With Angel Blessings from my heart to your heart 
and from my soul to yours, dear Jill. In Grace and Gratitude, Meirael
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11:11 Algalithian DNA Ultimate Energy Upgrade Attunement
Reviewer: Glenda Marshall from Ashland City, Tennessee, USA   
This was just so powerful and I now notice a great shift in my reality and 
vibration. The connection with the Algalithians was so overwhelming. I have 
never experienced so much love it was completely out of this world. I now feel 
their galactic presence with me all the time. My partner Jeff has noticed I am 
now happy all the time and I feel I have unlocked my potential. I feel calm, I feel 
energised this was profound on just so many levels thank you for everything this 
really have been a game changer in my spiritual journey it is like my psychic 
senses are all working amazingly together. I feel, see and hear spirit on so 
many different levels, I can't wait for the next instalment of teachings from the 
Algalithians and yourself. Please keep up this amazing work. 
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Archangel Michael - Gabriel - Raphael & Uriel Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal 
Ball - approx 56-63mm
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Received this beautiful copper quartz crystal very quickly after ordering it. Just 
holding the crystal gives me so much peace as if I can just feel the tranquil 
energy whilst holding. Also beautiful looking to display and it comes with a little 
plastic 3 legged stand. Attuned to the Archangels Michael, Gabriel, Raphael and 
Uriel. Thank you Jill xx 
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Archangel Celestial Attunement
Reviewer: Heidi Schwan from Brisbane Aus   
I have been a healer for over 20 years and I am always looking for ways in 
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which I can continue to grow and understand the deeper ways in which energy 
is transmitted and used for healing. I have over the years worked with many 
spiritual healing teachers but yours was the most powerful energy distance 
attunemnt I have ever had. It was simply magnificent. Having been attuned to 
many different energies I now know the difference between those who profess 
to be a healer and those who actually can perform the REAL DEAL and you 
definitely did that. I loved the information and support you gave and the process 
was so easy to follow and do. You have transformed my ability to heal others so 
much so that I feel I have found a true angel healer and now I will continue to 
remain with you. Your work and commitment to your students is second to none 
and you always seem to help me feel more empowered with each attunement I 
have. Jill you are amazing, thank you. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Michele Wright from Devon   
I have just done the 7D healing webinar from the Algalithians. Jill presents her 
webinars in a warm and friendly way and the information is always very 
comprehensive and interesting. I also love the fact that we receive the recording 
of the event, to listen to the webinar as many times as we wish. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: schabo46 from UK   
Re view Algalithian 7D attunement webinar As always this webinar was a vast 
source of information. The actual attunement was so deep that I wondered if I 
had missed some parts of the affirmations because I did not seem to 
remember.I felt the release of pain from certain parts of my body and felt much 
lighter and so much at peace immediately after. Even tho I thought I had not 
experienced a great “deal” I later realised that I still felt this prickling feeling in 
my crown chakra like a whirlpool of electricity going round. That was when I 
realised that I must have gone much deeper than I thought. needless to say I 
slept like a rock when I went to bed shortly after. this morning I woke early and 
felt still enormously at peace. Thank you Jill and the Algalithians; I honestly can 
only recommend this Attunement/ webinar!  
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Karen from UK   
7D Webinar - Another amazing experience with the attunement and also lots of 
information again from Jill and the Algalithians. Every thought has a biological 
affect on our bodies and our DNA. So, are we attached to the people who hurt 
us or the thought of what they have or haven't done?! I'm already looking at 
things differently today! Thank you Jill x 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Anushka from Kapolei, HI, USA   
I'd give this 100 stars if I could. The transformational energy was so potent for 
the first time I truly felt the energies of the universe dissolving my fears, self-
doubt and my intuition has become so fluid, these Algalithian webinars really 
are transformational life-changing energies for your soul and spirit. There is a 
very special energy that these beautiful Starseed beings have, with their simple 
and yet very effective teachings you learn 6D & 7D practices that bring you so 
many insights and perceptions that completely change how you react with 
modern life. You really do discover how to remove the heavy 3D energies and 
awaken to the beauty and harmony that is available to use from the universes 
around us. These webinars have enabled me to release so many behavioural 
patterns and toxic stories that were weighing me down. I now feel so filled with 
light, peace, love and insights that life has taken on almost a magical quality 
that is just about indescribable. The Algalithians brings together founding 
ancient wisdom and amazing interconnecting energies that reconnects you with 
the heart of the multi-dimensional universes and all the magic of what is 
possible. I believe these webinars are the key to learnaing how to transform our 
3D personal energies into higher frequency cosmic energy. I was always 
struggling to find how I could bring positive changes into my own reality and the 
world around me. Jill and the Algalithians have helped me step away from the 
toxicity of 3D humanoid programming and illusions and discover the real keys to 
achieving wisdom, guidance and energy for transformation and for this I will be 
eternally grateful.  
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Marius from London   
Thank you for this wisdom transmision! I am doing my best to integrate them. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Paula from Australia   
I love the Algalithian wisdom it helped me feel at peace and sense of knowing 
that I am on the right path. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: from    
I love the Algalithian wisdom it helped me feel at peace and sense of knowing 
that I am on the right path. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Myra from New York   
I loved the Algalithian 6D workshop so much I'm going to sign up for the whole 
series! I feel as if I have found freedom in my mind and body that is giving me 
space to be more of the person I've always wanted to be but for some reason 
could not. I have discovered my playful inner child, feel less attached to other 
people's drama and have released feelings of hopelessness that have 
tormented me for years. Jill is an incredibly talented teacher who has an innate 
gift of healing with her presence and words. With an open heart and mind you 
will gain a plethora of knowledge and blessings from these workshops that will 
support you throughout your spiritual journey. With love and light 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Carole Morley from Norfolk   
A very thought provoking and informative course. Absolutely fascinating learning 
about the Algalithians. The messages they have for us about our future and the 
way forward, and explanations about things from our past is brilliant. There was 
a special meditation included, in which I experienced loads of energy rushes 
and colours. I can't wait for the next session. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: ilona from UK   
A wonderful Webinar, a wealth of Information giving you not only an inside view, 
but also the thirst to explore more!Incredible experiences in the meditation 
make me want to go deeper, understand better, continue on my path and widen 
my horizon and mind! A lot of things seem to resonate but cannot put my finger 
on it, there is still so much to learn but certain seem to start to make sense... I 
completely recommend these webinars wholeheartedly !  
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Debra Gerrie from USA   
I have been taking classes with Jill on and off for sometime now. I enjoy Jill’s 
classes because she is knowledgeable, through, and accommodating. I enjoy 
learning from someone with integrity. If you have any questions, you can feel 
comfortable to ask. Jill and Glenn both are a fun loving couple that makes you 
feel very welcome.They create a very soothing atmosphere to learn in. Thank 
You! Many Blessings! Debra Gerrie 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
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Reviewer: Karen from UK   
Brilliant webinar with Jill who explains everything in detail, so much new 
information to learn from the Algalithians it's too much to absorb just once so 
with the download you get to watch it as often as you like. Really looking 
forward to the next one! Thanks Jill xx 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Hawkinge   
Jills meditations are always very interesting. I found that this meditation was 
very powerful. It was delivered with Jills calming and soothing voice which 
always gets you very relaxed and to the place where you need to be. My 
experience with this Algalithian transmission was very profound. Lots of energy 
going through my body. My head in particular l believe i was feeling a kind of 
pulsing sensation as though the brain was connecting more with my heart. 
There was also a sense of peace that came over you and although i could not 
visually see the Algalithian's you could feel a presence. Shall definitely be on 
the next one. Timothy. x 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Benny from Leicester   
It was my first time I attended an online program. I was able to connect and 
understand it . I was so engrossed in It , I felt the session went very quickly. I 
wasn’t sure that the transmission would work until at night I woke up 2-3 times 
feeling heat in my whole body. And also after I did the session again at home , I 
woke up feeling physically fit. ( I was earlier suffering from stiff weaker muscles/ 
bones. 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Benny from Leicester   
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Susan Parker from New Zealand   
At first I found the idea of Algalithians quite bizarre although I am not arrogant 
enough to think that we are the only race in the Universe. I found the thought of 
another race, additional to the ones that I am familiar with, quite exciting and 
was devastated when I couldn't attend the webinar live. I felt that a recording 
would not have the same power or resonance. When I eventually had the time 
to watch the recording I was fascinated with the detail that Jill gave us. A few 
nights later I noticed that my dreams were becoming more lucid and detailed. I 
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am eagerly anticipating the next webinar. 
Edit Delete

Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Natalie from Chicago   
I have been working with Jill for over five years now as a student and consistent 
follower of her AMAZING work. Despite what she ya going through she is 
always concerned about helping her students to learn and grow to establish in 
my opinion the optimal life of spiritual awareness, love, light and aiding in my 
ability to heal on so many levels. When I first came across Jill and her work I 
was at a very dark place in my life. I had lost 6 family members, I had a near 
death experience that landed me in a very confused state of mind. I ordered a 
reading from Jill and Ever since then my life has changed and been remarkably 
better. I still have my ups and downs and still have many improvements that 
need to be made but she has always steered me in the right direction even if 
she doesn’t know it! I believe with all my heart she is the BEST spiritual teacher 
anyone could ever ask for. I’m hooked and whenever I need guidance she’s 
who I turn to. Not only does she know what she is talking about but she is also- 
humble and kind. She’s real. And it’s hard to find that now a days. Thanks so 
much Jill from the bottom of my heart! 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Truly wonderful experience and amazing webinar by Jill Harrison, loved all the 
information that was given. The meditation was so intense and left me feeling 
so intrigued by these Algalithians. I`ve thought a lot about them since Jill 
introduced them several months ago and would love to hear more on them too 
come! Thank you Jill xxx 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: BECKY A PRANTE from California   
The Algalithian webinar was truly worth participating. I have studied how the 
grids and our DNA interact from many sources. One a magnetic Master and 
when the Algalithians stated they were magnetic and gave the same information 
I knew the next step was beginning. The meditation/activation they shared to 
connect with our DNA and clear the implants and imprints works. I had very bad 
knees. It is now day 4 after viewing the video and they are improving daily as I 
speak with my DNA and use the affirmations. I look forward to the future 
webinars and the help they are sharing. 
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Reviewer: Jyothi from NJ   
The webinar was great! Jill explains stuff with clarity.Looking forward for the 
next one!! 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Andrea Bell from Tyne and Wear   
Loved the Algalithian Healing Webinar, it was a really powerful and moving 
experience. I can't wait for the next one. x 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Louise from Shropshire   
I was immediately drawn to this Webinar on Algalithian Wisdom, to learn more 
about and to receive, the new healing frequencies and light codes that were 
being downloaded to delegates during (and after) the transmission. Jill and the 
Algalithians, taught us about how it is possible to remove implants and (karmic) 
imprints, that are held within our DNA and how DNA has its own energy and 
consciousnesss that can be (re)-programmed! Prior to attending the course, I 
hadn't realised that DNA 'hears' our criticisms and negative comments which 
then act as barriers to our health, abundance and ability to then manifest all the 
good things in life which are our divine right to receive. Thankfully, Jill provided 
some absolutely brilliant tips, on how to remedy this (nothing complicated). I 
really can't wait for the next installment of Algalithian Wisdom and would have 
given this Webinar a 10* if I could! 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Abigail from Lincoln   
What can I say?! Wow and wow some more! This was such an amazing energy 
experience, thought provoking and thought changing transmission. The 
Algalithians are such wonderful wise beings and I’m so delighted to be able to 
be part of the change that us Earth beings need to bring in. I look at things 
differently now and my eyes are more open as is my heart. Thank you for these 
download Jill, you are wonderful! 
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Audrey from Singapore   
I enjoyed the webinar very much and deeply resonated with the information 
shared. I am looking forward to see what will be unfolded in the journey ahead, 
lead by the Algalithian and Jill. 

Edit Delete
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Anja Roberts from Nantwich   
I really loved the webinar. The teachings were very clear and easy to 
understand. The energy during the attunement was not from this world. I felt the 
energy flowing through me. The most profound peace and love I experience 
during the process. The sense of wholeness carried on for a few days after the 
session. I watched the webinar a few days later and did the attunement which 
was just as powerful as when Jill was channelling on that evenings while live! I 
am so happy and excited to learn more I have sign up for the next one. Love, 
light and Angel blessings. xx  
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Algalithian Galactic Wisdom Transmissions
Reviewer: Jenny Randall from UK   
I participated in the 6D Healing, not only was the webinar loaded with fantastic 
information, the Algalithian wisdom is a powerful healing tool and source of 
great inspiration beyond anything I have ever experienced. Just watching and 
taking part in the simplest of exercises has aleady had a very profound and 
powerful effect on me. Jill expands your knowledge of soul energetic healing, 
and it was explained in a very down to earth and easy way which encourages 
you to truly explore the deeper aspects of your soul matrix without feeling 
anxious or unsure about what is happening. The next day I felt such a release. 
My life has changed beyond recognition just in that one session. I have now 
booked onto the other webinars and can't wait for them to take place. I feel 
these webinars are the solution to my suffering and I am already beginning to 
feel more joy and peace in my life than I have ever felt before. Thank you Jill 
you are amazing. 
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Soul Empowerment Personal Coaching
Reviewer: Claire Beech from Perth Australia   
Jill has really helped me change my life, I felt really unsure and lost and life was 
just going from bad to worse. Jills down to earth personality and sense of 
humour helped me really feel at ease more like a friend than a coach. Jill really 
believed in me even when I was being negative and doubting myself. Each 
week Jill gave me the tools and courage to follow realise my dream were 
important and that they were possible if I was willing to trust in myself. A year on 
from this experience, that is how long I have left it before leaving a review 
because I wanted to see if this would be life changing and yes it was. I have 
now emigrated from Inverness to Perth I had the courage to leave my life in 
Scotland as a nurse and now I have a so much better life. I left my partner 
because I realised we were making ourselves miserable and I cut ties with my 
painful past and since then I have found this last year I have lived my live with 
passion with meaning. I am so thankful because in the beginning I just didn't 
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realise it until I started working with Jill that even when the coaching has 
finished she is still a bit part of my life. Her daily facebook feeds are so inspiring 
encouraging and they keep me on track like a friend who is there for you not 
matter what so has Jill changed my life yes she has 
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Soul Empowerment Personal Coaching
Reviewer: Sonia Briars from London, UK   
It seems that no matter what issues I had they just would not resolve 
themselves. I was tired of reading self-help books, watching you-tube videos , 
visiting psychics to try and fixt everything that was going wrong in my life and 
after so many wasted days, weeks and yes even years I found Jill Harrison. I 
didn't think coaching would be the answer but Jill was patient and helped me 
see how if things were to change then I had to begin with what was going on 
inside of me. I felt I had lost the girl that I was. I felt that much of my life was 
filled with stuff but very little joy or a deep sense of fulfilment. Ten weeks on, 
yes, ten weeks on I am like a different person. The young girl I was, that young 
girl who was happy, eager to try new stuff is beginning to return and even 
though my outer shell looks mature, inside my 22 year old fun self is awakening. 
Jill helps you see how what we think, what we say to ourselves creates a lot of 
our own toxicity. She helped me identify behavioural and mental patterns that 
kept me in the loop of problem after problem. It was pretty ugly to look at 
everything and see in with clarity bbt Jill supported me in a very gentle and 
nonjudgemental way I felt like I had a spirit guide in the flesh. I loved how the 
sessions were done specicially to suit my own needs, never push but gently 
guided and supported. Jill was right I did not know how strong I was and how 
much life could change if I was willing to invest in myself. I am so glad I did. this 
coaching has helped me to offload so much pain, anger and help me overcome 
such a lot in such a short space of time. In terms of what this coaching has 
given me I would say it has saved me years of suffering depression, years of 
living well below my potential and yes I would even say perhaps years of mental 
health issues and illness. If you really are, like I was tired of everything then 
dont look at price of these coaching sessions look at the investment and ask 
yourself what value do you place on happiness health and joy it took me a long 
time to realise that sometimes if we want something badly enough you will do it 
when it hurts enough so thank you Jill you have completely refocused me and 
lifted me from my own pile of doggydoo. 
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Manifesting Your Dreams Angel Guidance Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
A beautiful Angel Guidance reading that I received several days ago. I wasn't 
sure what to put down in this review as their was just lots of information under 
different headlines like - Is there travel in your future ? What life theme are you 
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working on ? and loads more. All of my reading was by Archangel Metatron and 
all the guidance given was all so personal and meaningful to me. I would 
certainly recommend this reading as its outstanding like all Jill`s work. Thank 
you very much Jill xxxx 
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Lemurian Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal Wand approx 100mm
Reviewer: Sylvia Leadbeater from Rotherham   
This is amazing I am so glad i found these crystal. I use them all the time when 
working with spirit to heal others and so many people comment on how 
powerful the energy healing they receive is. i have found i now have regular 
clients who come back to me because they notice how with each visit the 
benefits of their heakling is lasting longer and longer. These crystals are a must 
if you are a serious healer in my hum le opinion i wouodn't hesitate in 
recommending these they really are amazing 
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Algalithian Soul Activation Channeled Reading
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford   
My Algalithian Soul Channelled Reading has given me the greatest hope and 
faith for the future for humanity and my role in enlightenment. This is like a 
reading like never before and challenges all the human conditioning we've 
come to acknowledge generation after generation. I would highly recommend 
this reading if you are serious about your Soul Growth but be warned it is not for 
the faint hearted amongst the Spiritual minded Light Workers. Thank you Jill, 
Ignatia and the Algalithians for all your support l Love, Light and Truth Martin 
James Lloyd Stafford England 
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Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Melanie Leitch from Scotland   
I have taken a couple of days before I wrote my review as I really wanted to 
absorb everything I could from this reading with Jill. Firstly I'd like to express my 
gratitude and heartfelt thanks to Jill for delivering such valuable knowledge in 
such a warm and loving way to tell me exactly what I needed to hear. The 
reading its self was full of wisdom and insights and it confirmed to me many 
things. First and foremost that I am on the right path to fulfilling my souls calling 
in terms of spiritual fulfilment within a career path, Jill had already written down 
some things that would be beneficial for me and lone behold one of the 
particular areas she put down as a good choice, I had already signed up for In 
May to start a journey on. It really made me feel wonderful inside to know I'm 
perhaps listening to my souls calling more than I had previously thought I was. 
Jill's reading provided me with many things and quite honestly I think I'll still be 
listening to the recording for months to come. I have noticed in the past couple 
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of days since receiving the reading that I've found a renewed sense of 
confidence within myself, I am learning to fully trust myself and know that I have 
tremendous Inner strength that I only have to tap into while riding the waves of 
life. I feel much lighter within myself and have an inner calmness that I didn't 
have before. I probably could never fully express what this reading has done for 
me as it's been invaluable. It's something I shall treasure always and I fully 
intend on using it as a stepping stone to gain new heights of fulfilment and 
happiness within myself and those around me. If you are thinking about getting 
this reading and are unsure I can only tell you that for me personally, it was 
worth every penny and If your feeling perhaps like your lost and need some 
direction this is the reading for you. I now realise that living in my heart is the 
compass that will navigate my way through this beautiful journey we call life and 
no matter what path my life takes that I am at one with God and all of creation 
and nothing can hold me back from attaining all I aspire to be as I only have to 
believe In myself. 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Bruny from Florida   
If you are asking yourself, should I take this class, the answer is YES! this class 
was truly amazing. Jill gives you everything you need to succeed and really help 
you fine tune your gift. She arrives at the class with humor and lots and lots of 
support. She encourages class participation but doesn't force anything on 
anyone. Her teaching style is one that I would say comes from the heart and 
really shares her life experiences. Jill provides exercises that will help you 
understand and use your gifts to full capacity. During this course I was able to 
understanding my connection with spirit, who was with me and what was being 
said. My confidence level went up with each module. 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Paul Atherton from West Bromwich UK   
Ive been so interested in learning mediumship for a long time but I could never 
find a course near me, or one that suited my shifts. This program was brilliant, it 
started with all the basics and each module built on step by step on top of the 
previous one. It was easy to understand and I loved the practical exercises 
which I did at a time to suit myself. I liked how I didn't feel pressured, if I didn't 
do very well I repeated the module until I felt I had grasped the rudiments of it. 
This program is ideal if you are restricted by busy workloads I have found I am 
not communicating with my guide really well and although I haven't seen them, 
they have guided me and talked with me so that I now feel very comfortable 
taking their messages. I would like to further develop and look forward to doing 
the advanced program when you release it. Thank you for helping me connect 
with my guides, it has been a long time coming and your program was the key 
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to the door of spirit. 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Kerry GLOVER from Cyprus   
The course helped me to awaken spiritually. It was an introduction to spirit and 
how to work with them safely. I enjoyed working with other people in the group, 
There are various exercises to do such as carrying out readings which helped to 
develop my connection and intuitive skills. There are guided meditations which 
take you to a place were you are able to relax, receive information , see colour 
and symbols. I soon realised that I was clairaudient and this course helped me 
to understand my gifts. The course helps you to connect with spirit by 
understanding the Spiritual Realms and the many light beings who contribute to 
sessions. The course is very informative and easily accessible through webinar. 
Jill encourages group participation which is helpful to hear that others have had 
similar experiences. Thank you x 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Marci Miller from Cheyenne, Wyoming, USA   
Although I wasn't able to join in with the live webinars, I did this programme on 
my own at home. I liked how Jill took me through each step and by practising 
each module I noticed that I was beginning to pick up more stuff than I used to. I 
did not expect instant results but by the fourth module I had a strange moment 
where I was with a friend who was talking to me and I heard a voice tell me my 
friend was hiding her emotions for fear of being vulnerable. The voice was so 
loud I nearly fell off my chair. My friend asked me what was wrong so I told her 
and as soon as I said that the voice said if she cannot be honest with herself 
she will never be open to finding what she wants. When I repeated it to my 
friend she agreed that what I had said was true. I don't know who that voice was 
but I thanked spirit and it really gave me confidence that I could do this. This 
was a very thorough programme and one I know I can come back to. I love it 
and thank you so much for all the hard work you put into making it. I especially 
like the students who were with you on the live event. Listening to them helped 
me identify similarities and feel OK with what I was getting. This is a serious 
programme for people like me who wanted to learn how to open up to channel 
and it was worth every cent. Thank you so much. Please do another 
programme I love learning from you. 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Maria from Canada   
Your program helped me tremendously and not only it surpassed my 
expectations but it helped me discover my ability to read energies!! I didn’t know 
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it until we started reading photos, lol! I now feel more confident and will continue 
to practice to further develop my abilities. I can’t wait for the next level! I highly 
recommend this program to anyone who wants to learn how to channel or 
improve their current abilities 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Melanie from Glasgow   
This Channeling course has been nothing short of a transformation in all 
aspects. It helps you become so much more In tune spiritually. I wasn’t always 
able to always join the live events due to caring for my child but I have been 
working through them at my own pace with being given a recording of the live 
event and the course work to keep after each module. Each module is an 
education and a gift and I am so glad I decided to sign up for this. Jill’s kindness 
and patience she has while teaching is abundantly clear , she is happy to 
answer any questions or clarifies on things we may not understand. I’d highly 
recommend to anyone looking to progress from the current stage they are at on 
their spiritual journey as it really does have something for everyone , from 
beginner to more advanced. Thank you Jill. 
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CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: ilona from UK   
I really enjoyed the course. It has given me the insides and different methods 
how to approach channelling alongside with wonderful experiences in the 
exercises practised in the webinars and my own follow ups. The student notes 
and the recordings are a great help to come back to if in doubt. I will certainly 
continue and try to deepen my understanding and knowledge with more 
practice. I can only highly recommend this course! 
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Customer Reviews
CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Heather MacEwen from Aberdeenshire, Scotland   
This channelling course was perhaps one of the most illuminating and life 
changing courses I have ever undertaken. Practically, Jill is a superb teacher 
offering clear and structured guidance. The teaching was delivered online via 
monthly interactive webinars and with access to Jill over email at all other times. 
This course was, at times, intuitevly taught so guidance was coming in full from 
the spiritual realm....where else can you get that?! I have learned so much 
about myself and about this journey we are on. I feel I have moved forward in 
my own spiritual development in leaps and bounds and now have a permanent 
platform of communication with several types of beings that I know will continue 
to grow and develop. Angelguidedmediatations is unique, the spiritual realm 
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invest in you through Jill and that is priceless. I can't wait to learn more. 
Edit Delete

Lyran Multi-Dimensional Starseed Soul Defragmentation Attunements
Reviewer: Alicia James from Washington DC, USA   
This was a really mindblowing attunement. The first session was a little 
uncomfortable I could literally feel energy blocks being removed and I had to 
focus really hard to breathe and release the energies but I stuck with it and 
within seven minutes or so the energies changed I suddenly felt myself being 
lifted up out of my body and I could see my body below me. I have never had an 
out of body experience before and it was quite weird to see my body below but I 
could feel the presence of the Lyrans and a lyran guide was holding my 
shoulders. I then reentered my body and felt such peace. My second session 
was a total healing and again jaw dropping experience I could feel my physical 
body getting heavier and heavier and then there was like a pop and I was in this 
space ship and the Lyrans were there talking with me. They showed me my life 
as a starseed and it made me cry at the pure love and beauty I felt of just being 
with them I did not want to come back. My third session I wanted to do but was 
hoping I would not be disappointed after the other two so I was kind of scared to 
do it. I left it a few days before doing my final attunement session. As soon as 
the attunement began I could feel myself vibrating really fast, the waves of 
energies were so strong. I could feel my heart pounding I knew I was going 
deeper and deeper into a trance like state and then is was like I ceased to exist 
instead I was just part of the universe, I have never felt such peace. It was like I 
knew who I really was, my purpose, everything it was as though I was part of 
the cosmic flow. I felt the presence of the Lyrans once more and was totally 
transported to being at one with everything. You have to do these attunements 
they are out of this world excuse the pun. Since my attunements I have felt such 
a deep contentment like I am in the world but not of it if you kind of understand 
what I mean. It is as though everything is luminescant transient I can see the 
flow of energy in and around everything and everyone like a voyeur I can watch 
life unfold without feeling I have to be or do something words cannot describe 
how wonderful everything is I hope this will last but I have found listening back 
on the attunement tones straight away puts be back in my starseed zone thank 
you so much for bringing these amazing energies to the world. 
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Lemurian Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal Wand approx 75mm
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
So glad that I ordered 2 of these as I think they look superb. I really have felt a 
serene feeling around them and whilst holding also. Its like I can actually feel 
the energy that they hold and its only for the better for mankind. I like to hold 
them up to the light where you can see all the bits of copper that has been 
infused...beautiful. Thank you Jill, I`m really pleased with these. xxx 
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Metatronic 12D Advanced Angelic Light Grid Attunement
Reviewer: BECKY A PRANTE from Castroville, CA   
Again a Blessing to help us in our spiritual growth and transformation. This 
attunement to the higher energies is of great benefit to anyone who chooses to 
partake. It links our hearts and brain to the higher levels and helps us to 
balance our spiritual, mental, emotional and physical bodies. 
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Lemurian Starseed Crystal Grid Set
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Absolute love this Lemurian crystal starseed grid set, I have them displayed on 
my coffee table and they look perfect and I love the natural raw state of them. I 
felt energy from them as I was removing them from the wrapping that they came 
in. These are really genuine, they have what appears to be lined codes on them 
making them even more unique. Thanks Jill xxx 
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14 Mary Magdalene - The Importance of Grounding
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
I have found that I`ve had imbalances all my life due to a lot of things going on 
around me. This meditation made perfect sense and taught me a lot about 
myself. Certain parts of my upbringing to past working life & much more are 
screaming out to me and they have for some time now. I knew something was 
so wrong and this beautiful meditation ( number 14 ) by Mary Magdalene has 
helped me really identify this now, more so to the fact that I felt a bit saddened 
by it, but in a good way. Sometimes i wish i could just reorder this life again but i 
know that's impossible so i will just work more on the grounding. Other than all 
that its a great meditation so thank you for this Jill xxx 
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Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
I`ve just remembered to leave a review for a Celtic Cross reading I received by 
email. I found it accurate to my current situation and my past looks very 
promising indeed. I hope to be catching up with someone from my past that I 
spoke too badly and that I want to ask for forgiveness , if and when I do then I 
can visualize the future with him. 
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What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: William Wilson from Kirkcaldy, Fife, Scotland   
Thank you for the soul name reading which I did a bit more delving into once I 
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heard from you - I don't feel 2.1 million miles tall just now , This from the Torah 
>>>>> Hadraniel (or Hadarniel among other variant spellings), whose name 
means "majesty [or greatness] of God", is an angel in Jewish Angelology 
assigned as gatekeeper at the second gate in heaven.[1] He is supposed to be 
more than sixty myriads of parasangs (approximately 2.1 million miles) tall and 
a daunting figure to face. When Moses arrived in heaven to get the Torah from 
God, it was said that he was speechless with awe at the sight of Hadraniel.[2] 
Hadraniel didn't think Moses should have the Torah, and made him weep in 
fear, which caused God to appear and reprimand Hadraniel for causing 
problems. Hadraniel quickly decided to behave and acted as a guide for Moses. 
This was a great help, for (according to Zoharic legend) "when Hadraniel 
proclaims the will of the Lord, his voice penetrates through 200,000 
firmaments."[3] Also, according to the Revelation of Moses, "with every word 
from his (Hadraniel's) mouth go forth 12,000 flashes of lightning."[4] In 
Gnosticism Hadraniel is only one of seven subordinates to Jehuel, prince of fire 
(King,p. 15). In the Zohar (55b), Hadraniel speaks to Adam about Adam's 
possession of the Book of the Angel Raziel, which was said to contain secret 
information that not even the angels knew All I can say is wow!! Stunned - if I 
have the same energies - I need to do more inner work and maybe one day I 
will open up more to connection . Maybe some more will come to me in 
meditation time . Thank you so much Peace, Love and Blessings a thousand 
fold 

Edit Delete

Akashic Record Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Thank you very much for this truly amazing reading Jill, Archangel Michael and 
also too the keepers of the records. I received my reading a few days ago and 
have read it over numerous times now. The information I was reading about 
myself and previous lives meant a great deal as it really seem to absorb deep 
within. 10 pages of this amazing personal and valuable information that I`ll 
always be reading back on just seems so priceless. All brilliant info and I really 
would recommend this reading to those that are interested in their soul growth. 
Thank you once again Jill as this has given me an awful lot to think about xxx  
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Ascended Master Lord Maitreya Attuned Rose Quartz Pendant For Higher 
Levels of Enlightenment
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
This is absolute beautiful and I`m so pleased with it, attuned to Ascended 
Master Lord Maitreyer ( the cosmic Christ and planetary Buddha ). Comes with 
a list of great benefits for the wearer and comes in a pretty little cloth bag. 
Thank you Jill xxx 
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Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: M.Y. from Japan   
I have long wanted to know the purpose of my life and whether I am doing what 
I am supposed to. I fee I have got the answers! There were things I did not like 
about myself and my life, but now I feel I can accept them just as they are; they 
are all in my soul plan that I chose myself! The reading is so profound and 
informative that I have been carrying the pdf around with me, reading it over 
and over. I am so happy and grateful that Jill did this work for me! Thank you!! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Gabriel Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
I have always felt a special connection towards Archangel Gabriel as he was 
always the first Angel I only ever knew off, this stemmed from the nativity plays 
at school when I was small. I feel yet again that my connection has deepened 
with Gabriel, this was a lovely attunement to have received, I experienced quite 
a heavy sensation although at the same time feeling very peaceful and relaxed, 
I also felt the tingling around the crown and hand chakras. Thank you so much 
Jill and Archangel Gabriel xx I would certainly recommend. 

Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: Kate (Karen) Rogers from USA   
I knew nothing about the Kabbalah. I have been on my Path since 1987 and 
see my inner work as a top priority. This reading was outstanding. I have had 
two parallel starseed readings from Jill; both of which were of immense help to 
delve deeper into the nuances and subtleties of inner growth and 
transformation. I believe strongly in the multidimensional nature of the soul and 
Jill's work again has proven a wonderful mirror into what I need to see and 
change and even how to; positively, with a light heart, and a zeal and joy for life. 
I do have one question and I felt when I first read it, I was receiving a little 
heads up - like, don't be in a hurry; take your time going up and own stairs 
(when the vision has been hurting oneself falling down the stairs.) Jill said I was 
to be cautious in dealing with the element of fire - lightning, electricity, 
everything combustible and explosive. In my long distance Body Talk today my 
fear of the fire element came up. Do I need to know any more about this? It 
really stuck out as an odd inclusion and clearly something I needed to know. In 
the whole reading it was all about confidence and courage and going for the 
new ideas. Being cautious does stand out. Does anything further need saying 
on it? Stellar channelling and presentation. Very grateful, Kate (Karen) Rogers 
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57 Archangel Gabriel - Manifesting Your Desire CD
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Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Just a beautiful meditation that I really enjoy listening too, it made me feel so 
relaxed and refreshed. Thank you Jill and Glenn xxx 
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57 Archangel Gabriel - Manifesting Your Desire CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
I have quite a number of Jill and Glenn`s meditation cd`s now, this Archangel 
Gabriel - Manifesting Your Desires just left me feeling so refreshed and at peace 
with the world. Thank you Glenn and Jill for all your great work xxx
 

Approve Edit Delete

13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Loved this meditation from Lord Kuthumi and the Angelic realm. Easy to follow 
and so soothing to listen too. I had the distinct feeling of cobwebs on my face 
several times over with the huge feeling that Angels were there for me. I would 
definitely recommend this CD. Many thanks to Jill and Glenn xxx 

Edit Delete

Orgone Pendant
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
I've worn my Orgone Pendant for a number of years and looking back I can see 
how it's improved my life tenfold. It's protection against negative energy is 
noticeable within hours of you first purchasing and wearing it like a aura, bubble 
of protection around you. Thank you Jill and Angelguidedmeditations for my 
purchase, much, much loved. My precious. Martin James Lloyd Stafford 
England 

Edit Delete

Galactic Council of Light - Soul Essence Divine Alignment Transmissions
Reviewer: Laura Dyer from Boston UK   
What a great experience this was. I loved the energies they were each different 
but each powerful in their own way. Thank you for offering these to us. I feel so 
peaceful and at one with everything. I feel really blessed to have experienced 
these attunements they are and were life changing for me. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Celestial Attunement
Reviewer: Jose Luis from New Mexico   
For a long time I felt something was missing in my life. My childhood was one of 
emotional and physical abuse and I have always found it very hard to trust 
people and love them but last month I had your angel attunements. I was 
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feeling there was no light at the end of the tunnel and I found your website. I 
hoped God had guided me to you and I believe he did because after 35 years of 
life of being unhappy and feeling lost I now feel a massive change. I now feel 
love i am so happy and my heart now knows love. Each of your attunements 
helped me find angel and god love. I am no longer the person I was you have 
helped me let go of what i was and i feel like a new man. You have made me 
hole. Each healing session was powerful and life changing. Dios te bendiga, me 
has salvado 

Edit Delete

SPECIAL OFFER - FREE 50 mls
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Thank you for my Angel Aura sprays Jill. I ordered the Abundance - Room 
cleanser - Raphael healing. Very pleased with all 3 of them, all have a very 
unique fragrance, I would definitely recommend. 

Edit Delete

13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation
Reviewer: Diane Kavanagh from Cambridge,   
I normally don't leave feedback for things but I am blown away with the results 
of this meditation. I did the meditation the first day I got it, I thought it was nice, 
it was relaxing and fun. I then put the cd back in its case and forgot about it. The 
next day I got a letter through the post and I had won a cruise. Things like this 
don't happen to me. I thought is was a fluke. but a few days later I was feeling 
stressed so I did your meditation again. The next morning I popped into a shop 
and I never buy scratch cards but thought what the heck, so I got a £1 one and 
blow me I won £100. Over the past few weeks I have had a pay rise I did not 
expect and my husband got a promotion which means he gets more pay now 
too. My mum won at bingo and she gave us half of her winnings towards the 
cruise we're going on for spendo so thanks my luck has turned around since I 
got your meditation. Every time I get stressed or feel miserable I do your 
meditation it works a treat for picking me up. 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucesterhire, UK   
Many thanks to Archangel Metatron and Jill for my Soul name God begotten. 
Also, including soul alignment with A. Uriel and Raphael, they have assisted me 
between lives also this incarnation. Such information is helpful and obviously 
very personal. 
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Archangel Uriel Sphinx Ancient Egypt Energy Attunement
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucesterhire, UK   
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Thank you Archangel Uriel and Jill for my Energy Orb Attunement. A profound 
energy attunement that initiates me to my higher purpose. One aspect for me, is 
to recover lost knowledge of ancient mystery schools.This attunement is to last 
the duration of my life. This attunement started with me having coldness in my 
feet, I could see the Orb above my head descending down to my feet, finally 
seeing myself as a pure white mass. I then went to sleep for about 20 minutes. I 
awoke feeling slightly sleepy then felt my feet warm. Sitting in my chair aware of 
feeling myself in the distance I didn't want to return to full consciousness. In all it 
took about 65 minutes. Wonderful experience. Saw Uriel nearby. Great benefits 
from this attunement. 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Radio Sonic Etheric Angel Healing
Reviewer: Nancy Langley from Ohio, USA   
I must say that I was a bit dubious about ordering this because I really did not 
know if energy attunements sent distantly worked. Due to your low price I 
intuitively felt it was worth a shot. During the initial attunement I was not sure 
what to experience and I think I over thought the process so because of this I 
thought I felt something happening, but wasn't sure. The information you sent 
was really helpful. I decided to spend the next five days after the attunement 
working with the energies and it was during those sessions that something 
really significant happened. I connected with Metatron I actually saw him. All my 
initial reservations were completely blown out of the way. This has been so life 
changing for me on so many levels. I have had a complete breakthrough on so 
many levels. People have noticed the difference in me too so if that isnt proof 
what is. Thanks Jill you have converted a cynic and changed my life well you 
and metatron that is. 

Edit Delete

Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Sheila Chapman from Kings Lyn Norfolk   
Outstanding so much useful information to take away and reflect on. Useful 
exercises to practise. All of it captivating enjoyed everything immensely thank 
you Jill 

Edit Delete

Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Lene Davis from Staffordshire UK   
Outstanding because the subject knowledge was in depth, conveyed in an 
effective manner as well as involving humour. 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Kristyna Hippey from Lincoln   
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Outstanding I got out of the class exactly what I wanted. A tool for healing, 
confidence to progress and lots more! All of it was most useful especially finding 
out my spirit guide! As usual Jill gave a brilliant presentation, thank you. 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Angela Warnock from Nottingham UK   
It showed me broad range of uses of dowsing methords and how to use it 
correctly and how to apply them into practice and charts to give use on myself 
or for clients. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Gillian Mousay from Scunthorpe UK   
Outstanding Insightful Class 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Jane Chubsey from Lincoln UK   
I found the whole class extremely interesting and fascinating. Thanks Jill 

Edit Delete

Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Kathryn Rafter from Crofton UK   
This was a very interesting class, I feel that I have learnt a great deal that will 
help me day-to-day. 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Lorraine Marshallsay from Southwell, UK   
Outstanding, all of it was most interesting. 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Anne Morris from Lincolnshire   
Excellent 
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Angelic Communication Dowsing Webinar Programme
Reviewer: Patricia Lever from Retford, UK   
Excellent, most usefu was finding my spirit guides. 
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Archangel Uriel Sphinx Ancient Egypt Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Livi Coleman from South Dakota USA   
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This was so peaceful. I could feel powerful energies reaching deep into my soul. 
Last night whilst sleeping I saw visions of myself in Egypt being taught spiriutal 
knowledge and this morning when I got up I somehow recognised a deep 
change had occured particularly with my energies and being able to sense 
energies too. This was superb, the energies were incredible, I wish this 
experience could last forever. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Uriel Sphinx Ancient Egypt Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Thank you Jill for this wonderful energy attunement. From the moment I called it 
in I had a wave of cool air take over me, then gradually tingerling in palm of 
hands and in the head. I have a beautiful sense of peace and calm and as I`m 
typing this review I feel like I`m in a bubble of energy that's protecting me. 
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Galactic Council of Light - Soul Essence Divine Alignment Transmissions
Reviewer: Maxine Martin from Dublin   
Absolutely amazing I cant beleive how powerful these transmissions were. 
When I called them in i had wave after wave of energies and differences in 
temperature there is no way these transmissions werent real and today i feel 
like a new person i spoke my mind to a so called freidn who i normally dont say 
what i really think from somewhere this courage just rose inside me and before i 
new it out of my mouth the words came. my friend was shocked and too 
umbridge but i didn't care i suddenly felt light happy and so strong thank yu so 
much for bringing these energies thorugh for us all to enjoy. 
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78 - Seraphim Angelic Light Healing - Guided Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Julie Nicholson from wakefield   
This is an amazing cd so serene and such warming healing energies from the 
seraphin angels its one of those experiences that you dont want to come back . 
Would highly recommend you wont be dissappointed
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78 - Seraphim Angelic Light Healing - Guided Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Julie Nicholson from wakefield   
This is an amazing cd so serene and such warming healing energies from the 
seraphin angels its one of those experiences that you dont want to come back . 
Would highly recommend you wont be dissappointed 
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Soul Crystal Skull Channelled Reading
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Reviewer: Kiera Eastwood from Edmonton, Canada   
I didnt no what to expect when i ordered my reading but i am so happy that i 
did. The details and infomation you sent me was really spot on. It brought tears 
to my eyes becasue as I read each word it really hit me in my heart I could 
really feel something happening like a clearing. I cant wait to create my crystal 
grid. 
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Metatronic Radio Sonic Etheric Angel Healing
Reviewer: Lucy Barber from Burleigh Heads Australia   
This was a very out of this world experience. I could feel powerful white light 
around my head and hart. I could swear I felt these huge wings around my body 
and this was so comforting, wave after wave of very strong high energy swept 
through my body. It was that strong it felt like it was going deep into bones and 
cells yet the energy was very warm and loving. After a while the energy 
changed and I could feel this tingling sensation in the body. I felt quite dizzy at 
one point then all of a sudden there were gold shapes moving in and out of my 
3rd eye I loved this so much my only wish is i could repeat it again and agian. 
Thank you so much I feel wonderful and like you said I would full of magical 
energy and life. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Celestial Attunement
Reviewer: Linda Pagett from Northampton, UK   
This attunement was truly beautiful, as soon as I called it in I had a surge of 
energy through my body. The information given is easy to understand and 
apply, this was my fisrt attunement and it was very powerful. I really felt the 
energy in my heart and now I feel really peaceful. 
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Akashic Record Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Marie from Canada   
Thank you Jill and the Keepers of the Records for this in-depth reading. There 
is a lot of information to absorb. I find this reading and the guidance provided by 
the Keepers of the Records extremely helpful and I highly recommend it if you 
are serious about your soul’s growth and want to learn how to break karmic 
patterns. 
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Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Marly Jenkins from Perth, Australia   
Thank you so much for such a great reading. I had goosebumps it was eerily so 
accurate I could swera you were reading my mind, you are one of the best 
readers I have ever come across loved how you put stuff across too not bull just 
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plain speaking and your common sense advice has also given me sum ideas on 
how to approach some of the problems Im having. 
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Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Sue from New Zealand   
Lord Sanada and Jill, thank you. Much as I try to remain upbeat there are times 
when I find it hard to see the 'wood for the trees'. This reading was timely and 
uplifting. So much of this reading I was aware of intuitively but to read it in black 
and white has given me renewed belief in my abilities. To know that you are 
walking my journey with me is encouraging. Blessings. 
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47 Archangel Metatron - Shamanic Spiritual Guidance Meditation CD
Reviewer: Ruth Kaplan from Ohio, USA   
Truly enjoyed this meditation. Was very surprised by how much I was able to 
see and feel and learn. I am being drawn to the process of Shamanic Healing 
and I love anything from Archangel Metatron. 
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33 Glenn Harrison - How to Meditate to Connect to Your Angels CD
Reviewer: Ruth Kaplan from Ohio, USA   
I have always been uncertain as to how to meditate. This CD helped get me 
started. Thank you Glenn & Jill! 
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03 Archangel Raphael Healing 'Relaxation' Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Beautiful therapy relaxation oil by Archangel Raphael. Just rubbing a small 
amount onto the skin I could feel the benefit after just a few minutes. Great 
product that comes in lovely little bottles. Thank you Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Selenite Healing Wands (Round Ends)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Received my Selenite healing wands just this morning and was so impressed. 
Feel very heavy to hold and have a great list of benefits for the self, also great 
value for money, thank you Jill xxx 

Customer Reviews
Akashic Record Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Marie Nero from Idaho Falls USA   
This reading offered me an opportunity to understand pretty much all of my life's 
muddy messes and how I can work on achieving a greater sense of peace. 
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Most of everything resonated with me was actually surprised at how much 
accurate information there was. Really good down to earath advise so thank 
you really pleased with my reading 
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Aura Energy Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Maria from Canada   
Thank you Jill for this meaningful and helpful reading. It is wonderful to know 
that the spiritual energies embracing me at this time are aligned with A. 
Metatron, A.Michael, A. Raphael and A. Sandalphon. Your reading confirmed 
my connections with these Archangels and makes me feel more connected to 
them now. This AER reading is divided into sections including current energies 
around us, our emotional, mental and spiritual body, future energies in the short 
and long term, and negative energies to be aware of. There is a lot to absorb 
and I need to read it again and again. I thank you and the Archangels for giving 
me the key message to my own soul’s growth, for reminding me how valuable 
my gifts are and that I need to learn to share these gifts with the world, and for 
teaching me how to release fear.  

Edit Delete

39 Archangel Raphael - Golden Light Healing CD
Reviewer: Sharon Betts from Scottsdale, Arizona, USA   
I find that listening to this meditation is very relaxing and ideal for helping you 
feel a deeper connection with the angels, I would recommend it to any one 

Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire, UK   
Wow to say this reading is good is an understatement!! This reading was done 
for me a few years ago but I clearly wasn't ready to receive or understand at the 
time so only now am I revisiting and reviewing (sorry Jill!). The life events, 
issues and health problems listed are all so accurate, even down to when they 
began to manifest at certain periods in my life. I only really started to 'wake up' 
properly at the beginning of this year, 2016, and now I can really see the full 
benefit of this reading. My soul wanted me to follow a spiritual path a long time 
ago and I ignored it or didn't realise/never had the time, the reasons behind 
issues and certain health problems and how they manifested are as plain as 
day now because I know that it was because I was ignoring my souls true path. 
Now I'm waking up things are getting so much better! There is so much 
information in this reading it can seem a bit overwhelming at first but stick with it 
as it gives you such insight on so many levels. If you are ready and willing to 
learn and accept your soul's lessons you will love this! 

Edit Delete
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69 Starseed Portal of Light Healing Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Hannah Leadbetter from Ripon, West Yorkshire   
Wow and wow again what a g8 meditation loved how powerful the energies 
were. It sent shivers down through my hole body and it wasnt a one off either 
when i did it again it was even more powerful my friends told me about you and 
they were rite you are g8 
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30 Lord Sananda - Embracing the Christ Consciousness
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland ENGLAND   
Beautiful live trance-channelled meditation. I felt the benefits immediately whilst 
listening, it was so powerful and it left me feeling so cleansed and serene. I 
would certainly recommend this cd. Thank you Jill and Lord Sananda xxx 

Edit Delete

33 Glenn Harrison - How to Meditate to Connect to Your Angels CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I meditate quite often which has really made me a more calmer & peaceful 
person. I got my eye on this meditation by Glenn Harrison and thought I`d try it 
out and I`m so glad I did, I`ve learnt a lot more about doing actual meditations 
than I originally thought was right. This cd would benefit a lot of people so 
therefore highly recommended to all. Thank you Glenn xxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Sue Lynch from Nottingham   
This master class was excellent, it reignited my passion for healing and made 
me realise how much I'd missed it. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Balbir Dhesi from Birmingham   
Excellent master class, I am really pleased I cam, I found all of it interesting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Paddylyn Gregory from Whitland, Wales   
Jill makes you feel very welcome, loved everything about the weekend. I found 
the first day was very good and useful, eplained very well. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Karen Haynes from Cheshire, UK   
Outstanding, enjoyable learning experience. Friendships made and new found 
confidence. Fabulous Jill, thank you so much :-) 
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Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Co.Tipperary, Ireland   
Enjoyed this class so much I came back again. Great teacher, great energy in 
the class, everything just flowed for the weekend. A very profesionally run 
weekend, wonderful healing and lovely hospitality. 
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Katherine Adler from Cambridge   
Easy to understand, explained in a down to earth way. Gave me confidence in 
myself to trust what I see and feel. Thoroughly enjoyed the whole weekend, thr 
group, the food, all amazing. Very relaxing we3kend overall, made the learning 
easy, the master class was outstanding. 
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Anette Nyqvister from Sweden   
Outstanding, it learned me to trust myself in what I can feel and see. I also 
received higher energies. The part I found most helpful was how to get the 
direct healing energy right from source. 
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Ruth Jones from Milford Haven   
OUTSTANDING!!! As always, explained clearly, helped to understand at each 
stage. Friendly, could ask questions without feeling stupid. Great practise 
physical elements, going through the 7 rays healing sessions with everyone. 

Edit Delete

Ask An Angel Oracle Deck
Reviewer: Julie Holmes from Sheffield UK   
Best cards ever!!! I love these cards, they are amazing, having worked with 
doreen virtue cards I can understand now why you recommended these. 
Instead of working with the words of someone else these cards help me to tune 
into what my angels want me to know rather then getting the same message 
each time. There is no way I can ever get bored with these cards something 
new from my angels keeps popping into my mind all the time. My husband says 
I am addicted to them lol 

Edit Delete

60 - Visiting Egypt & Cleopatra's Palace - The Temple of Isis - A Past Life 
Exploration CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
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I really loved this meditation as I felt it was so very powerful and uplifting. To be 
visiting the temple of Isis was special and extremely soothing to say the least. 
Very well recommended to all that's interested in ancient Egypt, thank you Jill 
xxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Michael Cosmic Visionary Awakening To Higher Consciousness
Reviewer: Louise Laurels from San Deigo, California, USA   
Really enjoyed this course, it really helped me understand the potential that lies 
within myself and my connection with Michael was so strong I could swear I 
could feel him breathing on my neck it was awesome. Thank you for sharing 
your work and light with the world. 

Edit Delete

Flower of Life Crystal Healing - A Journey into Manifesting & Healing
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Really enjoyed this flower of life crystal healing webinar. I found it so informative 
and relaxing to watch and listen too. I`ve always loved crystals and have them 
dotted around my lounge. This webinar gives you loads of information on 
programming, charging & cleansing crystals not to mention laying them down so 
you can create different shapes for manifesting different situations in your life. 
Thank you Jill as I loved this and will revert back to it time & time again. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Betty Tash from Florida, USA   
Jill is always well prepared and presents the information clearly and in a 
productive way. She's the real deal folks, powerful connection. Follow her FB 
page, Angel Messenger, daily. Thank you, Jill, for all you do for all of us. 
Sending Love and healing blessings. 

Edit Delete

Lemurian Starseed Crystal Grid Set
Reviewer: Jenny Kaye from Holmfirth, West Yorkshire   
I have been a crystal healer for 4 years and I have to say that these crystals are 
the best. They are easy to program and they do a great job of helping you to tap 
into really strong healing energies. I notice the difference in strength of energies 
when I use these compared to my other crystals. They may be small but they 
definitely pack a punch. Love that they are so cheap too, last time I bought a 
few at a psychic fair cost me a fortune. 
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Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 60mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
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I`m just so delighted to have received my organic light magnetic sphere, its just 
so beautiful to stare at and it makes me feel so relaxed and calm, its like a 
magical tool and all I need now is a little fancy stand to sit it on. Thank you to Jill 
& Glenn as these really are quite a bargain xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Edit Delete

09 Anti-Ageing - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This product not only leaves the skin feeling so baby soft but has the most 
beautiful fragrance I feel possible. I`m so pleased I purchased it now. Thank you 
Archangel Raphael & Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

08 Lord Melchizedek - Astral Travel MP3
Reviewer: Fraser Wilson from Inverness Scotland   
This is one of the best I have come across! Just for relaxation alone, it is worth 
every penny. TOTAL relaxation! I'm going to use this everyday now as it is so 
easy to follow and I can't recommend it highly enough. I strongly urge you to try 
it.....you won't be disappointed! 

Edit Delete

08 Positive Energy Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
A beautiful soul spray by Archangel Raphael, you can certainly smell the ginger 
& sandalwood fragrances which I love, come in lovely little bottles and I do feel 
the positive energy radiating from the spray, thank you Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

03 Heart Chakra Acceptance Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Received my soul spray this morning and what a beautiful fragrance, whilst 
spraying it I felt so refreshed & peaceful, I always love the little plastic bottles 
with the Angel labels, I would definitely recommend these products. Thank you 
Jill as I always receive my items quickly off you xxx 

Edit Delete

ANGEL HEALING - REALIGNING YOUR SPIRITUAL BODIES
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Really enjoyed this, very well worth doing for anyone that's serious about their 
spiritual development. Loved the meditation, it made me feel so relaxed and at 
peace with myself, working with the seraphim angels felt so wonderful, this just 
did me the world of good and i so needed it. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
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Reviewer: Myra Luz Martinez from Astoria, NY, USA   
Jills knowledge and experience allows me to open fully to the new information 
and absorb it easily. The meditations, healng, practice and instruction were 
most useful. You are AWESOME!! 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Katerina Zvonaric from Wigan, UK   
Jill was very good and knowledgeable and I learned a lot from her over the 
weekend. Learning a new healing modality and working with the Arcturian 
energy was outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Ask An Angel Oracle Deck
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
So glad that I eventually bought these Ask an Angel Oracle cards as I`ve been 
after them for a while now. Truly stunning with beautiful illustrations & an easy to 
read guide book, they come with their own box and I love the colours used on 
the cards as well, cannot wait to start using them, I truly felt a sense of peace 
whilst just holding them, thank you Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Coventry   
I was at a point where I was feeling very lost and had no idea where to go from 
here. My Soul Name reading from Archangel Metatron and Jill arrived. It is so 
beautifully illustrated. I now have a lot of pointers about how to get from where I 
am now to where I need to be. I am also loving my Soul name - Adinahel. Thank 
you and Blessings from the heart to both Archangel Metatron and Jill Harrison 
xxx 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
Module 1 Chakra Healing Course What a beautiful meditation in the Earth 
Gateway Chakra, released so much Karma and bathed in peaceful energy. 
Much personal information was given and cannot wait for module 2. Thank you 
so much Jill for this guidance on this course. Martin James Lloyd Stafford 
England 
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Spiritual Coaching - Psychic Development 1-2-1 Tuition
Reviewer: Amanda Yardley from Kent, UK   
Jill I just want to say a big thank you for your coaching sessions. These really 
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helped me focus and get the results I had been hoping for. Your guidance and 
teaching was so supportive. You helped me grow my confidence in my psychic 
abilities and finally instead of trying to use a psychic skill that was not my 
strongest, you helped me tap into my strengths and use those skills with great 
results. Your encouragement, kind positive words have kept me motivated and 
have given me the opportunity to grow much quicker than I believed I could. I 
have spent a lot of time, energy and money on books, videos trying to find what 
I was looking for I feel so lucky that I came across you. A very big thank you 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Paddy Lyne Gregory from Tavernspike, Wales   
Outstanding, felt welcomed, enjoyed myself. The reasings were easier than 
thought. The whole day was very interesting. 
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How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Ruth Jones from Milford Haven Wales   
Very Informative, everything explained clearly. 
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How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Katherine Adler from Cambridge   
Excellent really helped me understand the cards on a different level. 
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How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Cheryl Gulliksen from Milford Haven, Wales   
I have learned a great deal about angel card reading and myself. I feel confident 
and am looking forward to moving forward. Excellent reading opportunities. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Diane Hodson from Saundersfoot, Wales   
Excellent gave me the knowledge and confidence to trust in myself. Lovely 
welcoming atmosphere. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Karen Russell from Rotherham UK   
This class was excellent. Clear instruction and practical experiences. 
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THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Anne Randell from Sheffield UK   
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The master class was outstanding. Jill is very friendly, capable, professional. 
Edit Delete

THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Martin Lloyd from Stafford UK   
This master class was outstanding, experienced many facets and emotional 
aspects of the self and visionary. Meditations and practical challenges e.g 
Readings, Third Eye were most useful. 
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THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Sue Joyce from London, UK   
This master class was excellent, thoroughly enjoyed it. 

Edit Delete

THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Outstanding there were many different 3rd eye activating techniques tried and 
over the day for me it seemed to have an accumulative effect amazing! This is 
th most I have ever felt and seen with my 3rd eye. Now to practise more myself. 
Loved the different techniques and how powerful they became. 
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THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from Wakefield, UK   
First of all I would like to say a bit thank you for the invitation to do this class. I 
have found it extremely benefiticial in doing the exercises to open the 3rd eye 
more. I am trusting myself more in the information that I am receiving from spirit 
and its really beneficial having the confirmation of the information given and 
received. 

Edit Delete

THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Karen Russell from Rotherham, UK   
Outstanding - really great practical exercises to assist in opening the 3rd eye 
with practical exercises to show progress. 

Edit Delete

THIRD EYE EXPANSION ACTIVATION CLASS - 1-DAY
Reviewer: Louise Keoghan from Shropshire, UK   
Thank you Jill, for a truly amazing experience at your one day class. You are 
such a gifted teacher who embraces your spiritual work with tremendous 
enthusiasm, immense knowledge, complete humility and not forgetting your 
incredible sense of humour. Jill has an exceptional gift at being able to assist 
her students, regardless of what stage they are at, on their spiritual journey and 
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does so, in such an encouraging manner and she can channel further insights 
live from her guides should additional advice be required for her students. The 
class content contained, the perfect blend of activities - mini tutorials, practical 
exercises, meditations, discussions and pair work. I was also blessed to be 
joined by such lovely students who also attended the class. Saying how 
amazing Jill's cooking is, would be another 5* review in itself! Thank you also 
Glenn Harrision and Ian Newton for all the work you both did in the background, 
to make this day so special for everyone who attended. For those people who 
were unable to attend this course, Jill has on her website, several meditations 
that can be downloaded as MP3 files or purchased as CDs. My sincere 
gratitude to you all. 

Edit Delete

CHANNELLING SPIRIT - A Channelling Course For Beginners
Reviewer: Rita Griffiths from Liverpool, UK   
MODULE 4 - This was an amazing module on "Automatic Writing". I did not 
have any expectations, but with Jill's guidance, was able to receive a reply from 
Spirit, through automatic writing, to most of my questions. Thank you Jill. 

Customer Reviews
What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Lovely little reading!! My soul name means GODS PEARL, I smiled when I read 
it as I totally adore my freshwater pearls, so it seemed totally appropriate for 
me. I`ve already dealt with some of my life lessons and I`m working on the rest 
now. I loved the last on which was too lighten up and relax lol, thank you very 
much Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Jodie Archer from West Yorkshire, UK   
Excellent, I love the meditations, and learning about the brain was woonderful. 
How things connect to the physical was really useful. Most interesting was the 
brain stuff, the time I could take for me doesn't happen often. Thank you 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Beverley Bridge from Lincs, UK   
The hosts were wonderful and very thorough. Very enjoyable way of learning. 
Healped to release blockages and given me inspiration to carry on with my own 
healing work. Most useful was how simple connection to the archangels really 
is! Thank you very much Jill for the lovely day. 

Edit Delete
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Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Carol Parsons from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Relaxed atmosphere, friendly, very informative and lovely lunch. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Abigail Simson from Lincs, UK   
Many informative and useful techiques and fabulous information shared. I loved 
all of it, particularly the crystal bowls. I enjoyed all aspects of the day and hope 
to be able to do more in the future. I really felt that I have been able to release 
much that was locked inside. The energies were so powerful. I'd definitely 
recommend this course. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Karen Haynes from Cheshire, UK   
Felt like I've released long-standing energies. Most useful was the crystal bowl 
sound healing. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Kathryn Adler from Cambs, UK   
Learnt so much. Meditations felt great, felt I really released stuff. Learning about 
part of the brain, the hara and how to access the astral realm outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Chris Hillier from London, UK   
It was a fun, interesting and very useful day connecting with the Astral Realm. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Martin Lloyd from Staffordshire, UK   
Very deep healing took place. This is an excellent course for thsoe who want to 
release all those fears. Meditations, areas of the brain connecting Archangels 
and Emotional Development - Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Astral Planes with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from West Yorkshire, UK   
As always very informative and free with knowledge, always something new to 
learn. Acess the astral realm and sound healing therapy extremely beneficial. 
Interesting exploring energy blocks. Thank you for a loverly day. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Michael - Gabriel - Raphael & Uriel Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal 
Ball - approx 56-63mm
Reviewer: Ghandara Ahuja from Bradford, UK   
The moment I received this crystal I could not wait to sit down and meditate with 
it. I put aside everything and holding my sphere I asked Archangel Michael to 
protect me. I felt a strong presence come into the room, it is like nothing I have 
ever experienced before. I was needing some help with others not listening to 
me and I asked Michael to help them listen and to protect me from their bullying 
ways. Since I have had this crystal it has really helped. I find I am much 
stronger now. I feel able to stand up for myself and I feel a lot safer now thank 
you very much this crystal has really made a difference in my life. 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Sue Parker from The Catlins, New Zealand   
Thank you A.A. Metatron/Jill Harrison. Boy did I need this today! I love the 
comment 'lighten up and relax'! I have been struggling with several things since 
the beginning of this year and feeling very frustrated. Once more you have put 
me back on track; showing me the things that are truly important. 'You must 
overcome guilt when enjoying yourself'! This is something that I have struggled 
to do for five years since our youngest son died. I have taken this on board! 
Thank you again xx 

Edit Delete

01 - Archangel Sandalphon - Spiritual Clearing & Healing
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Totally enjoyed this Archangel Sandalphon- spiritual healing & clearing. Doing 
the exercises with the codes was so easy to follow, everything was clearly 
explained by Jill, the meditation was beautiful & I certainly felt the benefit of it 
all. Thank you so much Jill xxx
 

Approve Edit Delete

01 - Archangel Sandalphon - Spiritual Clearing & Healing
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Totally enjoyed this Archangel Sandalphon- spiritual healing & clearing. Doing 
the exercises with the codes was so easy to follow, everything was clearly 
explained by Jill, the meditation was beautiful & I certainly felt the benefit of it 
all. Thank you so much Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Mary Magdalene 14 Chakras Revelation Reading
Reviewer: Amanda P from northants   
I just want to say a big thankyou for this reading. This was truly an exceptional 
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reading, I did feel quite emotional at times when i read this through. This 
reading is a must for anyone who wants to work on a deep serious level to 
really understand what each Chakra represents. The messages from Ascended 
Master Mary Magdalene were beautiful and very personal to the point where 
she mentioned my husbands name, very humbling. Thankyou Jill for your gift of 
being able to share this wonderful information. We are all very lucky to be in 
your facebook group x  

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Thank you for this 12 month ahead reading Jill, I`ve been slowly reading 
through it three times now and its REALLY made me think, I can already 
visualize certain things happening that you were stating - I was thinking " ouch " 
with some things but I know this is good guidance that I will read time again 
every month, there was quite a bit of positive and I have a feeling I know "what" 
& "who" he`ll be....( I hope ) :-) thanks again Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Kate from Alberta, Canada   
Both Starseed Parallel Lives readings delved deeply into what would shift old 
paradigms in me, highlighting areas I recognized but did not appreciate were 
actually of considerable importance to this task. Jill awakened me in key ways, 
to be made privy to parallel lives and why they were reaching out to me. It did 
much to bring into sharper focus the bigger picture of my multi-dimensional self 
and roles specific to my soul. It was top calibre work and the readings continue 
to remind me where my focus needs to be. When we think we know it is often 
only a hint. The readings brought me closer into alignment with what I hope to 
achieve in this present life. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Angel Healing Spiritual Path Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Angela Johnson from Southampton, UK   
Thank you for this reading, I really could feel how loving and supporting my 
angels were in the words that you channelled. I did not realise some of the 
issues were because I was just existing rather than doing. I realise now my life 
was becoming very dry and this was why I wasn't happy. I will now get more 
involved with life and look to making those changes my angels recommended. 
Thank you so much, I feel so much more confident now about my life direction. 

Edit Delete

02 Archangel Raphael Inner Child Abuse Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price 
of 50mls)
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Reviewer: John Green from Rotherham, South Yorkshire, UK   
This spray has really helped me overcome issues of not being loved or 
accepted by my mother. I could never understand why she did not show her 
love for me, or show me any interest. With the help of some of your meditation 
CDs and this spray, I have found an inner peace that has helped me to accept 
and heal this part of my childhood. Thank you for all you do. Love your 
Facebook group too, the daily readings, affirmations and motivational stuff you 
post is really inspiring. God bless you! 

Edit Delete

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT - Creating & Working With Colours
Reviewer: Vanda James from Manchester, UK   
10/10 for content. Loved all the exercises. Filled with so much, I never got 
bored. I have repeated this class a few times now and each time I get 
something a bit more than previously. I can really intuitively pick up colours and 
messages now, something I could not do prior to doing this class/course. Well 
worth every penny. Thank you 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I`ve read my Ascended Master Lord Sananda personal guidance reading 
several times now, I`m feeling quite overwhelmed knowing that Lord Sananda 
has walked by my side most of my life. Everything that was stated to me was 
nicely laid out, lovely advice was given and I also felt that their was a fair bit of 
encouragement for me, nothing was harsh, it only ever came across loving and 
sensitively put. I`m feeling very contented over this reading now and I want to 
try and make a fresh start with my life, other than that...everything that I read 
about myself was so accurately put and I possible could NOT fault this reading 
if I tried. Thank you very much Jill as always for your dedication in the work you 
do xxx 

Edit Delete

Starseed Channelled Reading - Starseed Mission Information
Reviewer: Paul Todd from Rotherham, Yorkshire   
Well if I was in any doubt that I was a starseed, the doubt has truly gone. The 
reading was so honest and true, I had to read it a fair few times to let everything 
sink in. I am just so impressed. Stunning, amazing, brilliant doesn't cover the 
words to describe my reading. It truly was one of a kind, I now understand why I 
am here, and the lessons and missions I am to fulfil whilst I am here. I had an 
inkling of what I was meant to do, but this has helped me now dot the i's and t's 
with great clarity. It is like having my own soul journey map and it has really 
helped me understand how to apply starseed wisdom to my physical life. 

Edit Delete
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Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Emma from Lincoln   
Reviewing nearing the end of the 12 months and the reading has been accurate 
for each month. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California, USA   
The entire series of webinars are transformational. Preparing us with each for 
another step of our journey to Ascension. So that we can fully embrace the 
energies brought to us in the final webinar with Archangel Metatron. Each of the 
others opened us also to use our growth to help others, and the culmination 
with Metatron was for our personal ascension process, and being able to 
embody this if we so choose, to be of even greater service in fulfilling that which 
we came to do. I recommend this to any serious seeker of reconnecting with the 
Divine within and around us, and being of greater service. 

Edit Delete

76 Atlantean Crystal Healing Guided Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Rosemary Douglas from Sheffield, England   
Beautiful, simply beautiful, I have never programmed a crystal before and after 
this meditation, my crystal really is strong now. I carry it everywhere I go. This 
was the first time I have done one of your meditations but now I want them all. 
Your voice was so relaxing and it really did help me go deeper than any other 
meditation I have done before. Would really be happy to recommend this to 
others who can't decide whether to buy it or not I am really glad I did. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Celestial Attunement
Reviewer: Julie J from Yorkshire, UK   
Hi Jill I would like to take this opportunity to thank you and Archangel Chamuel 
for the very powerful energy attunement and healing orb Synchronicity was 
certainly at play here as I was drawn to this attunement to help me through 
some devastating news that knocked me sideways which has played havoc with 
my emotions and it has taken me a while to process and come to terms with 
recent events which is why I have only just round to doing this . My experience 
of the activation of the healing orb was very powerful. I felt expansion within my 
crown chakra opening and could feel the energy swirling around . Archangel 
Chamuel energies to me are really warm very loving and peaceful . I 
experienced the energy attunement as a loud strong whooshing sensation that 
was more dominant within my left ear than the right. I felt stroking sensations all 
over my face cobweb effect stronger on the left and a running cascading of 
energy down my spine. I also felt an energy shift under the right hand side of 
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my ribcage Following this I slept really well and woke to a profound sense of 
peace . I have no qualms in recommending these attunements Many thanks 
again Love Julie xxx 

Edit Delete

Rose Quartz Crystal Heart Attuned to Archangel Raphael and Archangel 
Chamuel
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Beautiful Rose quartz heart attuned to Archangel Chamuel & Archangel 
Raphael, I`m very pleased with it and seemed to feel an instant connection to it 
when first holding. Thank you very much Jill as I`ll treasure it xxxx 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Opal from    
Thank you, both for my reading that I'm still trying to digest. Lord Sanada seems 
so kind, lovely, endearing and ever so conscientious. He must have been 
hanging out with me a lot to gain such information and it was so sensitively 
portrayed. Very much a human touch which is nice. I still feel he's trying to help 
me, now. Top notch )) 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Coaching - Psychic Development 1-2-1 Tuition
Reviewer: David Baxter from Kentucky, USA   
Just got to say thank you for all your help. With so much psychic training and 
information out there it is hard to find the real deal and with you, I did find the 
real deal. The coaching sessions really have helped me quickly find my niche 
and my connection with spirit is real strong now I can't thank you enough. You 
helped me understand the levels of ascension and how to build my light 
quotient. I have built my light quotient so much faster as a result of your 
coaching. Now I advanced my abilities, it is great to understand I am working 
with the Arcturians and why. Since your coaching, I am now working with them 
regularly on the advanced light technologies they are using to help humanity at 
this time. You really have helped me go beyond anything I thought was 
possible. You have enabled me to go from dreaming about teaching to teaching. 
You should call yourself the teacher of teachers. You really have changed my 
life. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Deborah from Essex   
Thank you for my fantastic channelled reading! It really brought up some 
emotions both good and bad and gave me some stuff to think about. I shall 
treasure it forever x 
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Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Irene Hackett from Brisbane, australia   
I received the channeled message from Lord Sananda and have had to read it 
through a few times as it is so detailed, It felt like a personal message from 
someone who knew me intimately and he was able to describe my past 
experiences and my future potential with love and positivity. I would highly 
recommend a channeled reading from Jill to help keep you focused on the path 
of love and spiritual enlightenment 💖  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
All the webinars in the Archangel Program are excellent. This particular one with 
Archangel Zadkiel for myself was exceptional. I felt as though I had come home. 
It was a clearing and expanding experience, which brought greater peace and 
love. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Becky from Castroville, CA   
This reading is as described personal guidance. The pure essence of the 
reading is the energy of Divine Love, which is Lord Sananda and comes 
through with each word that you read, and uplifts you. The guidance was 
specific as to what gift has come forward with me from prior lives that I have 
been preparing to bring forth in this life and the next steps opening for that to 
occur. I have only read the reading once so far, but emotionally I feel Lord 
Sananda with me more than ever in my life, and that is very comforting, and I 
know together the path will unfold in Divine Order I am saying that for me this 
was not just a reading but a reconnection with the energies and love of Lord 
Sananda. I am very glad I choose this reading. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Lord Sananda Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
Well, when Jill sent my Lord Sananda Reading through I promised myself that 
I'd set some quiet time to sit, read through and digest and engage with my 
thoughts after my busy work schedule. Big Big mistake, the urge and draw to 
delve and discover with anticipation was so strong everything else ceased to 
exist. I'm now sitting in awe with tears rolling down my cheeks, my Soul turned 
inside out and have never never felt LOVE and such COMPASSION bleeding 
through a reading before. I know and felt the presence of Lord Sananda (Jesus) 
was by my side with every word, with every tear i shed. The hope and faith this 
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reading has restored in me to follow my dreams and open those doors is 
overwhelming and life changing. Lord Sananda, I cannot thank you enough, 
words can't express the emotion and Love I feel from my Heart Centre. Jill, as 
always you deliver and never fail to amaze me with the accuracy of your 
readings, such an amazing Avatar, plus you have the gift of bringing a grown 
Man to tears every time our paths cross, lol. Love, Light and Truth Martin James 
Lloyd Stafford England  

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle - Life Guidance
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Thank you so much for my reading Jill, I`ve read it over & over before wanting 
to leave this review. It was so accurate right down to me being passive with the 
opposite sex....even though that was along time ago it just really made me think 
about how far I`ve travelled & how I`ve changed. This has been the second 
Arcturian reading I`ve had from you, the first been the soul guidance reading 
and this second one being the life guidance and both being just amazing, 
truthful and so helpful, thanks again Jill xxxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Celestial Attunement
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I received my Archangel attunement and I chose it by Archangel Chamuel 
( angel of love ). It was such a beautiful calming experience, I felt tingling in my 
fingers first and then my toes then I could feel the energy just slowly creeping 
up my arms and legs. Just such a wonderful way to treat yourself, also great 
value for money and the attunement is something that lasts a lifetime. Thank 
you very much Jill...it was just brilliant xxx  

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Leanne Morris from Haversham, UK   
At a time when I didn't know where to turn, you helped me to put everything into 
perspective and look at the choices open to me. I was so confused with what 
everyone was telling me I couldn't see straight. Thank you so much. You were 
very down to earth, supportive and understanding. I feel a lot more secure now 
and know the direction I want to take. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade A)
Reviewer: Gladys Salmon from London, UK   
I am so pleased with this beautiful ball. My friend bought it for my husband who 
has Alzheimers he is 89 years old, I am 85. My husband used to get in a really 
uptight fretful state, but since he got this ball, he is so much calmer. He spends 
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ages just gazing at the colours, thank you so much, you have no idea how 
helpful this has been. He even takes it in the bath with him. I will be ordering 
another one soon because my friend's son is slightly autistic and he is quite 
taken with the ball too when he visits. Please tell Glenn he should show his 
balls to more to people, I am sure they would be impressed. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Wendy Raymond from Wallsend Tyne And Wear   
Bought to help my 86 year old relative who has Alzheimer's . She had it in her 
bedroom on a shelf above her bed last night - in the morning she said that she 
woke in the night and the sphere was in her right hand ! It was still on the shelf. 
She has calmed down a lot and is now taking her meds which she had not 
taken for 6 weeks. This has in only three days made a difference to the energy 
in the house and to both of us. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This was just an amazing experience, the moment I got Jill`s email to say the 
attunment was ready I just had a powerful tingly feeling on top of the head 
(crown chakra), I also had the feeling that I had a room of beings that I couldn't 
see just sending me their healing energy`s. I wouldn't hesitate getting another 
one of these attunments in the future as I know this one really worked and just a 
lovely experience, thank you so much Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Becky from Prante   
This reading is excellent and very helpful. If you are wanting to know what the 
next move might be along your spriritual path and that which you are struggling 
with at this time that you need to look at in order to move forward this is the one 
to choose. As always there is so much value and insight in each reading. 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Becky from California   
I have just begun to look at the information shared in this amazing reading. I 
had been asked previously to look into my other lives to help me and this 
reading was exactly what I needed to bring forth this focus. One of the aspects 
we all face along our journey is the integration of our many selves in the many 
life times and this helps to begin to understand how multidimensional we are 
and how each life is integrating with the other. I am thrilled. For us to begin to 
understand and integrate allows us to open up in each life to the gifts of spirit 
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we have in another and to also clear those issues which are hindering us. I am 
so thankful for this reading and highly recommend it. Each of the readings I 
have had with Jill have been of great benefit. 

Edit Delete

66 Angelic Heart Healing with Archangel Chamuel - Download MP3
Reviewer: Becky from California   
At this time it is so important to open our hearts, clear them, activate them fully 
and to live from our hearts. There is no better Achangel to help with this than 
Chamuel and this meditation is all this and more. I am thankful for this tool to 
aid me in my growth. I highly recommend this for all must come from the heart 
where God resides within us. 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Canterbury   
Testimony to Jill Harrisons Star seed Parallel Guidance The actual report that 
Jill had done was literally mind blowing. I had to read the report at least three 
times just for it to sink in and for me to comprehend the information. It was a bit 
of a shock to realise that we are actually multidimensional beings that are 
playing/acting in various roles in different timelines. [Living many existences at 
one time!] That these roles we are playing in are all going on simultaneously 
even though they are occurring in different timelines. In Jill’s report it was 
brought to my attention that I was currently being overshadowed with energies 
from Orion and that karmic energies of Repression over my spiritual gifts were a 
repetitive re-incarnational theme for me. I feel that this is a very revealing 
aspect that has now been bought to my attention and reinforces that repression 
by both others and myself is a theme that I will be dealing with and will be 
addressed by me in my current life. Jill picked up that “abandonment” had also 
been an additional theme that is part Of my re-incarnation too. This made 
sense, as I believe this explains why When I was young I struggled with issues 
around self worth, sadness and looking Outside of myself for love etc It was 
interesting to note that I had an incarnation in Egypt and that this also left me to 
deal with feelings of abandonment. Although I have had a holiday in Egypt, I 
feel that I will need to go back on a spiritual journey sometime. A past life as a 
Zeta Reticuli came as a bit of a shock to me. I can remember doing a meditation 
once and I had a glimpse of what I thought was one of the greys but I guess it 
must have been the zetas. I have also seen this face in the clouds. (lol) 
Apparently the message they want to convey with me is that I have a habit of 
rejecting my emotions and pushing them deep inside of me. I feel they are spot 
on and thank you for pointing that out. Love you. Jill also pointed out that I had 
also had a Vegan role. Where martial arts and meditation were a theme. 
Interesting as martial arts is and has been an interest of mine in my current life. 
My vegan role asks that I awaken and remember that spiritual growth cannot be 
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attained without spiritual discipline. Again thank you for that message. I would 
also like to thank Jill for this life changing and inspiring information. Big love to 
you all. Xxx PS. I would recommend this reading to anyone. Trust me you will 
not be disappointed. Timothy.  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
We just complete Module 9 tonight and it was amazing The peace and 
transformational energies of Archangel Azrael are those that everyone needs in 
their life at one point or another. Today it was perfect timing. Not only do you 
experience peace, unconditiona love and release from that which bothers you, 
the energies help you to realize what the saying " Let Go and Let God" means. 
Azrael transforms our energies so that we can channel through these energies 
to help others during transitions in their life. I am so happy to have experienced 
this webinar. 

Edit Delete

34 Archangel Metatron - Chakra Flower (Colour) Cleanse Meditation CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I have felt that I needed to buy a Chakra Cleansing meditation for a while now 
so when I saw this I thought it would be perfect, it was totally beautiful and easy 
to follow, i even thought the colours were easy to visualize, on the cd cover you 
have pictures & names of the flowers used, and this makes them easy to 
memorize. I would certainly recommend this meditation cd, thank you to Jill & 
Glenn for their calming healing voices xxxx 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle - Life Guidance
Reviewer: Stella McCarthy from Dublin, Ireland   
Ouch, well this certainly didn't hold any punches. I loved my reading, it was a bit 
uncomfortable to read at first, I even put it down and got angry with it at one 
point, but the truth was there in black and white, it means I cant ignore it any 
longer. I think this reading has helped me see I need to change and that I am 
not really helping myself by ignoring those bits of life that just arent working. 
Have a got all the answers I wanted no, but I definitely got the guidance I 
needed to get my bum in gear. Thank you for this. xxx 

Customer Reviews
Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Martin James from Stafford   
Starseed Parallel Guidance Reading On my first reading of this document I was 
totally overwhelmed and fascinated by my multidimensional lives that I 
simultaneously "Play out" across the Universe and Galaxies. There is so much 
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information that is beneficial to your Soul's growth and direction in this reading 
that you cannot rely on a single read, already I've gone over this guidance twice 
and still gathering more information. I highly recommend this Starseed Parallel 
Guidance Reading to everybody who wishes to go beyond their Earthly Life and 
break down those barriers to progress on their Soul's Path. Thank you so much 
Jill for enlightening me, I will definitely be back for another reading in the near 
future. Martin James Lloyd Stafford 

Edit Delete

Lemurian Oversoul Crystal Attunement Reading
Reviewer: Becky Prante from USA   
I just finished the Lemurian Oversoul meditation which came as part of the 
Lemurian Oversoul Crystal Attunement Reading. This has been a very 
worthwhile reading, which touched upon the area in which my soul is expanding 
so that I can be aware in order to expand also. I was given suggested crystals 
which I could use to help in this process. Which was lovely to find the same 
crystals were etherically implanted during my meditation. The Lemurian guides 
were very helpful in making suggestions about areas of my life to investigate 
and where I should focus. Then comes the meditation. This meditation was 
deep. I was taken to the inner level needed to clear and activate my chakras 
with the implanting of crystals to help me in the process ahead. I feel clear and 
more able to focus. This is a very good reading and I love the fact that it also 
had the meditation. I will use both the information and meditation to keep the 
process moving forward. Thank you Lemurians and Jill. 

Edit Delete

Kundalini Awakening - Kundalini Activation
Reviewer: Becky from California   
I did not attend the webinar but purchased the Download. I am happy that I did 
for this is a meditation which I will use again and again until I feel the process is 
complete. The DVD is taken in stages it is a clearing of the chakras, expanding , 
activating and working on our DNA before even beginning the raising of the 
kundalini. It is a powerful yet gentle process, which prepare so that the process 
is not jolting like some experience. I highly recommend this DVD.  

Edit Delete

Arcturian & Sirian Healing Attuned LARGE Copper Quartz Crystal Sphere - 
approx 69mm diameter - 394g
Reviewer: Becky from California   
I love this Crystal. I bonded with it from the first moment I saw it. I have found 
that this crystal helps me not only with my personal healing, but in staying 
centered and expanding the energies outward to share the balanced, peaceful, 
loving healing energies via the grids and mother Earth. The copper within has 
helped my physical tremendously. I feel I am learning to focus on the healing 
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modalities that are best suited for myself in helping others. I also know that as I 
work with the crystal, I am more attuned to the Arcturian and Sirians and able to 
access the halls of healing more easily. I am so happy this crystal is a part of 
my life. Thank you Jill and the Arcturians and Sirians. 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Curtis M from Bakersfield,CA. USA   
WOW, stretched my consciousness to a multi- dimensional level. No wonder I 
am tired, took on some challenges, but the journey is rewarding. Will get more 
later.THANK YOU JILL, YOUR AWESOME. Curtis M 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: rinrin from Japan   
The reading was extensive, precise, and profound. Thank you so much! I never 
thought of such multi-dimensional Starseed roles. It was quite an eye-opener. It 
made me again to confront the homework I need to do on my own. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Anette from Sweden   
5 stars I give Jill for this amazing reading. I can really recommend this reading 
to anyone that is searching for the truth about the souls journey and mission. 
She will with the help from the angelic realm give the tools so that you can work 
with your own enlightenment. That is for me a great blessing. I will be forever 
thankful. Light and love from me. 

Edit Delete

Chakra Re-alignment & Energy Healing Attunement
Reviewer: Lesley Stokes from Chatham, Kent, UK   
This was ACE, the support and guidance was easy to understand and as this 
was my first attunement I didn't know what to expect. I found the instructions 
easy to follow and I was amazed I could actually feel the energies coming in. 
This is powerful, way more than I expected. I have to say I do feel different and 
even dare I say more at peace with myself. Even my husband has noticed so it 
has definitely done something. All in all I must say thank you, it definitely worked 
for me and I will probably now have more sessions with you, just as soon as 
pay day arrives. 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Maria *** from Canada   
Thank you Jill for this excellent Starseed Parallel Guidance reading, I love it! It 
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has helped me understand my Starseed history and multidimensional realities 
better. I was becoming more and more aware that I have parallel lives reason 
which is why I chose this channeled reading. It is amazing to know that I am 
having parallel lives in the past, present and future! (in human terms). This 
reading has revealed my multi-dimensional starseed roles in different 
existences/times that I am having now at this present moment, and how they 
are affecting my soul’s growth and impacting my current life in the 20th century. 
I am now aware of my biggest blocks and will work on that. Your reading has 
confirmed my strong connections with some beings including the reptilians and 
the Arcturians, it has also confirmed my healing abilities and I will definitely work 
with the Arcturians to help me develop my skills and how to use them better. I 
strongly recommend this channeled reading. 

Edit Delete

16 Lady Nada - Clearing and Cleansing Old Behavioural Patterns MP3
Reviewer: Karen from    
I've done this a few times now and it's a lovely meditation that has really helped 
release me from feeling that I was emotionally stuck whilst going through a 
difficult period that is full of change and uncertainty. My outlook has improved 
and I no longer feel drained all the time! 10 out of 10. Thank you Jill and Lady 
Nada xx 

Edit Delete

Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: Kristi Garster from USA   
I finally got around to reading this and I am amazed at what I've learned. This 
reading was just full of one revelation after another! All of it just spoke to me and 
I believe I finally figured out the last pieces of the puzzle. Wonderful reading 
highly recommend it! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Raphael Angelic Attunement
Reviewer: Rebecca Stanton from Birmingham, UK   
This attunement was out of this world. I had issues receiving love and giving 
love. I really struggled in relationships and always felt uncomfortable. This 
attunement has really helped me open my heart to love, it has enabled my heart 
to heal. The energies I felt during this attunement have never been experienced 
before. They were amazing and so powerful. This attunement has been life 
changing for me. Within one week of having this attunement, I met a guy and it 
was like we clicked. We both felt we had known each other all our lives. This 
was spooky because I thought finding my soul mate would never happen. 
Thank you so much, Jill for helping me understand myself, how I relate to others 
and how I block my ability to love. Seriously would recommend this attunement 
to everyone. It has been six months since I had this attunement and my life has 
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changed beyond recognition. 
Edit Delete

30 Lord Sananda - Embracing the Christ Consciousness MP3
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This meditation is loving while giving direct truth about what is needed to 
embrace and move with our Christ Consciousness. It brings a strengthening of 
the connection to Christ. For me it was exactly what I needed at this time. If you 
are feeling blocked, it is a good way to see what may be blocking you. 

Edit Delete

Angelic Ray Healing - Red Ray - Archangel Michael & Uriel
Reviewer: Jonathan Husband from Edinburgh, Scotland   
Really good, I enjoyed this immensely. The exercises and information were 
delivered in a good format. It was down to earth with a no-nonsense approach 
which was a refreshing change from the arty-farty stuff many new agers try to 
force on you. 

Edit Delete

04 Anti-Depression - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Nadine Curtiss from Liverpool, UK   
This has helped me so much. As soon as I wake up I massage this into my 
body, the smell really lifts my mood and then I massage this onto my body at 
night before taking my bath. Before I didn't use to make time for me, so this oil 
has made me take more care of me. I sleep a lot better and feel refreshed when 
I wake. This really is my goto when I start to feel down. Would recommend this. 
 

Edit Delete

Sirius Light Activation Programme - Unlocking Ancient Egyptian Energies
Reviewer: Amanda Biggs from Cheltenham, UK   
WOW.... what a great programme, I so enjoyed listening to what you had to say. 
The information and the guided meditation was really good. I had so many 
experiences in the meditation, I want to keep doing it. Thank you so much for 
this great programme. Really enjoyed it and would recommend this to anyone 
who is looking for an out of this world experience. I now know more about my 
spiritual lessons, thank you, thank you. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from Prante   
Archangel transcendecy Module 8 was tremendous. The work with connecting 
with our Higher Self, and the opening and guidance that was received during 
the connection is what I was seeking to make the needed changes and growth. 
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Highly recommended. The entire series is worthwhile for everyone, each builds 
upon the last, 
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Starseed Parallel Guidance
Reviewer: TS from Tokyo, Japan   
This reading gave me another layer of information that I was seeking. It was a 
powerful experience and the information has been incredibly helpful in showing 
me the challenges I must overcome and how to grow. 
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01 Anxiety Relief Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Maria Santo from New Mexico   
Thank you so much for this wonderful spray. It has helped me greatly with my 
anxiety attacks. I wonder if this works too on dogs, when I get anxious my dogs 
get restless, I have noticed that spraying this into my aura as directed, they too 
become calm and more settled. I love how my room feels like it is full of angels 
when I spray this around me. It is like my emergency 911 spray. Thank you for 
all you do. I will get the larger bottle on my next order. Even my family have 
noticed a difference in my anxiety levels and thanks to you they are 
decreasing. 
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Sirius Light Activation Programme - Unlocking Ancient Egyptian Energies
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This is a very powerful webinar activation. The establishment of our personal 
pyramid and connecting it to Giza allows for us to experience a strong 
reconnection to the Sirian Archangelic and Egyptian Masters of Light. For me it 
felt like I was home. This provides a powerful clearing, reconnection and 
activation. We are provided a powerful tool for communicating and connecting 
with not only Sirians Light Being but any Light Being with whom we want 
through our Personal Pyramid. Highly recommended. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Raziel Abundance & Prosperity Angelic Attunement
Reviewer: Kelly Hanson from Wiltshire   
This has really helped me. I opted for the 1-2-1 with Jill and I am so glad I chose 
this option because over the 10 days, I have revisited the attunement using the 
mp3 she gave me and things are definitely shifting. I have had a tax refund 
since my attunement and this helped to pay for some car work that needed 
doing and I also applied for a promotion with a higher rate of pay and I have just 
been short-listed. All in all I am very happy with my attunement and Jill was 
lovely. Very down to earth and she went at my pace. I didn't feel hurried at all. 
Thank you. 
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Edit Delete

Atlantean Magic - Higher Light Awakening
Reviewer: Becky from California, USA   
This is a very powerful webinar. The meditational energies working with the 
Arcturians is simply amazing. With their help the clearing and awakenings which 
I experienced, are so helpful. They have done much to shift my energies and to 
help me reconnect to the gifts I posses. I look forward to working with them 
more. The memories they share of Atlantis and our work there is precious. 

Edit Delete

NEW*** Conversations with Archangels 7 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Dear Jill & Glenn, I`ve read all 7 of the Conversation with Angels books now and 
would like to thank you both very much for being great ambassadors of love & 
light, for this review on book 7 all I can say is - I loved it!!!! Thank you both once 
again! xxxx 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This is a very powerful webinar. The meditational energies working with the 
Arcturians is simply amazing. With their help the clearing and awakenings which 
I experienced, are so helpful. They have done much to shift my energies and to 
help me reconnect to the gifts I posses. I look forward to working with them 
more. The memories they share of Atlantis and our work there is precious.  
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Angelic Abundance & Prosperity with Archangel Raziel
Reviewer: Ruth Lloyd from Manchester, UK   
I really enjoyed this programme. It really made me realise how much I am 
sabotaging my ability to create abundance in my life. Loved the meditation too. I 
now listen to this whilst travelling on the train to work every morning and in just 
a few days I can already see and feel the difference. 
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Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Sue from Owaka   
I have never been disappointed with Channelled Readings I have ordered from 
Jill. They always arrive in a timely fashion and are well presented. The content 
is detailed and advice that is given is backed up with instruction on how to self-
help. The guidance is always very personal and empowering; never critical and 
always supportive of your journey of transformation. 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
Module 7 was another excellent module - Archangel Healing. Haniel helps us to 
connect strongly with our guides and to learn to communicate better and 
recognize their energies and trust in what we are receiving from them. I would 
highly recommend this Module if you want to connect with your guides even as 
a stand alone, but the entire course is very much worthwhile. Jill is a wonderful 
facilitator for growth and connection between us and the Divine energies. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Soul Healing
Reviewer: Hannah Longley from Singapore   
I have been working my way through each of these modules which are very 
easy to do, but at the same are life changing. My awareness has grown 
immensely and my understanding of myself as a star seed child has helped me 
to feel much more at each with who I am as a person. Working through the 
modules I have been able to implement a lot of changes, positive changes and 
for me, they have been a life-saver. Prior to this I felt and believed I didn't 
belong here, now I am able to understand myself better and use the modules to 
stay connected with spirit. I have regained clarity and hope. Thank you so much 
for these great modules. Though I can't join the live ones, the DVD copies have 
been an immense help to me. Would really recommend you get these you won't 
be disappointed. 
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Pleiadian Soul Healing
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska, USA   
Today we just finished module 12 of the Pleiadian Soul Healing Programme. 
This class was really great and it's hard to believe it's been a year already. I 
hadn't really heard much about the Pleiadians but curiosity and the drive to 
better myself compelled me to take these classes. I am very grateful to Jill for 
sharing her knowledge with all of us, she has taken those who are ready to a 
whole new level of consciousness and understanding. With this programme 
came a lot of attunements and teachings that have forever change my life. I 
embrace all Jill has to offer because I know that with her help I can move 
forward towards magnificence in leaps and bounds. Thank you, Susie 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This reading is exceeding helpful. It is broken into parts what is happening to us 
on our soul and physical level. It speaks of what we are experiencing now, what 
we came here to do and what our next steps should be. This brings into focus 
where we need to focus and why we are feeling and experiencing certain 
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emotions or even events, and helps to understand and where to focus to move 
forward. Very thankful to Metatron and Jill for the reading.  
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Angelic Soul Energy Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Thank you very much Jill for this beautiful reading, it`s been worth every penny 
and I totally resonate with what has been said to me, I thought I would read it 
several times and let it sink in a little before leaving a review, I will be taking all 
the advice given to me on a serious level, thank you AA Metatron & once again 
to Jill xx 

Edit Delete

StarSeed Gateway Vibrational Code Reading
Reviewer: Akira Nakayama from Tokyo, Japan   
Dear Jill, thank you for sending me the "StarSeed Gateway Vibrational Code 
Reading." They are truely a loving gift sent from the Divine...and also it is 
amazing to feel these readings are sent at the exact time when they are 
needed. Your reading is really multi-dimensional, every time I go and read 
through your readings, I can feel different part of the readings soak into me and 
activate my energy field. It has been quite a while since I have decided to align 
my life to my soul purpose. And every now and then I receive a flash of 
inspiration, a piece of puzzle of whom I really am, but quite difficult to grasp the 
whole picture...this reading brought additional pieces in and put them all 
together!! After going through the reading and feeling fulfilled, I heard a voice 
within me from my Guides and Angels stating "Now you have accessed to these 
energies, you are asked to take another big step forward to live your soul 
purpose." and I said "I will. :)" Thank you Jill, for bringing so much love and light 
to all of us. Akira  

Edit Delete

40 Lord El Morya - Third Eye Activation Meditation CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Listened to this a few times now with my head phones on and just so fantastic & 
easy to follow, lovely meditation by Lord El Morya ( Merlin ) Thank you Jill & 
Glenn for the great work you do xx 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 6 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
6th book in this series of Conversations with Angels and an absolute brilliant 
read. Lovely positive messages being channelled through Jill Harrison, John 
Lennon actually came through even though he didn't have the best of energy`s, 
still nice to know he was there. Makes me feel so at peace with myself reading 
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these, thank you Jill & Glenn xx 
Edit Delete

Arcturian Healing - Experiencing Your 5th Dimensional Body
Reviewer: Akira Nakayama from Tokyo, Japan   
Hello, Jill. I want to thank you for making this guided meditation available to all 
of us. It was my first experience to feel the essence of Arcturian, and it was so 
beautiful...I really felt I didn't want to come back from the meditation. To all of 
our starseed friends, I recommend this guided meditation even though you 
might not be from Arcturus...I can assure you that your aspect of past life 
memory as a starseed will be activated and give you more strength to align your 
life to soul purpose. Much love and light to all of us. :) 

Edit Delete

Life & Relationship Coaching
Reviewer: Carol Lennard from Surrey, UK   
Thank you for opening my eyes to the reality of who I was and what I was 
doing. I had no idea how much I was sabotaging my marriage. I have left it 
some time before leaving feedback because I wanted to see if it was possible to 
let go and start again. My husband has noticed a change in the way I relate to 
him. Not only did your coaching help me understand my issues, you also made 
me realise my husband had issues he didn't even know he had. I followed your 
guidance step by step and our relationship is much calmer now. It was difficult 
at first to go back to my past, I had no idea how much it was harming my ability 
to live. You made me go deep, deeper than I thought I could but in doing that, 
something changed. I changed. I am now aware that so many of us are not 
taught how to love. You have taught me how to love. I am so grateful, because 
you gave me the tools to heal myself and now I am, without my husband 
realising it, helping him heal himself too. We laugh and discuss things more 
now. Like you said it is about creating that safe environment and with love, 
others will open up to you. Thank you, you have allowed me to take the helm of 
my relationship and steer it from stormy waters into calmer clearer waters. I 
couldn't have done this without you and dread to think where we would be had I 
not found this website. For anyone who is not sure, I would heartily recommend 
your services. Sometimes we worry about whether things will work, or how 
much something costs, the cost of a divorce would have been way more than 
the cost for my coaching with you. The cost of pain on my children, the financial 
implications and most important of all, the emotional pain for me and my 
husband. This would have merely added to our growing baggage, as you rightly 
pointed out. So from the bottom of my heart thank you. Even my husband is 
now thinking of coming to see you, he has seen how much I want our 
relationship to work. He has seen how much more understanding and loving I 
have become, so that is living proof that what you do, does work. xxxxxxxxx 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: RH from Tokyo, Japan   
ジルはとても気さくで優しい人でした。 自分自身を客観的に精神的レベルで確
認することができて、とても有意義でした。 落ち着いた雰囲気の中の秘めた力
強さ、 質問に対する明快な回答にも信頼することができたので セミナーに参
加することに決めました。 セミナーに参加してさらにお茶目で可愛いところも
あり、 とても好きになりました。笑顔が最高でした。 （YIさま） 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: YI sama from Tokyo, Japan   
大好きなジル！　ありがとう。 パワフルで可愛くて面白くて最高です。 内容も
理論的で分かりやすく、とても意義深かったです。 すべてにおいてクリアリン
グができ、レベルアップしました。 4日間の時間を通して感じたことは、 慈悲
深く愛情溢れ、きちんとした教え方に大天使のオーラを感じました。 （YIさ
ま） 

Edit Delete

53 Mary Magdalene - Awaken Your Spiritual Gifts Meditation CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Another beautiful guided meditation that I purchased that's so soothing & 
calming, will do anyone the world of good. 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Helene Gere from Prineville, Oregon   
I loved the reading. I can relate to what it said. It gave me a sense of peace. 
Thank you. Love and blessings to all. 
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06 Archangel Uriel - Vibrational Healing Meditation CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
A very pleasant meditation to do, had a good sense of peace & calm, minutes 
before the ending I had a cool sensation passing over me that made me very 
fulfilling so thank you too AA Uriel, Jill & Glenn for the amazing work you do xxx 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Chesterfield, UK   
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This master class was outstanding because so much new information - EXTRA-
ORDINARY! A lot to take on board but can see and feel how working with all 
this will make a huge difference on every level. All the details about the chakra 
levels and chambers. Using light pyramids, soul mantra. Lots and lots of 
content, thank you Jill you are amazing! 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Folkestone, Kent   
It is always outstanding. A lot of material to digest and learnt many interesting 
things. The building pyramids and the information regarding the chakras, the 
sound healing also very good. 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford, UK   
Experienced energies and emotions I've never had before. I feel this has 
changed my daily life for the better. Ascension codes I felt an affinity with - 
outstanding. 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Wrangell, Alaska, USA   
So much great information. Things that I never knew existed. LOVE IT, thank 
you. Lots to take in, can't wait until Level 2. This master class was outstanding. 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Andrea Bell from Newcastle, UK   
This was the most powerful class I have been on. The energies were incredible 
and I felt energetic chances on many levels. Literally, all of it was 
OUTSTANDING. 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
It was on another level, so strong. Building the pyramid of light and all the the 
information to use at home was outstanding. Thank you so much for a lovely 
class xxxxxx 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Sheridan Brighouse from Wrexham, UK   
OUTSTANDING - on a personal level my spiritual growth has expanded. I felt 
connected and course content was perfect. Jill is amazing and is able to 
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communicate all the information in laymen's terms. 
Edit Delete

Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Wrangell, Alaska, USA   
Great class! I learned a lot and had a great time. The class was very original 
and unique. I really liked the parts that help us embrace our sexuality. 
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Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Chesterfield, UK   
A huge amount of ground was covered. Lots of different focused sections and 
energies experienced that built and combined over the 2 days. A lovely group, 
lots of fun, laughter and techniques to take away and use in the future. Very well 
organised. Jill is an amazing teacher and has the ability to help you access 
appropriate information and energies whatever level you are at. 

Customer Reviews
Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Paddy Lyn Gregory from Whitland, Wales   
Outstanding, the group was lovely. Jill was excellent, the way she explained 
everything and we all had a good laugh. Thank you. Loved it all. Thank you for 
everything and hope to see you again soon. 
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Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Ruth Jones from Milford Haven, Wales   
Outstanding. The teacher (Jill) was fantastic, explained everything clearly. The 
company excellent. Healing energy outstanding. Huge amount of information to 
take in, it will take some time to digest. 
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Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Jacqui Askew from Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire   
Outstanding, I learnt a lot about myself, found it all very interesting. Would love 
to come again. 
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Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Kerry Glover from Cypress, Greece   
Outstanding - it has improved my knowledge and awareness of the Pleiadians 
and how to work with them. Soul awakening, soul star work, meeting Pleiadian 
guid, healing myself and others was most useful. These classes are 
EXCELLENT FOR DEVELOPING YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIES in the safe 
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hands of Jill. That's why I travel from Cyprus to participate in these fantastic 
courses. 
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Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from Wakefield, UK   
Outstanding, Jill has a fountain of knowledge who is willing to share with who 
ever wants to learn and receive spirituality. I grow each time I attend these 
classes. I enjoy connecting with like-minded souls. Overall the weekend goes all 
too quickly. It's been a pleasure once again to work with the Pleiadians. Thank 
you for the fun, hospitality and information. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Ilona Anslik from UK   
It was the most wonderful energy. I felt REALLY connected and reassured. Most 
interesting was how strong the connection and information was. I learned a lot 
of 'little' things about myself outside this theme, had reassurance as well. 
OUTSTANDING. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Chamber Healing - A Journey into Soul Awakening
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
The information and exercises are unbelieveable, thank you so much for a 
wonderful weekend it was all great. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska, USA   
OUTSTANDING - These are all the techniques that I will be able to use when I 
start a practice in California. The Octogan healing, tapping into the planets, 
these are very advanced techniques and I'm so thankful that you are sharing 
them with us. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Schabo from UK   
You seem to have known and touched on all relevant points I need to know to 
step forward towards my goals on my spiritual journey. Helping people and 
animals passing over, using planetary energies to heal. FANTASTIC 
ENERGIES, well borught over knowledge, great exercises - OUTSTANDING! 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from Wakefield, UK   
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OUTSTANDING - AMAZING - This was a very powerful and profound 
experience in using energies and integrating with the Arcturians. Immense 
energy block release of past karmic connections. Thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience of going home. Feel as if I have achieved a major shift in my 
spiritual journey, thank you from the bottom of my heart. Feel more confident in 
channelling and that fear is diminishing. The Group participation healing 
session, the feelings of love were over-whelming. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
Each class I attend, the teachings and energies get higher and higher, thank 
you Jill for a great experience, and the teachings were out of this world. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Chesterfield, UK   
The methods and energies are so different to other types of healing, but are 
complimentary so can work together. Connecting to the Arcturian healers and 
planetary energies for healing was very powerful and emotional. Fascinating 
information and ideas, outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Folkestone, UK   
It was an amazing experience and I am happy that I experienced this course. 
Should be most useful to compliment my other healing abilities. The Arcturian 
healing sessions were very powerful. Outstanding! 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Justin Hounkpatin from London, UK   
The energy experienced during the exercises was outstanding. The connection 
with the planets as well as the group work, a very nice experience. On and off 
the classes, non-believers would definitely believe. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Quantum Cosmic Healing
Reviewer: Marta Maciejko from London, UK   
OUTSTANDING - Amazing knowledge, amazing healing and AMAZING 
TEACHER :) Everything was useful. Thank for everything. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Michael - Gabriel - Raphael & Uriel Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal 
Ball - approx 56-63mm
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Reviewer: Kathy Adams from Northern Ireland   
I bought this and I can't believe how well I have slept and every morning I wake 
up it is still in my hand. Even the pain in my knee has eased. Amazing crystal 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 5 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Book 5 of the Conversations with Angels, I love these as their so interesting and 
informative, this book carries on with total fascinating parts on Maddie McCann 
who most would know as the little girl abducted in 2007 whilst on holiday. These 
are a beautiful collection of 7 books so thank you as always Jill & Glenn xxxx 

Edit Delete

SPECIAL OFFER - FREE 50 mls
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Very happy with my Archangel soul sprays. The bottles are bigger than I 
originally thought. The fragrances are so beautiful. The aroma was so 
refreshing with just one quick spray above my head, I seemed to smell it for 
awhile as well. Thank you to the Angels & Jill as I`m so pleased I purchased 
these xx 

Edit Delete

03 Heart Chakra Acceptance Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Heather Waring from St Ives, Cornwall   
This is so beautiful. I feel so much peace and strength when I use this spray. I 
carry one in my bag and have one by my bed. In one quick spray, I can go from 
stressed to calm, I also notice that I seem to breathe more deeply when I use 
this spray. It even works on my daughter and husband, they thought I was nuts, 
but when one of us is getting angry or upset, we all look at one another and say 
'Spray Time'. Thank you for this beautiful gift from the angels and Mother Mary. 

Edit Delete

42 Lady Kwan Yin - Unlocking the Doors of Love, Health and Wealth CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Once again what an outstanding meditation given by both Glenn & Jill Harrison, 
I found the sound of the water falling so tranquil, I received this yesterday 
morning and have already listened to it 3 times. Thank you to Glenn & Jill for 
your soothing voices once again xxxx 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: Beverley Witt from Powys   
Blown away with this, loved all the information and the meditation was just out 
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of this world. Great teaching style and easy to digest. Love the down to earth 
way you teach and put things across. I was so tired of love and light fluffly stuff, 
I had been searching for something I could get my teeth into and this really did 
just that. If you're looking for something that has depth, gives you results I really 
would recommend this. I'm definitey hooked. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: Louise from Shropshire   
Huge thanks to Jill and Archangel Metatron for bringing us this exceptionally 
high vibrational Webinar. It was so good that, wherever you took me, I just didn't 
want to come back. I truly felt enveloped in unconditional love. Jill taught us how 
we can access information about our multi-universal and multi- dimensional 
selves, to heal and re-calibrate our own energy points. Until this Webinar, I 
didn't realise that these things were possible! Jill really has this special gift of 
making information very accessible, fun and of course spiritual. Highly 
recommended and so thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated. 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 4 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
The forth book in this superb collection of conversations with Archangels, this is 
first class information given by some of the very well known Archangels, 
Ascended masters & more, they always leave me feeling so astounded by the 
level of information that's channelled through Jill Harrison. The little girl 
Madeleine McCann is mentioned in the 3rd one of these books, well the 
conversation follows in this forth one and it just got me hooked just as it would 
everyone. Fantastic book that I find hard to put into words, thank you Jill & 
Glenn xxxx 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucestershire, UK   
Hello Jill I have just finished this meditation, whilst in the white light I was quite 
buoyant, feeling my old self again and thinking 'I am confidant I can do so much 
more'. The Golden Eye of Horus made me think of the Sphinx so I asked a 
question and received a reply to the affirmative, surprised and delighted. Didn't 
want to return to heavy earth. Very busy meditation much to be aware of next 
time. Thanks to all beings and yourself. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
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Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: Heather from Lancs   
Having an interest in ' out there stuff' I found this an incredible opportunity not to 
miss, it was factual, informative, the meditation for me one of the best I have 
been on concerning visiting other dimensions, I had lucid interaction with other 
higher beings the information I brought back was brilliant. These webinars are 
for those ready to expand their mind ready for the next step to other possibilities 
and safely when guided by Jill across the dimensional realms . Would I do this 
again ? Most definitely 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: Kathryn garland from Wales uk   
This was my first ever webinar. I'm so glad that I was guided to Jill I have never 
experienced anything like this before. I feelt my soul leave my physical body it 
was as if I visited home. This has definitely motivated me to push forward on 
this path. Thank you 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Multi-Universal Etheric Stargate For Healing & Guidance with 
Archangel Metatron
Reviewer: Hilary Border from Hoveringham Notts   
The webinar was well constructed and professionally delivered. The content 
was explained for all levels of understanding thus promoting the feeling of being 
in a group, rather than just listening in. Before the meditation the group were 
fully grounded and protected and guided up through the dimensions. I actually 
received a cuddle from the Angelic realm although not sure from whom exactly! 
Then as a group directing energy to earth was awesome... I have been 
meditating for 25 years + now and can honestly say accessing the Stargate 
Webinar has been by far the best in terms of learning and travelling. I highly 
recommend it. 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Angels Books Set 1 to 7 - PDF Download Version
Reviewer: Heather MacEwen from Scotland   
When you realise that you are on a Spiritual Path, certain events and/or people 
punctuate your journey, causing new doors to be opened and different roads to 
traverse. These books, crafted by Glenn and Jill, woven by Archangels and 
others from the spirit world, have been a significant punctuation for me. If you 
truly want to delve into yourself and find the courage to live as your Higher Self 
intends, these books will provide the answers and will open your world up 
beyond any expectations. A true gift in this world.  

Edit Delete
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This is an excellent webinar for learning to access the akashaic records. If you 
are interested, I would recommend you take this webinar. Jill shares not only 
how to access, but the protocols which are needed to be of integrity in doing 
so. 

Edit Delete

09 Lord Melchizedek - Merkabah Activation MP3
Reviewer: Heather MacEwen from Scotland   
Perhaps, like me, you have used various guided meditations by other people, 
and enjoyed them. If you make the decision to listen to this guided meditation, 
like me, you will realise that every meditation before lacked the depth and 
connection to Source that is so beautifully expressed in this recording. This 
journey reaches into every corner of your soul and seems to enliven and charge 
energy within and around you. If you're prepared for new avenues to open for 
your and to experience true Light, then this meditation is for you.  

Edit Delete

09 Anti-Ageing - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Leeann Flowers from Haverhill   
Bought this a while back and nearly finished the bottle. This beats anything else 
i have ever used. It smells amazing and my skin is the softest its ever been. I 
always feel calm after applying this to my face. Great for hands too. Time to buy 
again. Thank you for this oil. I love it xx 

Edit Delete

15 Archangel Metatron - Angelic Attunement Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Debi from Florida   
This meditation has been so transformational for me! I love it! I basically 
instantly feel at peace and always by the time it ends and is part of my 
meditation practice often. 

Edit Delete

05 Archangel Raphael Meditation - Spiritual Surgery CD
Reviewer: Debi from Florida   
This was an amazing cleansing and healing meditation for me. I repeat it when I 
need upliftment! 

Edit Delete

Bobber - Dowsing Wand
Reviewer: Karen from UK   
Great spiritual tool for dowsing. It's very sensitive and very easy to attune/
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program. I bought it to use within the aura to find any problem areas that need 
healing, I'm also keen to try it out to find ley lines too! Highly recommended. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Thank you so much for my Arcturian reading Jill :-) I`m feeling a little 
overwhelmed by the 10 pages of information on my soul`s journey that is so 
priceless, as soon as I started reading it I just knew it had my name on it. My 
past life`s really intrigued me and that included having experience of the 
knight`s Templar. I`ve already read it about 8 times, I even got up in the middle 
of the night to take another look, it`s really made me think about my life now and 
what I need to do, I would recommend this reading to all that's interested 
because of the depth of knowledge it will hold, it`s really been a real eye opener 
for me so thanks once again Jill xxx  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: chantel from uk   
I have just done the " BALANCING DIVINE ENERGIES" webinar and it was 
really interesting, it was to see if we are mainly female or male energies or a 
balance of the two, it really opens your eyes and makes you think of some of 
the traits we have, thankyou jill for a great webinar, I look forward to the next 
one. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Transcendence Healing Ascension Programme (12 Modules)
Reviewer: Becky from California   
I have now completed unit 3 and I am so thankful for these webinars. It really 
only takes one webinar experience to understand the benefits of Jill's work. The 
power of the energies that come to us as she helps connect us are a Blessing 
beyond measure. I am sure the classes she offers in England are even more 
amazing. I have worked with the Angelic energies for quite a few years and 
these webinars especially have helped to make important connections that are 
sustaining. Thank you Jill for all you do 

Edit Delete

17 The Elementals - Cleansing your Negative Beliefs CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I found this meditation such a positive soothing experience, I listened to both 
Glenn & Jill`s version`s and thought they were both outstanding, I would 
certainly recommend this cd to all that`s interested, thank you to Jill & Glenn for 
helping improve the life`s of so many people xx 

Edit Delete
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63-Angelic Connection to Archangel Metatron Guided Meditation - CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I`m so glad I ordered this meditation as it has left me feeling total bliss and in 
such a relaxed state. Recommended for everyone that just wants inner peace & 
harmony with the world. Listening to something like this meditation just makes 
the rest of your day beautiful, thank you very much AA Metatron & Jill xx 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 3 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Just received this book this morning and cant wait to start reading later today. 
I`ve already read the first 2 in this amazing collection, this books even thicker 
and so full of what I know will be amazing knowledge and information, I would 
recommend these books 100 % to any one interested in angels, other realms 
etc, theirs just loads to read and it`s just feeding my thirst for 
knowledge.....thank you so much to Jill & Glenn xxxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement Body Lotion
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Received this AA Metatron Angel Attunement Body Lotion this morning and 
think it`s something very special, makes your skin feel so soft and beautiful, to 
me the fragrance is like wild flowers which I love, this will be used by myself 
everyday without fail as its gorgeous, many thanks to AA Metatron & Jill xx 

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford   
Thank you Jill for this fantastic Tarot 12 Month Forecast Reading, superb 
information outlined in an easy to read format and straight to the point. I can 
now use this information to plan everything from work commitments, Personal 
and social dates (Forewarned is forearmed) and take advantage of positive and/
or negative situations that arise in the coming year. Thanks again Martin James 
Lloyd Stafford England 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Angels Books Set 1 to 7 - PDF Download Version
Reviewer: Marley Kingston from Leeds, West Yorkshire, UK   
Every once in a while a very special opportunity or moment opens up and that 
opportunity or moment changes your life forever. I believe in synchronicity, I 
believed I had a destiny but trying to make sense of everything and the journey I 
was on was difficult AND THEN I found these books by the Harrisons. These 
books have helped to shape me, my life and are the key to transformation. The 
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archangels and ascended masters beautifully explain how to change your life. 
These books are like seeds, once you read them, the essence of the angel and 
masters teachings begin to take root and grow, leading you towards a more 
positive and beautiful destiny. If you are looking for release and to find your 
potential, BUY THESE BOOKS, you won't regret it. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Council Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Kristi from Grand Forks, ND USA   
Purchased this reading on a whim, and didn't know what to expect. Upon first 
reading it, I was disappointed, as I purchased it with the hope there would be 
some feedback about a couple of blocks I've been struggling with. But the more 
I read it, I came to appreciate the wealth of detail that was within it, especially 
regarding meditation. Lessons were listed under each gateway, along with a bit 
of advice as to how to achieve mastery of said lessons. The personal highlight 
for me however, is that there were even personal meditations given to me by my 
spiritual council members. Meditation I know is a huge part of my soul's journey 
and it was wonderful to know what I am allowed to do meditation wise. It gave 
me a nice feeling that there were so many entities looking out for me. In short, it 
is what I needed, for whenever I decide to get things done. Would 
recommend. :) 
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Archangel Transcendence Healing Ascension Programme (12 Modules)
Reviewer: Becky from Calfiornia   
At this point I have completed 2 modules and I am waiting for number 3. These 
codes and powerful and the energies we experience as we work with them and 
the Archangels are amazing. Each one building upon the one before. For me 
they are exactly what is needed at this point in my spiritual growth. 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 2 - Bound Copy
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I`m feeling a bit overwhelmed by this book which is fascinating and amazing to 
read through, I`m certainly going to end up buying them all and the price is 
fantastic & well worth the money. I had already bought the first one ( cashing in 
on god ) which got me started on them. I would recommend them for anybody 
that's on this beautiful pathway and they wouldn't regret it! Thank you to Jill & 
Glenn for all your brilliant & well appreciated hard work. xx 

Edit Delete

Angelic Chambers - A Journey Into Angel Energy Healing
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I really enjoyed this Angelic Chambers - A Journey into Angel Energy Healing, 
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thought it was so straight forward to understand, it was informative and 
something that people could really benefit from. I`ve always got a thirst for more 
knowledge on the spiritual way of life & angels and I`m proud to be this way. 
Just knowing that angel`s are always by your side just fills you with so much 
love & peace for yourself and others. 
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Soul Angel Reading - Trance Channel Reading
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford, England   
This reading is a life changing experience, just like your very own life bible 
giving all the information you need to follow your personal path. I've always 
wondered which Archangels are with me and have been there for me 
throughout this incarnation, now I have my own team of Angel's to work with 
and call upon. Thank you Jill and my special Archangel team and mentor's. 
Martin James Lloyd 

Edit Delete

Soul Angel Reading - Trance Channel Reading
Reviewer: Becky from California, USA   
This is a review of the Soul Angel Reading. I just received this yesterday and 
found it to be very helpful. It speaks to three areas of our lives emotional, 
physical and intellectual and the Angel assigned to help us in each area. I found 
having the names so helpful. When you know more about them including their 
names you can call on them and make a stronger connection, allowing them to 
work with you more easily. The help I need which was discussed in each area 
was very accurate and I look forward to working with my Angels and making the 
needed changes and growth. Thank you so much for this reading. 

Edit Delete

Soul Angel Reading - Trance Channel Reading
Reviewer: Karlyn from United States   
This is my third reading with Jill and all of them have been fantastic. This one of 
particularly affirming at a time when I was questioning the path I was on. If 
you're thinking about investing in work with Jill, don't hold back. It is well worth 
it. I'm looking forward to many more readings in the future! 

Customer Reviews
Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
Soul Blueprint Healing This reading is a life changing experience, just like your 
very own life bible giving all the information you need to follow your personal 
path. I've always wondered which Archangels are with me and have been there 
for me throughout this incarnation, now I have my own team of Angel's to work 
with and call upon. Thank you Jill and my specia Archangel team and mentor's. 
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Martin James Lloyd
 

Approve Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Healing Channelling Coaching Session via Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Melanie Leitch from Glasgow UK   
I'd just like to take the time to write a review and express my heartfelt gratitude 
and thanks to Jill for this amazing coaching session. I learned so much during 
the session and had a wonderful experience with it. Jill has this amazing ability 
to teach in a way that anyone can understand. She really is a powerhouse of 
knowledge and is happy to answer any questions you may have. Through my 
own experience with this , i have to say i felt completely euphoric and at peace 
for days afterwards. I also have had so much creative energy and this is all new 
to me. So thank you Jill for the wonderful experience and i'd recommend your 
coaching to anyone. Love , Truth & Light, Always.... 

Edit Delete

25 Lord El Morya - Free Your Spiritual Body
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This meditation was very beautiful, I listened to both of them as firstly was 
Glenn`s version & secondly Jill`s, both very powerful and certainly I wouldn't 
hesitate to recommend to all that`s interested. Lord El Morya aka Merlin, makes 
it all seem worthwhile, many thanks to Glenn & Jill, so glad I found you xx 

Edit Delete

Energy Healing Coaching Session
Reviewer: William Henderson from Sheffield, South Yorkshire   
You lifted the weight of the world from my shoulders, I don't know how you did it, 
but you did and I am glad. Thank you so very much. You said that things would 
change, by heck they did, it was as though I had a curse lifted. Everything that 
was going wrong is now going right and I feel so relieved. 
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Energy Healing Coaching Session
Reviewer: Anne Knight from Melbourne, Australia   
I can't believe how fast this healing session worked. With Jill's help I was able to 
identify immediately the issue and with Jills guidance, I was able to completely 
heal, clear and let this issue go, that I had been at war with for years. I can't 
believe how effective and simple it was. Jill thank you for all that you do, you 
give so much and you are the real deal. You have helped me feel complete, 
fulfilled, happy and all this was completed within the hour. I highly, HIGHLY 
recommend your session to everyone. 

Edit Delete
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Energy Healing Coaching Session
Reviewer: Whitney Johnson from New York, New York, USA   
This session was an instant doorway into powerful manifestation. I experienced 
the most amazing vibrations during Jill's session. I felt instantly better. I had a 
relationship issue where my boyfriend wouldn't commit to our relationship and it 
was causing a strain on our relationship. After this session, within two weeks my 
boyfriend began to talk about marriage and plans for the future. He's never 
done that before. We've been together 4 years and he used to say, we don't 
need a piece of paper to prove our love. Now he has changed his mind and 
thinks we ought to solidify our relationship. I was so amazed and am blown 
away! Thank you Jill I'm really grateful I found you. 

Edit Delete

Energy Healing Coaching Session
Reviewer: Sandra Winston from Cambrige, UK   
This was phenomenal. I had this session with Jill and within 3 days, my issue 
was gone. I had been struggling to find a job, no matter how many interviews I 
had, I never seemed to get beyond the second interview stage. I had this 
session on the Saturday, prior to an interview on Monday and on Wednesday 
morning I got a telephone call with the offer of the job. Not only that, the starting 
salary was less than I wanted and they offered me a higher rate because of my 
experience. Not only did I get the job, but other things have started to improve 
too, I have noticed a big change, the only way I can describe it is to say I feel 
lighter as though a load of weight has been lifted from my shoulders. Where as 
things used to get me down, I feel inwardly assured that something somewhere 
is guiding me and that everything will be alright. It is as though my fear is gone. 
Thank you so much. Even my friends are impressed and two of them have 
booked their session too. You have no idea the changes you have made in my 
life. I am so glad I met you, I dread to think what would be the case if I hadn't. 

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This reading is excellent Jill, thank you so much, it was nicely laid out and all 
made perfect sense. Some of the things stated were things that are so very 
personnel to me and I`m sure my angels were there saying we`ll keep you right 
as I do tend to lack confidence at times. Thanks again Jill xxx 

Edit Delete

44 Sanat Kumara - Your Spiritual Growth CD
Reviewer: Elizabeth Stone from Bedfordshire, UK   
A delightful and deep meditation. I had some fab experiences and sensations. I 
could really feel my throat chakra channels opening. I have never channelled 
before and I did get some results so happy I found you. 
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Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire, UK   
Another very accurate reading from Jill! I was very interested to see that The 
Arcturian Oracle recommends a vegan way of eating for me due to my 
sensitivities to earthly life as towards the end of last year my tastes began to 
change and I stopped eating meat and feel better for it and my intention for this 
year is to eventually change over to a vegan diet so I'm already on the right 
track! The rest of the reading is full of so much information that is relevant to 
your soul's purpose and focus, I have had to read it several times already and 
will continue to read it over the coming months to really digest all the 
information. Thank you Jill and The Arcturian Oracle for a beautiful, insightful 
reading. 10 out of 10!! 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Maria from Canada   
Excellent master class we were able to read for each other and Jill was there to 
help as needed :-) Practising card reading was most useful. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Liz Murphy from Bedfordshire, UK   
Excellent, I gained confidence when I didn't believe I could do it. The parts I 
found most useful were working together to read each other. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Kent, UK   
Jill explained everything in a simple and easy to understand way. Like the 
artwork of the cards and teh way Jill gave the explanations of what they were 
syaing. Outstanding class. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Kerry Glover from Cypress, Greece   
Jill shared her knowledge and experience and presented her unique style when 
interpreting the cards. Excellent master class, I found the practical sessions and 
listening to Jill most useful. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Janet Hurley from Lincs, UK   
Outstanding, learnt so much with like minded people. Jill great and down to 
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earth. Card reading was most useful. 
Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Melanie Leitch from Scotland   
I attended the Angel Transcendence webinar Module 1 this evening , working 
was Archangel Sandalphon. This was something very special, The Ascension 
codes used were great. I have taken away so many things from this webinar 
and i'm very glad i participated. I now feel a deep sense of peace and 
contentment within myself and feel very anchored and grounded. As always Jill 
is a delight and a pleasure to watch on the webinar and explains everything in 
detail and has no hesitation about explaining anything you don't quite 
understand or any questions you may have. Thank you once again. I can't wait 
for module 2. Worth every penny and such great value for money. 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This is an excellent webinar. The energies are so wonderful in connecting us to 
the angelic realm, earth mother, diviine mother, shekinah and our own soul 
ascension path. You know the codes are working you can feel them. It is truly a 
beautiful foundational work in ascension.  
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Conversations with Archangels 1 - [Cashing in on God (Hardback Book)]
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This is such a fascinating book, very knowledgeable, loved reading it......well 
done Glenn & Jill :-) 

Edit Delete

Orgone Pendant
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I ordered the gold Orgone pendant and received in 2 days ( great service ) it`s 
hard to explain but after several hours of wearing I had such a light feeling 
about myself, calm & relaxed, difficult to put into words but I`m so pleased I 
bought one......thank you Jill xx 

Edit Delete

50 Lord Melchizedek - Ascension Wave Alignment Meditation CD
Reviewer: Becky Prantee from California, USA   
I love this meditation. I love all the meditations but at this time in my life, this 
was a perfect meditation. It is easy to remember to do myself in the morning or 
anytime and I feel the energies so strongly. I highly recommend it if you are 
watig to feel the higher energies in your life. 
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Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
Reviewer: Becky Prante from California, USA   
As always this reading was exactly what was needed at this time. You will 
always find the messages through Jill from the Angelic realms brings you that 
which is needed. The information is never general but specific to you. This 
reading for me gave specific information for what I needed to move forward in 
my spiritual growth and divine purpose, to open and balance my energies. I am 
very thankful that Jill is here and is able to bring us such important support on 
our journey. 
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67 Moon Meditation For Healing & Peace with Archangel Gabriel & Lord 
Buddha Maitreya - Audio CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
Yesterday evening I listened to this beautiful meditation, I found it the best I`ve 
listened too so far, I felt so comfortable and greatly felt the energy & power from 
Jill`s voice, just so lovely, many thanks xxx 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Emissaries of Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
Thank you Jill for my Pleiadian Emissaries of Light Reading it was truly 
amazing. It was like she handed me a manual on what I need to do fulfil my life 
purpose. All the information was very easy to understand. The challenges I face 
and how to overcome them was written in a way that I immediately could start 
making changes. I'm not going to be a crutch for anyone anymore and on 
Tuesday my daughter asked to borrow $100 and for the first time in my life I 
said no and I'm pretty proud of myself. She needs to responsible for herself she 
is 21. Mahu said I need to open my heart and I've been thinking that I will start 
visiting the elderly in our long term facility for starters. Today I stood in my 
strength and was assertive in asking my supervisor for something that I wanted. 
I'm being very active in following the advice that I have been given and I am 
going to say how I feel and not worry about being judged this will help me shift 
my energies more. There is so much value in this reading you won't be 
disappointed. We are very lucky to have a teacher with the ability to give us this 
type of information that can help us change our lives so we can live the best life 
ever. 

Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: Michele Wright from Devon   
Great value for money, WOW a huge document with loads of information. I have 
had mine now for a few weeks now and I am still working through it. I have 
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found that due to the volume of information I have needed to take my time to 
read and understand it. 5 stars 
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09 Ascended Master Lord Melchizedek - Merkabah Activation Meditation
Reviewer: Christina from London   
Unfortunately I tend to fall asleep with any guided meditation inc this one but 
having used it regularly over a while I have noticed a positive shift energetically 
in myself. Would def recommend.  
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Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Yoko Kobayashi from Netherlands   
Thank you so much, for your reading. I feel now so much lighter and positive. I 
was under a depressive feeling since in the second half of November. I feel so 
much open myself, after for so long time. Thanks again for the love you sent to 
me! My life that I have lived in two countries and that I left my mother alone in 
Japan has been difficult to understand not only for others but also for myself. I 
wonder often why I had to go on my life like that. But it must have been so. I 
came here 20 years ago (!!) as if I was pulled by magnet. I did not even have 
time to think, no choice... I had to leave there. I felt it so clearly. And, finally I will 
leave here and return to Japan. However, my status of mind that I am open to 
the world is very much different than my mind of 20 years ago. And I am grateful 
that I could experienced this great shift in my life. regards, Yoko 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire, UK   
I have done a few of the webinars with Jill and cannot praise them highly 
enough! Lots of great tips and advice for connecting and lots of info about the 
particular subject the webinar is about. There's often a lovely guided meditation 
too, which I really enjoy. To feel the energies during the webinar from whichever 
Archangel or Ascended Master the webinar is focusing on is truly very special 
too and you can keep practising long after it has ended. Thank you to Jill for 
bringing these forward for us to enjoy! x 

Edit Delete

66 Angelic Heart Healing with Archangel Chamuel - Audio CD
Reviewer: Linda Parsons from London, UK   
What a fabulous meditation. I had some wonderful experiences and I am so 
happy with this meditation. I have been working with my angels for some time 
now and was still doubting what I was getting. There was no doubt with this 
meditation. Thank you so much for this, it is fabulous. 
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66 Angelic Heart Healing with Archangel Chamuel - Audio CD
Reviewer: Sarah from Bedford, UK   
This was a very beautiful meditation and the timing of it perfect for what is 
happening in my life. Thank you Jill and Archangel Chamuel 
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66 Angelic Heart Healing with Archangel Chamuel - Audio CD
Reviewer: Becky P from California, USA   
Unique, informative and uplifting. This meditation with Archangel Chamuel is a 
wonderful way in which to clear and open the heart chakra. I feel balanced and 
clear. Thank you Chamuel and Jill 

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
Thank you Jill for this 12 month Tarot Reading guidance forecast. I now have all 
the tools to guide me towards accomplishing my goals for 2017. This reassures 
me not to give up on my dreams, with the guidance of what to focus on, my 
desires, work & career, the emotions that I will experience from this, my 
finances and my blessings with a final overview. A truly enlightening and 
enriching reading, one that I shall refer to on a daily / weekly basis. Kindest 
Regards Martin James Lloyd Stafford England
 

Approve Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Emma from Lincoln   
12 month reading for 2017, always find the Jill is precise in her readings, would 
highly recommend.
 

Approve Edit Delete

Angelic Soul Progression Guidance
Reviewer: Susan K Beebe from Alaska USA   
Thank you so much for my Angelic Soul Progression Guidance reading, I have 
never seen anything quite like this before. This is a straight forward wake up call 
for me to change my ways, this information has set me up to be very aware of 
what lies ahead for me in the coming year and certain times I am to be more 
vigilant and careful not to make hasty decisions and what the results could be 
and the realm in which it would be in such as travel if I choose not to listen to 
this guidance- this wasn't scary I'm really grateful because now I know during 
this period there needs to be a well thought out plan and stick to the plan. Jill 
told me what I need to do so I can be responsible for myself and my finances. If 
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I want abundance to come to me I need to prove that I am financially 
responsible, I can't keep swooping in and saving my adult children. In 
November I am to travel and write, I wish I could just put the whole reading on 
here so you could see exactly what this reading is about- it's hard to explain. I 
have read this so many times and each time I am unveiling new information that 
I didn't see the time before. Thank you Jill for the heads up on 2017 I'm going to 
do my best to straighten up and do what needs to be done so I can reach my 
full potential. One thing Jill also said that I am entering a most fortuitous period 
but it will only come if.....well, last night the phone rang and when I answered 
there was a soft voice saying that my name was drawn at a local radio station 
and I was the winner of two roundtrip tickets on Alaska Airlines to anywhere 
they fly!!! Needless to say I didn't sleep much last night I was so excited lol.
 

Approve Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: Hannah Thompson from Surrey, UK   
You can't get a more detailed reading anywhere than this. The information 
supplied does take time to go through, I had 47 pages of amazing and eye-
opening guidance and every part of the guidance given was so helpful to why I 
had the issues I had and how I could heal myself and clear the blockages. I 
have waited six months before posting a review because I wanted to give 
myself time to go through everything and see if the guidance worked. I have 
worked diligently with the information and most of my issues are now gone. I am 
a completely different person and my life has improved ten-fold. If you're 
prepared to follow the guidance and work on yourself this reading will give you 
the ability to heal your life, yourself and your soul. 

Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading - Posted International
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire, UK   
Wow to say this reading is good is an understatement!! This reading was done 
for me a few years ago but I clearly wasn't ready to receive or understand at the 
time so only now am I revisiting and reviewing (sorry Jill!). The life events, 
issues and health problems listed are all so accurate, even down to when they 
began to manifest at certain periods in my life. I only really started to 'wake up' 
properly at the beginning of this year, 2016, and now I can really see the full 
benefit of this reading. My soul wanted me to follow a spiritual path a long time 
ago and I ignored it or didn't realise/never had the time, the reasons behind 
issues and certain health problems and how they manifested are as plain as 
day now because I know that it was because I was ignoring my souls true path. 
Now I'm waking up things are getting so much better! There is so much 
information in this reading it can seem a bit overwhelming at first but stick with it 
as it gives you such insight on so many levels. If you are ready and willing to 
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learn and accept your soul's lessons you will love this! 
Edit Delete

Archangel Michael Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire, UK   
Lovely energies from Archangel Michael! I feel better for having done this 
attunement and Jill was friendly, warm and helpful in making sure I got the most 
out of it. Thank you Jill and AA Michael :-) 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Michele Wright from Devon   
I am very pleased with my Arcturian Oracle reading. I could relate to everything 
that it contained. I was interested to hear of the Roman and Egyptian past lives 
and also of my wish to become a channel and the obstacles that appear to be in 
my way. I have read through the reading a number of times and the more I read 
it the more I understand what it is trying to say to me. I would highly recommend 
this reading. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Anne Garibaldi from Houston, Texas, USA   
I always struggled to feel I really was connected with my angels, now thanks to 
this class I no longer have that issue. Fantastic support, easy to apply and feel 
so blessed now I can talk with my angels and get the guidance I need. 

Edit Delete

64 - Archangel Uriel Healing Meditation - A Journey To The Rainbow Bridge - 
CD
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
This was a total amazing experience, I`ve had loads of pets who have meant so 
much to me, especially Oscar my boxer dog who passed over 8 years ago. I will 
recommend this meditation to anybody who wants to know that their pets 
spirit`s live on in a beautiful realm. Thank you to Jill & Archangel Uriel. 

Edit Delete

Soul Empowerment Personal Coaching
Reviewer: Hannah Gatcombe from Florida, USA   
You have no idea how much you have changed my life. I have gone from 
mouse to confident, happy and fulfilled in this short space of time. I did worry 
about the cost of the coaching and if it would work, but you have really pulled 
out all the stops. Since your coaching, I have had the confidence to quit my job 
and get a better job with better pay. I have eliminated the toxic people out of my 
life and have a new set of friends who inspire me and support me. I have also 
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lost 40lbs as I began to believe in myself more, I began to be more conscious of 
caring for myself too. I now devour motivational books. I have also attracted a 
new partner into my life who values me for who I am because I now value me. I 
truly truly truly cannot say how much this has worked for me. You are 
AWESOME! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Kerry Glover from Limassol, Cypress   
Outstanding, I feel confident to be able to practice on clients, having learnt how 
to formulate and process and heal. The types of questions to ask a client, how 
to breathe and work with the angels was most useful. I would like to attend 
other courses to help me with my journey. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Julie Peake from Belper, UK   
Jill is an amazing teacher and the information/knowledge passed on was spot 
on and up-to-date. Great location and great people. The whole two days was 
relevant, needed, outstanding. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Louise Keoghan from Shropshire, UK   
It exceeded my expectations regarding the immense strength of the Seraphim 
energies. Also student feedback from my healing was very positive and could 
identify with the messages given. Learning the process of connecting to the 
Seraphim. having an appropriate structure to offer the process to potential 
clients. The food was amazing, so too was the accommodation and company 
from Jill, Glenn and Ian. Thank you all very much xxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Sharon Hanson from Derby, UK   
I learnt how to channel the Angel Rays. The colour rays, the different angelic 
realm, outstanding lovely energies. Jill you are an amazing teacher. Thank you 
for all the advice and teaching. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Sheridan Brighouse from Wrexham, Wales   
Jill is an excellent facilitator. Extremely personable. The course content was 
superior to any Reiki course I have been on. Room and food was amazing. 
Hospitality was fantastic. Will definitely stay weekend again. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Amanda Phoenix from Crick, UK   
Outstanding energy healing. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Kim Humphries from Aylsham, UK   
Jill is such an experienced, multi-level tutor who teaches to a deeper level of 
understanding than most. Her experience and skills are second to none. 
Fabulous, Outstanding. Please keep doing more. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Co. Tipperary, Ireland   
We covered a lot in a timely and unrushed manner. I feel my trust in meditation 
has improved immensely in just allowing it to unfold. Wonderful, great energy. 
Tutor delivered all aspects clearly and was easy to follow. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: timothy Ollerenshaw from Folkstone, Kent   
The teaching and explanation was profound (A+) The friendliness of everyone 
there was lovely and I was made to feel welcome. The explanation of how it all 
works, the opportunity to experience and appreciate the high energies, 
outstanding. Lovely home-made food and terrific accommodation - can 
thoroughly recommend. 

Customer Reviews
Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Jane Ratcliffe from UK   
Outstanding. Jill's easy-going and approachable manner makes the teaching 
and delivery of information very easy and enjoyable to learn. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: A.R from Bangkok, Thailand   
Excellent, many oportunities to practice. I've learnt and understood some 
important stuff. Good balance between practice and theory. Good pace. Lots of 
wonderful meditations. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Javier Rendon from San Francisco, USA   
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Excellent, I had some cool experiences, enlightening! It furthered my 
understanding. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Susie Beebe from Alaska, USA   
OUTSTANDING - You are an excellent teacher. This was very transforming for 
me. Learned some awesome techniques and with practice will become very 
helpful. It was easy to understand you you made sure that all was understood. 
Thank You! 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from Northville, USA   
Good/strong similarities with the participants. Really enjoyed the feedback from 
Jill. Good results. New information, sense of openness, depth of meditation, I 
enjoyed the creative exercises that challenged my logical brain. Helped me to 
understand my life purpose and what REALLY truly makes me happy. The 
channeling was really incredible. It was challenging, but the challenge was very 
rewarding, it became easier and easier. I had experiences I've never felt 
before. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Sean Moloney from Melbourne, Australia   
The potential for further spiritual development mastering is very high. It 
challenged me to learn and grow. Helped me to see spirituality and healing in a 
different light. Got a lot of answers. Excellent 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Retreat with Jill Harrison
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Outstanding, the possibilities are endless. A whole new slant on everything! 

Edit Delete

Past Lives Reading
Reviewer: Julie from Derbyshire   
Dear Jill Thank you so much for my past life reading it has shed so much light 
on the issues I face this time around. It was strange to view myself as a man in 
two of my previous lifetimes but I do clearly recognise traits from both some 
good some bad and now understand the strong connection I have with a certain 
City :-) Your explanation of how these life's affect me now is spot on and my 
reading is such a useful document to refer back to. I will definitely be back for 
another reading in the future xx 
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Soul Fragmentation Retrieval Coaching Session
Reviewer: HELEN CANNON from New Mexico, USA   
This has helped me so much, I only wish I had taken this up earlier, but I 
procrastinated, worried that paying the fee would result in me just wasting 
money. I am so glad I took the plunge. I feel like a free woman. I just couldn't 
get over my ex and being replaced by a younger woman. It was painful, so very 
painful and it put me off the opposite sex completely. Now, I have let the past 
go, and I feel lighter, happier and only yesterday I said yes to a date, it's been 
so long since I felt this excited about my life and the prospects of moving 
forward I can't thank you enough, you are an Earth angel that's for sure. Your 
common sense and gentle approach was refreshing and I loved your honesty. 
Thank you Jill 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: linda from Romania   
I deeply enjoyed the full moon meditation with Gabriel , i was relaxed the minute 
i heard Jill-s magic voice. I feel the messages are very in tune with the present 
energies, love the insight about the crystals, always feel the true connection 
with the specific channneled angel ascended master ore stargroup~ Blessings 
from Romania ! 

Edit Delete

Orgone Pendant
Reviewer: Terri from Inverness   
Wow, I wore the Orgone pendant as soon as it arrived, within a couple of hours 
I could feel my chakras open and aligning. Later on that night I had an 
experience I will never forget- my third eye opened and with expanded 
awareness I met with angels from a higher realm, I was shown many things, 
crystals etc and my heart completely opened to the love I felt from the angels I 
could see ,it was very beautiful and emotional experience. Thank you Jill for this 
wonderful pendant that was delivered so quickly, much gratitude. Highly 
recommend purchasing this. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: IRENE YOUNG from Nottingham, England   
Excellent Webinar, Jill. Thank you. As we did the meditation your voice made 
me so relaxed and at ease. I felt a lot of heat and saw a lot of colours, thank you 
so much for taking me on this journey. Your knowledge about the angelic realm 
and the crystals we can use to help bring our spiritual helpers in to help us, is so 
vast, I feel so lucky to have met you and for you to be a part of my journey. 
Thank you for everything and for being an excellent teacher. 
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Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: lynn wells from normanton uk   
this webinar was amazing, it was so peaceful and tranquil, i could feel the angel 
gabriel so close, as for the meditation it was definitely the best I've ever done. 
thank you so much Jill till next time 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: daniel armand latour from quebec,Canada   
Je n'ai jamais été véritablement initié a la méditation, cet nouvelle expérience 
fut magnifique pour moi je me sens plus fort et plus calme .Je vous remercie 
infiniement pour tout Daniel 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Susan from Saskatchewan Canada   
Just finished the Moon Meditation, was a wonderful experience. I have been 
meditating since April 2016, but have never experienced anything like this. 
Thank you, Jill. You are a blessing. I feel; LOVED, LIGHT and BLESSED. 
XOXOXOXOX Peace to all 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: chantel from worksop notts   
I have just done the moon meditation and it was very powerful and also deeply 
relaxing, jill has a beautiful calming voice which makes it very easy to go into a 
meditation, thankyou jill for yet another wonderful webinar. 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Sandra Smith from Ventnor, IOW, UK   
Very good and helpful reading. Very relevant to me and my family. Thanks 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Sharon Blackburn from Notts   
Very interesting reading. Recommend to others. Will come again. 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Mandy Blake from Kissimmee, FL, USA   
Very interesting and emotional, lots of things to think about, thank you! 

Edit Delete
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Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Tricia Humphreys from Stockton, UK   
Jill's insight has given me lots to think about and plan for the future. 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Jo Blyth from Coventry   
Amazing reading things arose that were deep within my thoughts. 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Shelly from Sheffield, UK   
Came with an open mind, but surprised and pleased with reading 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Laura from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Good advice, covered most of my questions. 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Sacha from Lincoln, UK   
Good advise and made a lot of sense 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Lynda from Rather not say   
Very good, helpful 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Michelle Turner from Leeds, UK   
It gave me the confidence to make the changes I need! 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Nicki P from London, UK   
Answered a lot of my questions, thank you 

Edit Delete

Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: A. Morris from Lancashire   
Surprisingly accurate and helpful and useful for the future. 

Edit Delete
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Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: M. Bell from UK   
Very good 
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Psychic Tarot Readings - Phone - Email - Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Hannah Kemp from Louisianna, USA   
Thank you for my reading, it was so apt, down-to-earth and helpful. I particularly 
liked the fact that you didn't tell me what to do, but showed me the options of 
the situation and helped me realise the right answer for myself. You shone a 
light when all I could see was dark. I cannot convey how much this reading has 
meant to me, words do not seem enough. 
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Pleiadian Soul Healing Light Integration Programme
Reviewer: Susan K Beebe from Alaska USA   
Today we just finished module 12 of the Pleiadian Soul Healing Programme. 
This class was really great and it's hard to believe it's been a year already. I 
hadn't really heard much about the Pleiadians but curiosity and the drive to 
better myself compelled me to take these classes. I am very grateful to Jill for 
sharing her knowledge with all of us, she has taken those who are ready to a 
whole new level of consciousness and understanding. With this programme 
came a lot of attunements and teachings that have forever change my life. I 
embrace all Jill has to offer because I know that with her help I can move 
forward towards magnificence in leaps and bounds. Thank you, Susie 
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64 - Archangel Uriel Healing Meditation - A Journey To The Rainbow Bridge - 
CD
Reviewer: Joe Marks from Hull, UK   
Just wanted to give you a big thumbs up for this meditation. My dog Jacob died 
a couple of months ago and things just haven't been the same since he went. 
The house is empty, I feel lost and someone gave me your meditation as a gift. 
Have to admit I don't go in for this kind of stuff but I missed Jacob so much I 
thought what the hell. So I sat down, turned on your CD and didn't expect to get 
one thing and then I could feel Jacob with me. I didn't see him, but I felt him, it 
was as though he was leant against my knee like he used to. I could swear I 
could feel his breath on my hand. You've turned a non-believer into someone 
with hope and belief. Now when I get a bit low, I put on your CD and it cheers 
me up no end. Jacobs passing is getting easier now, this has helped me a lot. 
My wife laughs at me now cos I talk to Jacob like he's still here, she thinks I'm 
daft but I know he is still here and you've done that, thank you 
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58 Meeting Your Spirit Guides & Loved Ones Guided Meditation CD - Archangel 
Metatron
Reviewer: Debbie from Northumberland   
I received this meditation cd and was totally astonished with the benefits I 
received. It was absolutely beautiful to listen too, I felt totally at ease straight 
away and I knew I would be listening to this time again, I just had a feeling of 
total peacefulness and that everyone would benefit from this meditation cd. I 
would like to thank Jill & Glenn very much for this great experience and I look 
forwards to purchasing more of your meditations :-) xx 
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02 Archangel Michael Meditation Mp3 - Protection
Reviewer: Ivory E. Mobley from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma   
I was so moved by the daily Angel Reading that I received containing the 
Youtube link for this meditation, I chose to purchase it for personal use. The 
purchase of the aforementioned meditation will be immensely beneficial to me 
because I must severe the ties of negativity to past relationships and develop a 
clear sense of empowerment regarding my both my spiritual and emotional well-
being. I have found what I've needed within this guided meditation. I highly 
recommend this for its ease of use and immediate applicability. Peace & 
Blessings.
 

Approve Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
Hi Jill, I wanted to thank you so much for the opportunity to attend the Angelic 
Ray Healing (red) webinar. It seems like every webinar answers questions that I 
have been wondering about for a long time. We learned powerful invocations for 
Archangel Michael and Archangel Uriel that as soon as we repeated the amount 
of times required I could tell both Archangels were with us. You taught us how to 
help certain situations in the work place and to get others motivated and to 
remove negativity from our energy field and of course the main reason why 
people have a hard time making the connection to the angelic realm. Thanks 
again Jill I really appreciate you!! 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Jennifer Neilson from Coolangatta, Qld, Australia   
I attended the Red Ray webinar with Archangels Michael & Uriel. As with all 
Jill's webinars it was packed full of helpful information. I especially appreciated 
the helpful pointers we received - they can make such a difference to one's 
results. My special thanks to Archangel Michael, Archangel Uriel and Jill.  
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Gwen Gibson from Dublin, Ireland   
I didn't really know if I was a healer or not, but I loved reading and learning 
about angels and when I saw this class it made me wonder if I could benefit 
from it. When I was with people my hands would get really hot and I wouldn't 
know why. Other people would tell me I had lovely energies and I didn't really 
understand what they meant. On impulse I booked the class and it's been the 
best thing I have ever done. The class, the company, the teachings have all 
been out of this world. I can definitely now communicate with my angels, which I 
was hit and miss with before. I can heal, I didn't think I could but it was amazing 
the results I got even though I thought I was a novice. So should you give it a 
go, I would say if you've always felt pulled to try to help others and you love 
angels, go for it, you won't be disappointed. You're not rushed, it's fun and I 
made some nice new friends to boot, what more could you want? 
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Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Steve Stocks from Suffolk, UK   
Outstanding - Enabled me to make positive contact with Higher Intelligence. 
Activated my third eye. 
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Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Lyn Kershaw from St Ives, UK   
Outstanding, the guidance and support received was first class as usual. The 
parts I found most useful were the process and the confonfirmation of being in 
the Akashic Records rather then higher self. Thank you. Great food too :-) 
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Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Ilona Anslik from UK   
Excellent, I have the feeling I took a lot away with me and hope I have learned 
to use the right to use at home. Most interesting was the Hypnosis part and how 
much info I got. 
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08 Positive Energy Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Tanya Coulter from Gulfport, MS, USA   
Love this, I often carry this around with me at work, I work at a hospital and 
sometimes staff can get pretty stressed and negative, but with a few light sprays 
over my aura, this quickly lifts the energies and helps me to stay positive. It 
even brings a smile to some of the patients too, who remark on how pleasant 
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my office smells. 
Edit Delete

59 - Accessing The Halls of Amenti with Ascended Master Melchizedek CD
Reviewer: Toby Hancock from Sydney, Australia   
Gee, this was one powerful meditation. It really did help me expand on my 
awareness and ability to perceive things in greater details and it also helped me 
shift a lot of old energies too. Couldn't recommend this meditation enough to my 
mates. If you're wondering if this is the real deal, I'd say you won't be 
disappointed with this one. 
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Past Lives Reading
Reviewer: Julie from Wakefield   
Thankyou to Ascended Master Lord Melchizedek, Adonai lord of the akashic 
records and to Jill in chanelling this past life reading. I have had a few readings 
off Jill and this surpasses one of the exceptional ones I have had. It makes very 
interesting reading and and is extremely thought provoking. My personality 
stares me right back in the face and I can certainly relate to the messages 
intended. It certainly confirms for me where I have gleaned my nursing and 
alternative healing abilities from, also where my stubborn, authorative and 
independent behaviours arise, which have certainly mellowed with maturity, so 
my collegues tell me. Reiteration of trusting my instincts is paramount I have 
found out previously when not listened. I certainly wouldn't hestitating in having 
the next instalment when its due. 
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Past Lives Reading
Reviewer: nessa from L   
I received a past life reading from Jill. As usual, I found my interactions with Jill 
very professional and her work consistently, conscientious. With past life 
readings, I think it's difficult to review past lives for obvious reasons. However, 
the qualities mentioned within each life totally resonated with me as a person 
and traits that I'm still working on within this lifetime. I was satisfied to have 
confirmed that I was an Egyptian in a former life. The name felt familiar and I felt 
like that I could 'almost', remember that life. I'll probably have to read it 
numerous times to allow, the information to sink in and makes sense of my 
current lifetime themes. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Louise from Shropshire   
Congratulations Jill, you've done it again! Another life changing Webinar in less 
than 90 minutes. You manage to pack in so much useful material without ever 
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making anyone feel they are being rushed. The session opened with some 
general guidance on connecting to the Angelic Realm and what possible blocks 
may limit this connection. After which, we learnt about how to use a symbol and 
breathing techniques to set the intention of connecting with our Guardian Angel. 
Wherever in our bodies the connection was strongest, this would be our Soul 
Level Gateway in future contact. I was really impressed with how everyone on 
the Webinar seemed to establish a strong link with their Guardian Angels in a 
way and place, that was right for them. Jill then showed us how to use colour to 
release pain, with the assistance of our Guardian Angel. The final part looked at 
how to remove repeated patterns of lack and struggle from our daily lives. For 
me, the highlight of the Webinar was being given the chance to repeat 
exercises to check if connections and observations could still be achieved. I left 
the session without any doubts in my mind that I really had felt the presence of 
my Guardian Angel and thanks to Jill's help I now truly believe I can continue 
doing this for the rest of my life. 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Susie Beebe from Alaska   
The Angelic Chambers webinar was truly fantastic! You did such a great job of 
describing step by step how to connect to the angelic realm- the second time 
we did it everything came together so easy and I feel very confident that I will 
not have any trouble when I do this by myself. Thank you very much! You are a 
awesome teacher! 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Sean Moloney from Melbourne, Australia   
Did the angelic chambers webinar and got a lot out of it, thanks jill. Was able to 
connect very strongly with the angels and even received a symbol to work on. 
Exercises were really powerful and look forward to working with them some 
more to deepen my connection with spirit. Thank you jill. 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
Today I attended the Angelic Chamber webinar for connecting with the Angels 
and healing. This is like the other webinars I have attended was excellent. The 
instructions given were very helpful tools to keep an use for strengthening the 
connections made through the guided meditations. Whether a webinar or angel 
guided meditation, or reading. I always find that they bring a strong connection 
to the Divine which aids me in strengthening my energies and connections. I am 
encourage others to attend webinars and utilize the meditations available. 
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Customer Reviews
REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Joseph mc anulty from Scotland   
Tonight's webinar was brilliant as ever thanks jill 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Melanie Leitch from Scotland , Glasgow.   
I cannot recommend Jill and the webinars she offers highly enough. This was 
my second one and i found it just as amazing and inspiring as the last one. 
There is so much depth and substance to Jill's method of teaching which to me 
makes her a truly unique and gifted spiritual teacher. What I enjoyed the most 
about this webinar was the exercises we done, I felt truly connected with my 
Guardian Angel and even got the name of my angel given to me during the 
exercise which to me is astonishing as i had never ever heard that name before. 
I also found all the tips to help us connect very useful and informative. I cannot 
recommend it enough and if your thinking of doing a webinar with Jill then go for 
it , you most certainly wont regret it. Jill was also kind enough to take the time to 
answer all our questions we had. Thank you as always Jill for your wonderful 
insight and your truly gifted way of teaching. Love , Truth & Light. Melanie xx 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: lynn wells from normanton   
thank you very much for tonight, connecting with the angelic realm, i havnt 
worked for a while and felt i needed some guidance, it helped a lot always enjoy 
your webinars, looking forward to the next one 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Julie Ward from South Yorkshire   
Angelic Chambers Webinar was really good, lots of information and 
exercises :) 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Timothy from Hawkinge. Kent.   
Jill provided me with a very useful blue soul print reading.Some of the points 
she made in the reading were very relevant and made me think about which 
direction i needed to go for my highest good.It was good that the reading gave 
me the good and the bad of my character,that is to say the things that i needed 
to work on. For example,she said that i needed to stop doubting myself.Which if 
i am honest with has been a problem of mine.She also pointed out that i tended 
to emulate other people rather than be my true self.Again something that was 
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also true.These challenges i acknowledge as a lesson i needed to learn and am 
now in a position to put these behind me and deal with it. Jill always makes you 
feel at ease and is tactful in putting things that need to be addressed in a gentle 
way. I now have a roadmap of the life items i need to address and an 
understanding of my challenges in life. I cannot thank you enough Jill for this 
reading and can thoroughly recommend the blue print soul reading to anyone 
that wants to help with direction and guidance in their life. Big Love to you Jill. 
XXX 
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62 Angelic Connection To Archangel Sandalphon CD
Reviewer: Jenny Jones from London, UK   
Amazing, amazing, amazing, what more can I say. I just love this meditation, it 
is so relaxing, and the energy of peace and love are just, well, amazing. I had 
an issue with letting go, being someone who works non-stop I find it really hard 
to switch off, someone recommended I try this, and I am so glad I did. Really 
works to help you get off the treadmill of life and gain some perspective, 
something which I definitely needed. Will be buying more soon, so just wanted 
to say, thanks. 
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Orgone Pendant
Reviewer: Karen from Cheshire   
After buying this product i wasn't entirely sure it worked so i didn't wear it for a 
few days and noticed I felt drained of energy. I put it back on and felt so much 
better and have kept it on ever since! Thank you! 
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Archangel Michael Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska   
Things just keep getting better and better, I feel so light and free. The 
attunement was awesome and I am grateful and feel empowered that I have 
this extra protection and guidance in my life. I find comfort in knowing that 
Archangel Michael in just a call away. Thank you Jill and Archangel Michael. 
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Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
This was a very interesting class, the amount of healing that can be possible by 
accessing the Akashic Records is unbelievable. Jill gives you in depth 
information about the Akashic Records and how to go into the records how to 
close them and the etiquette necessary. The Akashic Records is one of my 
most favorites and accessing them is easy with Jill's techniques. 
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Archangel Raphael Angelic Attunement
Reviewer: Alison White from Vancouver   
Thank you Jill for an amazing experience, this Archangel Raphael attunement 
has been so valuable to me in my healing work. The personal one-to-one 
coaching session was a very insightful tuition, your gentle manner helped me 
greatly understand the differences in my energies and the energies when I 
connected with Archangel Raphael. You were very helpful, gentle and 
informative. Where as before, I wasn’t sure if I was really working with Raphael, 
or my guides, you have really helped me identify the differences. I look forward 
to working with you for further spiritual enlightenment in the future. If anyone 
else is considering your attunements, I would recommend them. They really 
worked for me. 
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Past Lives Reading
Reviewer: Lyn Kershaw from UK   
"Thank you, all three of my past lives resonate with me and I can see examples 
of my behaviour brought through into this one, both good and bad! I was 
particularly pleased with the one which gave details of my Relationship with my 
daughter who is known to me in this life as David - my youngest son - it explains 
a lot and gives me hope that a lot of the karma has been resolved now. The 
lives and the summary have provide a great deal of knowledge and 
understanding of the twists and turns in my current life so far and will make it 
easier to handle things in the future. Many thanks to you both." Lynda - St Ives 
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Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska   
This reading is wonderful! I was really happy to hear that I am continuously 
transforming on an energetic level and am making very good progress. 
Presently I am working on mastering power issues and I am standing strong in 
maintaining my power and not give it away to others. I am looking for a place to 
move to so I can be around spiritually minded people- that would benefit me 
greatly. I was made aware of Karmic wounding that has been laying dormant 
and this reading has given me guidance on what actions to take to be able to 
heal on a deeper level. I almost fell out of my chair when I read what my hidden 
talent was, I am very open to exploring the wide array of options available to 
me. P.S. I almost fall out of my chair quite a bit with having Jill as my Master 
Teacher through laughing and amazement, she is such a great person. 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Council Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Susie Beebe from Alaska   
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Because of the information that Jill provided me I was able to overcome 
obstacles that were holding me back in my spiritual development. Compassion 
was a big one, I always thought I was very compassionate but it was brought to 
my attention that I wasn't being compassionate toward myself which never even 
crossed my mind. I have learned to embrace compassion through self-nurture, 
self-praise and self-love. Each one of our council members are here to help us 
learn and grow, this reading allows us the luxury of knowing who to call on with 
each of the issues we need to work on. Another wonderful part is that I know 
what my Guardian Angels names are and I can call on the personally instead of 
"Guardian Angels can you please come to me". Each reading I get from Jill is 
helping me embrace and work on issues so I can have the most fulfilling life that 
I was meant to have. 

Edit Delete

Angel Healing Spiritual Path Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Susie Beebe from Alaska USA   
Hi Jill, thank you so much for my channelled Audio Reading!! This is such a 
great idea I am so amazed by your abilities. I feel like this reading really cut to 
the chase and was very specific on what I need to work on and what lies ahead 
for me giving me comfort to leave self doubt and worries behind while stepping 
into my magnificence, I will be taken care of that I know for sure. In 2005 I 
bought a channeling crystal in Laguna Beach and have been packing it around 
all these years not knowing what to do with it, today while Isis was talking about 
my abilities I ran and picked it up and for the first time while holding it I instantly 
got chills radiating up and down my body I now know it is time for me to start 
working with it. To whom ever wants to get help to move forward fearlessly Jill 
will take you by the hand and lead the way. With much gratitude Susie
 

Approve Edit Delete

Angel Healing Spiritual Path Reading - Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Becky from California   
This was a powerful reading. I can still feel the energies flowing to me from Isis 
as they work to change and charge my fields. the wisdom which came through 
was exactly what was needed by me at this time to spur me forward along my 
path. It was specific to my path and very practical as well as Spiritual in nature 
as to what I could do to make the needed changes. Jill is truly an Avatar who 
brings us multi-levels of wisdom, tools, information, inspiration, and energies to 
help us along our path. i highly recommend this reading, or any of her readings, 
classes or webinars.
 

Approve Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade A)
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Reviewer: Mary Jean from Glos   
I cannot believe this. I ordered it yesterday and today I have it. It is so beautiful 
and I can't wait to see the effects. I didn't want to put it down!! Thank you so 
much. 

Edit Delete

05 Archangel Metatron's Meditation Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 
50mls)
Reviewer: Suzanna Rowes from Sedona, USA   
I have been using this product now for over two months and I love the fact that it 
instantly helps move you vibrationally into a deeper meditation. The energy from 
the spray is awesome, I can really feel it in my aura and as I pray before I 
meditate, it seems to bring in the energy of my angels so strong that I would 
swear they are sitting right next to me. This is a beautiful spray, and now it is an 
essential part of my meditation ritual. Thank you so much for sharing these 
wonderful angelic gifts to humanity. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Susie Beebe from Alaska USA   
Hi Jill, thank you so much for my Arcturian Oracle Reading! It's probably a big 
relief to my soul that I got this reading. You have given me a lot of things to work 
towards and I know that though this process I will be making my soul very 
happy. With all the information that you gave me I will be able to help my soul 
get what it needs in order to move forward in its evolution. 

Edit Delete

Orgone Pendant
Reviewer: karen from kent   
Brilliant buy! wish i had found this sooner. within a couple of hours,i was much 
calmer and ive slept better since ive received it. well worth the money! 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Terri from Inverness   
It was a very heart opening moment connecting with my soul name I was so full 
of joy on every level. The life lessons my soul needs to learn in this lifetime are 
absolutely me, this reading was so spot on ! To see validation that in some 
areas I have been on the right path of learning and growth but to see where I 
need to be working on in other areas is such a blessing. As Jill suggests I use 
my soul name in prayer and meditations ~ Thank you Jill and Archangel 
Metatron . Highly recommend. 

Edit Delete
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Pleiadian Soul Healing Light Integration Programme
Reviewer: Hannah Longley from Singapore   
I have been working my way through each of these modules which are very 
easy to do, but at the same are life changing. My awareness has grown 
immensely and my understanding of myself as a star seed child has helped me 
to feel much more at each with who I am as a person. Working through the 
modules I have been able to implement a lot of changes, positive changes and 
for me, they have been a life-saver. Prior to this I felt and believed I didn't 
belong here, now I am able to understand myself better and use the modules to 
stay connected with spirit. I have regained clarity and hope. Thank you so much 
for these great modules. Though I can't join the live ones, the DVD copies have 
been an immense help to me. Would really recommend you get these you won't 
be disappointed. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Outstanding, the possibilities are endless, a whole new slant on everything! 
Learningabout the Akashic records, how they can be accessed, fascinating how 
different ways of accessing/connecting worked. Comparing intuition/akashic 
records info, so much more depth/understanding. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Sean Moloney from Brunswick, Australia   
Excellent potential for further spiritual development if mastering this tool/skill is 
very higher. Thank you so much Jill 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from Michigan, USA   
Outstanding, excellent, I learned the truth about the akashic records and how to 
use them responsibly. I liked the variety of ways to access, I learned that I can 
sometimes get more more information. Thank you:-) 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Alessandra Rodel from Bangkok, Thailand   
Excellent process is clear and many opportunities to practice. 

Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield   
You've taken my experience to another level, outstanding meditations and 
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exercises. My meditations have got a lot clearer, thank you so much Jill xx 
Edit Delete

Accessing The Akashic Records
Reviewer: Javier from San Francisco, USA   
Tons of good guidance and interpretations, excellent meditations and the variety 
thereof. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
This intensive course was creating in such a way that you were led through 
different vibrational/dimensional levels of energies. You could really feel the shift 
from one level to another - AMAZING!! The guided meditatiosn, the energies 
built accumulatively, the trance-channelling, ASTOUNDING! So glad I was able 
to do this. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Andrea Bell from Newcastle, UK   
OUTSTANDING - every single meditation was uplifting, empowering, and made 
energetic changes. Wonderful, thank you. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Alessandra Marazzi from Bangkok, Thailand   
Excellent, lots of wonderful meditations. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Co. Tipperary, Ireland   
Outstanding, covered a lot but in a timely and unrushed manner. I feel my trust 
in meditation has improved immensely in just allowing it to unfold. Ascension 
expansion, integrating higher light frequencies, retrieving soul fragments, thanks 
a million for allowing your time to a channelling session. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Javier Rendon from San Francisco, USA   
I had some cool experiences with the meditations and the trance-channel 
session was enlightening. 5th & 6th dimensional meditaiton integrating higher 
light frequencies and source codes, excellent. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
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Reviewer: Brendan Hill from Michigan, USA   
Outstanding. I felt like I was hovering above my body and I had experiences I've 
never felt. Helped me to understand my life purpose and what REALLY truly 
makes me happy. The channelling was really incredible. I love how playful spirit 
is and it makes me want to connect with them. It was challenging to stay 
focused for that long duration. (Multiple meditations in one day), BUT the 
challenge was very rewarding. It is becoming easier and easier to go into a 
deep meditation. 

Edit Delete

7th Dimensional Celestial Awakening Programme
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska, USA   
You are an excellent teacher. Ther was very transformational for me, soul 
retrieval, soul calling, 3rd eye awakening. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Alessandra Rodel from Bangkok, Thailand   
EXCELLENT, good balance between practice and theory. Good pace. Loved 
Crystal dome meditation, lots of good tools. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska, USA   
OUTSTANDING - Learned some AWESOME techniques and with practice will 
become very helpful. The parts I found most interesting were merging and 
picking up information about people.
 

Approve Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Co. Tipperary, Ireland   
2nd time attending this class. Excellent superconscious meditation. Wonderful 
class with great energy. Tutor delivered all aspects clearly and it was easy to 
follow. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from Michigan, USA   
Outstanding, good results, new information, sense of openness, depth of 
meditation, Good feedback, group bonded well. I enjoyed the creative exercises 
that challenged my logical brain. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
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Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Kent, UK   
Excellent way that things were organised. The comradeship and friendliness of 
all the people present. Ther merging of the souls and the energy communication 
sphere were most useful. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Sean Moloney from Brunswick, Australia   
Ecellent, it challenged me to learn and grow. Exposed areas that i wasn't strong 
in and took me far out of my comfort zone. Particularly useful was the snitch 
visualisation, working with symbols, reading other people's symbols and 
merging consciouness. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from Michigan, USA   
I had good/strong similarities with the participants. I really enjoyed the feedback 
from Jill and the differentiating between the angels. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Timothy Ollerenshaw from Kent, UK   
The teaching and explanation was profound (A+) The friendliness of everyone 
there was lovely. I was always made to feel welcome. The explanation of how it 
all works, the angels and it gave me the opportunity to experience the angel 
energies and to appreciate the high energies. Lovely homemade food and 
terrific accommodation can thoroughly recommend. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Jane Ratcliffe from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Outstanding as all classes that I've attended have been. Jill's easy going and 
approachable manner, make the teaching and delivery of information very easy 
and enjoyable to learn. Jill made it clear that we are all healing in an individual 
way, unique to us and helped to give positive feedback on all the energy we 
felt. 

Customer Reviews
Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Alessandra Rodel from Bangkok, Thailand   
Lots of good practice. I've learnt and understood some important stuff, like 
keeping up the connection with the light and how to work with different rays. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Sean Moloney from Brunswick, Australia   
Excellent, took me out of my comfort zone and helped me to see spirituality and 
healing in a different light. Got a lot of answers and more questions/insight to 
reflect on. The practical hands on work and how each person/healing was 
different was most interesting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Susan Beebe from Alaska, USA   
Outstanding, its was easy to understand and Jill made sure that all was 
understood. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Javier Rendon from San Francisco, USA   
It furthered my understanding of how to work with angelic light for healing, 
particularly the detail behind how it works and the process steps to follow 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
Powerful! This reading told me what this year holds for me, and so far he is so 
right! This is definitely a spiritual initiation. Time to release. Thank you!! 

Edit Delete

StarSeed Gateway Vibrational Code Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
This is a helpful reading for a long term scenario. I would not necessarily 
recommend this reading if you want immediate understanding of your situation. 
It will provide that to you, but it will also give you a lot of information that takes 
awhile to integrate. For instance, it gives you symbols to meditate upon and 
deep concepts that take years to fully integrate. It's a great reading to have in 
conjunction with a more personal one. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
This reading helped me to not feel so self-critical. It put my critical nature into 
perspective and helped me to respect and love the parts of me that are unique - 
but I just never perceived them as being unique. This was a very positive 
reading for me (both from looking at what I have to improve and being gentle 
about it), and it makes me want to hug this Ascended Master Lord Kuthumi. 
Much gratitude. 

Edit Delete
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Karma Psychic Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
I'm always amazed by Jill's readings! I seriously feel like the angels are 
speaking directly to me - without question. It's almost like I'm thinking the same 
thoughts at the same time as I read them. For instance, I already knew that I 
lack stability because my mind is all over the place - but what I didn't know was 
that there is another way to be conscious. I learned from this reading that it's 
possible to live my life from my soul perspective, and not from my mind. 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
This name seriously makes me want to change my "official" name. It resonates 
to strongly, and I find myself doing exactly as the meaning says. Thank you so 
much Jill!
 

Approve Edit Delete

Spiritual Council Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
Jill's readings never cease to amaze me. However, I felt this reading had almost 
too much information. It contained meditations tips, stones to assist my 
energies, gateways I'm working with, and guardian angels. The guardian angel 
names feel so amazing when I say their names. I get goosebumps just thinking 
about their names. It's really incredible. Really. 

Edit Delete

Lemurian Star Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hilln from USA   
This reading helped align me to my ultimate passion in life. I've been moving 
through life trying to find my dream, but this reading helped me to realize that 
it's not necessarily my dream that I am passionate about. I'm passionate about 
ANY dream I have that I can bring into reality - and teach others how to do the 
same. 

Edit Delete

Kabbalah Soul Path Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
I personally resonate more with the angel readings Jill does. However, I still felt 
like this was accurate. It contains over 50 pages of material so it's well worth the 
price. It might be a little too scientific or detailed for some people though. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
I hold this reading very close to my heart. It brings me to tears talking about it. 
All my life I've been trying to fit in. I've been trying to put myself into a box. I've 
been struggling with trying to fit into the role being a mechanical engineer. I've 
been trying to make other people proud. However, this reading reassured me of 
my true gift. Perhaps I'm not supposed to be like others, and that's okay. I just 
want to be me. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Brendan Hill from USA   
Heart-breakingly true.... Typing that just now brought tears to my eyes... Before 
we can move forward, we must face the truth of how we are. This reading 
helped me to discover a part of myself I never knew I had - only to reveal that is 
the soul part of what is holding me back. This reading helped me to listen to the 
voice inside my head that would tell me "People should not be expressing their 
authentic truth". This painful truth of my sub-conscious made me discover 
where that voice was really coming from, and it has allowed me to heal that part 
of my past. It has made me more aware of how negatively I treat myself 
sometimes which to me is so great because being aware of the problem is the 
first step towards solving it. 

Edit Delete

08 Ascended Master Lord Melchizedek Meditation - Astral Travel
Reviewer: Haz Gewicht from Munster Germany   
I have tried a number of astral travel meditations and this particular meditation 
for me has given me the most success. Whilst you will not necessarily get an 
instant out of body experience, with a regular use of this meditation I was able 
to learn to project myself and now after 6 months I can do this at will, without 
the meditation. Initially the meditation helped me learn the process, then I 
realised I was astrally travelling whilst in my sleep without me having to do 
anything. That was most interesting because I was always taken where there 
was something I needed to know or learn. Now I have got used to the process, I 
can recognise the state I need to get to, in order to astrally travel. Try this, it is 
very good, but be willing to study it and master it, because if you do, it is well 
worth it.
 

Approve Edit Delete

08 Lord Melchizedek - Astral Travel MP3
Reviewer: Hanz Gewicht from Munster Germany   
I have tried a number of astral travel meditations and this particular meditation 
for me has given me the most success. Whilst you will not necessarily get an 
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instant out of body experience, with a regular use of this meditation I was able 
to learn to project myself and now after 6 months I can do this at will, without 
the meditation. Initially the meditation helped me learn the process, then I 
realised I was astrally travelling whilst in my sleep without me having to do 
anything. That was most interesting because I was always taken where there 
was something I needed to know or learn. Now I have got used to the process, I 
can recognise the state I need to get to, in order to astrally travel. Try this, it is 
very good, but be willing to study it and master it, because if you do, it is well 
worth it. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Marie from Canada   
 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Sarah from Bedford   
Another great meditation. Thank you Jill. I feel sure I will gain a lot of healing 
knowledge from connecting to the crystal that was attuned to the Atlantean 
times. Looking forward to the next webinar. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade A)
Reviewer: Lynn Wells from Normanton   
My sphere arrived within 2 days, can't put it down it's amazing, thank you for 
your excellent service. I already feel connected to spirit when I hold it, looking 
forward to showing my friends it, I am sure they will be jealous, it's beautiful and 
much bigger than I thought, thank you once again for your excellent service. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Juliette from Netherlands   
Thank you for the beautiful meditation. I can feel the energy from my toes to my 
finger tips, up my spine and in my head. I can hardly find words to express what 
I feel. Well when I write this I realize that this is the feeling of LOVE. Thank you 
so much for your loving kindness.  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Becky from California   
Each webinar is unique, informatiive and uplifting. This webinar/meditation wich 
Archangel Chamuel is a wonderful way in which to clear and open the heart 
chakra. i feel balanced and clear Thank you Chamuel and Jill. 
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REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Sarah from Bedford UK   
This was a very beautiful meditation and the timing of it perfect for what is 
happening in my life. Thank you Jill and Archangel Chamuel 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Becky Prante from Castroville, CA   
I appreciate and have found benefit from all the work of Jill and other reading I 
have received through her. This reading I will say is the best reading I have had 
in my life so far. This reading focuses upon where I am and what I need to do to 
reach Higher Dimensional consicousness and the goals I have set in this life 
and before embodying. I didn't need to ask questions or give any background 
information, the oracle brought through exact truth. It wasn't sugar coated, nor 
harsh, the truth is given in a loving, informative and supportive way. It covered 
many aspects of life, physical, mental, emotional, work, relationship and how to 
bring all into balance to move forward into higher consciousness being and 
living. I HIGHLY recommend this reading. I have only read it once, and I look 
forward to really spending time with the abundance of wisdom it contains. 

Edit Delete

CHILD STAR PATH Reading
Reviewer: Melanie from Scotland   
Really enjoyed getting my reading for my son. I was very impressed by the 
amount of information it contains and it's very thorough in its content. Thank you 
Jill, it was very insightful and worth every penny in my opinion. 

Edit Delete

Are You Eating To Live, or Eating To Die? - Downloadable A4 PDF Ebook
Reviewer: Sean from Melbourne, Australia   
Thank you Glenn for this book, really opened my eyes up about what TRUE 
healthy eating is. Was quite shocked to find out that most of the food I had been 
eating all my life was seriously unhealthy for me and I'm extremely grateful for 
you shining light on the poisonous diet the vast majority of us eat everyday. I 
recommend this book to anyone, not just the sick or dying (I'm 25), as it 
explains very simply how most of what we consume today is unhealthy and 
unnatural. 

Edit Delete

63-Angelic Connection to Archangel Metatron Guided Meditation - MP3
Reviewer: Marzena from Leeds   
I wish to say thank you Jill for a wonderful experience. My whole body was in 
totally different environment of wholeness. I could feel Archangel Metatron and 
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his gentle work work with me. Your advanced meditation help me balanced, 
relaxed and progressed my etheric body. I highly recommend your work. 

Edit Delete

62 Angelic Connection To Archangel Sandalphon
Reviewer: Jennifer Neilson from NSW, Australia   
Thank you Jill for such a peaceful, relaxing meditation. A perfect way to start the 
day. Blessings Jennifer 

Edit Delete

62 Angelic Connection To Archangel Sandalphon
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucestershire, UK   
Love and Joy - John UK - Listening to the webinar meditation with Archangel 
Sandalphon, I felt others may like to know of my experiences. I felt blessed 
when Mother Mary and Archangel Sandalphon presented themselves in a 
humble manner. We were offered experiences for example, where did we feel 
our strength/energies came into our bodies, I felt it in both hands this in turn 
connected with earth energies. Jill told us to tap into this power whenever 
necessary. To recognise that our trust in God, Spirit, People and ourselves is 
the Heart energy of self. And, knowing that we are the source of infinite 
possibilities. Both Mother Mary and Archangel Sandalphon offered to help us 
with any of our problems, they wished to be of service. 

Edit Delete

Angelic Crystal Healing Therapy Master Class
Reviewer: Cynthia Brian from Brighton, UK   
A fabulous day of working with your crystals to help you connect to the angelic 
realm. We did meditations, exercises and everything was easily explained so 
when you get home you can do them again and again. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Timothy from Folkestone   
Always a terrific meditation! Jill has a unique gift in her ability to use her voice in 
such away that you just let go. Her knowledge on the spiritual is just mind 
blowing and the more times i do her online meditations the more i learn. It is an 
amazing way to learn through a live connection and i feel because everyone is 
doing the learning and meditation together it is much stronger. Can recommend 
the courses Jill does as well! Thanks Jill and Glenn. xx 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Judy Crane from Australia   
Each webinar with Jill opens up different Angelic energies which are felt so 
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tangibly and stay with me for hours after the webinar. I truly enjoy Jill's 
meditations and guidance and recommend everyone to participate in these 
webinars if they wish to connect with the Angelic realm. Either the energies 
appear to be getting stronger each time or I am feeling more connected as time 
goes by; I will continue on this beautiful journey with Jill and Glenn. Much 
gratitude and blessings for all you do to share these uplifting experiences. :)  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Ian from Sheffield   
a very loving and powerful mediation x  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: chantel from worksop notts uk   
Yet another wonderful meditation, it was very powerful and in parts I felt quite 
emotional I can,t wait to do it again many thanks jill xx 

Edit Delete

34 Archangel Metatron - Chakra Flower (Colour) Cleanse Meditation CD
Reviewer: Joyce Allen from Sheffield   
Such a beautiful relaxing meditation, this really does help to put you back on top 
when you're feeling anxious or out of sorts. Definitely recommend you try this 
one. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Terri from Inverness   
Expanding the third eye Webinar- This was my first webinar and I was so 
excited as I follow Jill and Glens teachings daily since my spiritual awakening 
started six months ago through loss. The knowledge Jill shared is invaluable in 
opening and developing your third eye, closing down, the exercises were all in a 
gentle way so as we can develop individually in the best way for each of us. The 
tools you gave me personally were learning our own frequency and how to do it, 
how to use this to develop and all in a way that I feel is important , not to rush 
the process or try too hard, to allow things to happen naturally and not force 
things- also not to analyse ( this is what I have been working on as I see a lot 
but block it by analysing !) The exercises easily began to open my third eye and 
the tips to start lower then work upwards really help to avoid strain, I loved the 
advice on what crystals to work with too as feel very drawn to them. Onto the 
Meditation , wow ! This was so powerful for me and the others on the webinar 
im sure. I have done the free meditations you offer online and can honestly say 
my energy frequency raises though the roof with your meditations ! I loved it, it 
was a beautiful experience, spirit presence is very strong around me and during 
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this attunement meditation my crown chakra opened and just a second before 
you said it, I felt the band around my head and on top,I felt my throat chakra, 
ears and everything you said was happening in a gentle loving way. I remember 
listening to your voice and feeling the spirit presence so strongly, I felt such a 
connection to all that is and was smiling and whispered thank you ... and this is 
a massive Thank you to you Jill.  

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Carmen A Scheid from Texas - USA   
I've done several of Jill's webinars and have several of her meditations, and I 
love them all. I know they work, I feel it, Plus, she has the sweetest voice and it 
truly is a relaxing atmosphere. You don't have to worry about being seen on the 
webinar, you are not, she's the only one seen or heard. You can type in 
responses if you'd like, to her questions. I just did the 3rd Eye webinar and wow, 
she explained so much. I had begun to start seeing silhouettes around people 
and faces around peoples auras and she explained that. The exercises she had 
you do were amazing, including the meditation. I loved it, always have amazing 
results. Thank you Jill. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucester, UK   
EXPANDING THE THIRD EYE - WEBINAR Hello Jill I have to say that I am the 
wealthier in knowledge than somefolk in the group due to the lengthy Third Eye 
meditation that I and many othersattended. For the most part it was exercises 
dealing with third eye opening, blockages, stimulating exercises and how to 
attune ones own third eye.Using illusion images is a great way of stimulating 
this chakra. I used to look at spiritual guides pictures to see if any of us could 
see the eyes orthe lips move. When it came to you playing the piano keyboard - 
it was the middle C that resonated with my OM. Then we had to the sound MAY 
which I resonated to at the note G. Again, I used to start meditations using OM 
with and without the Buddhist monks. The mirror to gaze at oneself is new to 
me will try that exercise soon. The trick is to gaze without blinking whilst staring 
at the space between the eyes (third eye) for 1 or 2 minutes building up to as 
many minutes that you feel comfortable with. The results could be seeing 
images on the mirror, without fear, you may see your shadow self. Lastly, an 
exercise using crystals which could offer the vision of colours and/or shapes. 
These exercises are not games but tools to open doorways to enhance your 
telepathic mode of operation. There is much more to experience and playback-
this is homework for me. Our lessons don't stop at a webinar but as many times 
you feel you need to assimilate these teachings from the recordings. This is a 
real world educator, interaction not simply reading but feeling the many energies 
that will course through your chakras; it is healthiness without medication as a 
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bonus! My thanks to the Archangels and Jill. 
Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Ian from Sheffield   
another lovely webinar . enjoyed the exercise and the mediation x 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: chantel from worksop notts   
I have just done expanding the 3rd eye webinar and it was fantastic, there was 
lots of questions being asked by the participants and jill was very clear in 
answering, I felt a throbbing in my 3rd eye jill explained this was because the 
3rd eye was being exercised, the music that played in the background also 
added to the overall experience, thankyou jill for a fabulous experience I look 
forward to the next webinar xx 

Edit Delete

READING OF THE MONTH - A TAROT 32 COMPLETE INSIGHT READING
Reviewer: GJ from Wales   
Insight to the future will be very helpful for me in making the right decisions. You 
have a wealth of knowledge and I thank you for guiding me. Would love to have 
an in depth reading with you where you can explain a lot of the issues raised. Is 
this possible or do you only do a general reading? 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucs, UK   
Hello Jill Archangel Raziel meditation was by far the most indepth instruction for 
self development I have had from you, many thanks. Cause and effect, we are 
the cause of our body so we must always love it by saying so. Feed ourselves 
in a balanced manner. Thoughts are a very powerful energy in the Universe, 
negative thinking created by anger, frustration, etc. will cause much anxiety this 
in turn will have consequences on the mind and body. Subconscious mind 
stores a lot. We were told to train our thoughts, learn to allow only what you 
want into your brain. Learn to still the mind and learn to sit still on a chair 
without fidgeting for 5 minutes then progress slowly to perhaps 30 minutes. 
When we are still, consciousness shifts to the Universal consciousness, just by 
being still. Focus your thoughts to construct ideas that are loving, the Universe 
will return it to you. Be in alignment for your own health always. I now feel more 
confidant that I can carry out my spiritual tasks in the public domain. This 
Webinar influenced my thinking to react more positively thus creating a more 
positive effect. Do not allow other peoples thoughts to intrude into yours, stay in 
your positive zone. During the meditation I visualised the Elf called Saelon open 
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the gate and then the oak door to the Hall. Walked down a long crystal surface 
corridor at the far end was a font imbedded with crystals of all shapes and sizes 
on the top edge. It held a gold bowl filled with cool water and cup. We were told 
to drink as much as wasneeded to feel refreshed. From this point to the end of 
the meditation people present experienced similar also some very different 
happenings. We were told to request what we we would wish for (not money). I 
had no wish for material items so I opted for more opportunities to learn to 
advance my physical and spiritual awareness for healing and counselling. 
Simply learn to discipline ones emotional state also love all animals, mankind 
and the planet Earth. Love is a spark to ignite action. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Louise Allen from Winchester, UK   
I have just taken part in the Raziel Abundance Webinar and it was amazing. 
There was a whole ton of information and then a beautiful guided meditation. I 
just loved it. This was my first webinar, and was a bit unsure of how to join in, 
but customer support helped me and I didn't realise how easy it is to join a 
webinar. Now I have just signed up for all the rest. Can't wait for the next one. I 
also can't believe how much you are given in a webinar for just a small amount 
of £7.99. Thank you so much for providing these great programmes. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: Sean from Australia   
Did the Archangel Raziel abundance webinar, gave me lots of information, tips 
and guidance for manifesting which I am still processing. The meditation was 
great but the audio quality was average, can't wait till this meditation is available 
for download. Thanks Jill and Raziel for the webinar, definitely worth it. 

Edit Delete

REVIEWS - READ WHAT OUR VIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the Raziel-Abundance meditation and found it really uplifting, jill 
is really good at explaining how gaining abundance works, I also like the fact 
that other participants feel comfortable enough to ask jill about anything they 
don,t understand without feeling stupid, well done jill for another fab webinar, I 
look forward to the next one . 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Sean from Australia   
Love the sphere, really great tool for meditation. Definitely enhances and 
deepens the meditation so i use it all the time. Also great just to look at and play 
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with outside in the sun. Thanks for this 
Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Natalie from Chicago   
I was extreamly empressed with my reading. I honestly have been on many 
sites, have done many countless hours of research and the thing that almost 
drew me to getting the reading with Jill vs any one else... Was the fact that ever 
sense the first guided meditations listened to on iTunes; I was hooked! She has 
an honest soul and I just felt sincerity with her. I appreciate all that they do and 
would recommend a reading from her any day! Thanks again so much, you are 
AMAZING! :) 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Alessandra from Bangkok   
Dear Jill, thank you for this reading, this is wonderful, it gives me great strength 
and hope. And it really makes me feel I'm safe and taken care of. Michael is 
really speaking to very important points, key things that I have sensed are of 
utmost importance just now, in order to grow and move to the next stage of my 
spiritual development. It is nice to receive such confirmation, together with some 
light over other aspects which I hadn't grasped or connected.  

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Schabofourtysix from Portugal   
Love my soul name! Meaning god's tester Not so sure what 's that supposed to 
mean. The lessons I have to learn totally reflect my entire life. From learning to 
be independent, going my own way, standing up for what I believe is right, all 
reflects my experiences from my childhood until now. The thing I struggle still 
with is possibly the balance of my emotions and accepting authorities( hm well 
that depends who they are and if they are misusing theirs in my eyes!!! Lol) 
Many thanks Jill its greAt! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Healing Channelling Coaching Session via Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Ishbel from UK   
Jill, I have so much that I want to talk to you about. I have had TRUE 
confirmation of so much that I need time to ground it all and adjust to what is 
happening. All I can say is that "I am deeply blessed'. Thank you for your time 
and sharing of energy. What you gave, for me, has no price, for it is priceless. 
This morning I was shown my connection to Metatron and the Pleiadian 
Emissaries of Light. Which is the TRUE gift, in meeting, sharing and being with 
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you. From the very bones of me. THANK YOU. THANK YOU. THANK YOU. 
Love and Light Ishbel 

Customer Reviews
Archangel Ray Healing Channelling Coaching Session via Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Sylvia from UK   
You taught me so much Jill. I hadn't appreciated how much I really wanted a 
friendship with the angels but now you have opened my inner-self up and I feel 
at one for perhaps the first time in my life. Thank you. With love. xxx 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Biscuit (A.G) from UK   
This wasn't a listen and learnt, it was a feel and learn. The approach is spot on. 
Working with and building on your own intuition is totally relevant for gaining 
confidence in yoru ability to understand and convey the meanings of the cards. I 
learnt so much. Outstanding 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: James M from Australia   
Outstanding teaching to help me understand these cards. Friendly and 
approachable. Has given me more understanding of the tarot. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Debs from Rotherham   
A truly extra-ordinary and enjoyable master class. Loved giving and receiving 
the readings. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Nick W. from Nottingham, UK   
Fabulous, so much learnt in short time. Thanks a million. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Chris J. from Conwy, Wales   
I didn't realise what abilities I had, it was a real eye-opener for me - 
outstanding!!! 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Sue Ford from Notts, UK   
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Outstanding. Delivery was excellent and the way it was explained made it 
easier to understand 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Vicky Annakin from Lincoln, UK   
I now have an understanding of the cards. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Penny Kyfin from Crewe, UK   
Excellent how easy it was made with no previous knowledge of the cards. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Tasha from Greater Manchester   
Outstanding wonderful practical experience. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Josephine Holt from Dewsbury, UK   
Excellent - Instruction was clear with support in interpretation. Pace was good. 
Well organised, strucuted, which allowed for personal development and 
reflection. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Michelle J. from    
The knowledge that the course has given me, will help me be successful. A big 
thank you, as always thank you for making me feel very welcome. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: J.J. from Newark, UK   
Jill was painstaking in passing across her knowledge of the tarot. Thank you Jill 
for all your perseverence and patience. Small class size was perfect for me, it 
gave me more confidence to ask questions. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Mrs A. W. from Derbyshire, UK   
Thank you for the patience, most interesting was how cards relate to my life 
cycle, WOW! 

Edit Delete
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Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Marjorie from Northallerton, UK   
Jill's way of putting information across is innovative and the manual is a brilliant 
addition. Fully enjoyed the course and would not hesitate to attend others. 
Would certainly recommend to others. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Liz Glaisher from Yorks, UK   
Outstanding, so glad I came. I really feel confident that I can it now. Thank you 
Jill for being an inspirational teacher. 

Edit Delete

59 - Accessing The Halls of Amenti with Ascended Master Melchizedek MP3
Reviewer: Karin from Melbourne Australia   
This meditation was the best I have ever had! Very effective instantly! Easy to 
go into trace mode, it made feel truly Like I have achieved something 
effortlessly My thanks for this wonderful meditation. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Gabriel Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Lou from Newburyport Massachusetts USA   
It is always so wonderful working with you Jill! Thanks so much for the 
Archangel Gabriel Angelic Attunement Skype session. The reason I love 
working with you so much is that you have a very down to earth way of 
intuitively explaining things to me that complement your gifts in a way that truly 
sets you apart from the pack. I have been experiencing my connection with 
Gabriel growing each day... THANK YOU! 

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Kelly S. from USA   
I filed for a dissolution of marriage this year. My husband's retirement account 
was $20,000 when we got married and was $230,000 when we separated. To 
keep the peace I decided to let him keep the retirement and in exchange I 
would get a piece of property valued at $75,000 he was to pay off the debt. We 
were sitting in court and I kept thinking about this reading and how it said that 
soon I would be receiving money from something that has to do with time or a 
time investment. I thought if I go along with this agreement the time investment 
won't happen, so I spoke up and stopped the dissolution. The judge ended up 
awarding me half of the retirement plus $30,000 plus he has to pay off the debt. 
If I hadn't followed the guidance in this reading I would have gave up over 
$55,000. This reading was very valuable in helping me to navigate through the 
year, I had a very rough time but I kept the faith and put my nose to the 
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grindstone and now everything is working out for me. The month of August it 
said that things will break, snag, fall apart and on the 28th some of the valve 
springs broke in my car that cost $1,000. I could go on and on. I realise that 
some things that didn't happen were because of the free will of someone else. I 
highly recommend this reading so you know when to take action and to not be 
totally caught off guard when something does come up. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
Accessing Sirian Starseed Gateway Another fantastic webinar, as soon as Jill 
called in our Sirian Guides I felt tingling all over my head and upper body and I 
started crying uncontrollably, tears were rolling down my face and even my 
bottom lip was quivering this was only the second time in my whole life that I 
have cried that hard before. I knew that I was surrounded by my fellow Sirians 
and it felt like I was with loved ones that I hadn't seen in a very long time. It was 
very comforting to be reunited and I am so thankful that Jill provides us with a 
download so that I can experience this again. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Brendan from Michigan, USA   
Best reading I've ever had! I had my reading done almost 2 months ago, but I 
waited until now to write about it so I could integrate more of it. I've listened to 
the reading countless times because it resonates so deeply. In fact, 2 months 
later I still think about the reading every day I wake up. It is such a core part of 
who I am that I take it with me everywhere I go. This was my 4th reading with 
Jill. Every reading has been so helpful. They truly guide my life path. Thank you 
so much. Much love, Brendan 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: pete slater from Derby   
Wow!! Dynamite in a very gentle velvet glove. No problem with understanding 
this very clearly given message. Spot on as always with Jill's readings and 
touched all the tender places. More hard work ahead! Thank you Jill.... 
PeteS..... 

Edit Delete

Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
Reviewer: Viviane from Anguilla   
I received a Haniel reading from Jill two days ago. I feel that it captures 
accuratly the ernegies that surround my life at the moment and the lessons 
needed to be learnt in this life time. It does go deep and it does take me some 
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time to digest the information. I know that this reading will be and is very helpful 
to me. Thank you very very much! 

Edit Delete

Spiritual Council Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Harold Inkersoll from Hong Kong   
AMAZING - So much detail, I didn't expect to have personal meditation guides 
to my spiritual council. This was a very informative reading and not just some 
scrap of paper with a few words on it. With guidance to crystals, oils, to help me 
connect with each archangel, ascended master AND detailing the lessons I am 
working on in each section of my soul's journey. WOW.. simply can't describe 
how brilliant this reading is. I have been searching for a reading like this for 
years, and if I had added up every dime I had spent on readings in the past, 
they stand in the shade by comparison to what you have delivered to me today. 
God Bless you Jill 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Wendy from South Yorkshire   
Wonderful! Makes perfect sense to me. Thank you x  

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
Starseed Gateway Orion Attunement I really loved this webinar, although I am 
Arcturian there were some Orion tendencies that I noticed within me. Jill was 
talking about farms and all the greenery there and I remembered the other night 
I had a vision that I was pushing a wheelbarrow of some type overflowing with 
vegetables. From now on I am going to listen to and act on my own desires 
instead of doing what everyone wants me to do and in turn I believe that this will 
attract more joy and abundance to me. I had to laugh when someone said 
something about getting guidance and Jill said jokingly "was the guidance to 
come and see me?" I looked down at my notes that I had written during the 
meditation it said......Go see Jill. 

Edit Delete

What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Jennifer Neilson from Australia   
I love that not only do you you get the name of the one who resonates so 
strongly with you and is there to help you, but also you get a gentle reminder of 
the things that your soul desires you to work on in this lifetime - it is a real joy to 
recognise that you have been on the right path - or just as much of a joy to 
know what still needs to be worked on. I highly recommend this reading. 

Edit Delete
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What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
My heart rejoiced when I read my soul name. The name rings throughout my 
whole body and my heart is open. As I read through the list of life lessons I am 
excited to see that I have been working on them. Jill has helped me work 
through many of these lessons and I continue to see the changes in myself 
every day. We are very blessed to have a teacher that can give us such great 
information. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: S.S from Faro, Portugal   
Learned more than I expected, thank you it was fantastic! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Kevin Buckley from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Opened my mind. Very friendly, lovely people and you guys made me feel very 
welcome. Thank you, you may have reshaped my belief system - 
EXCELLENT!!! 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: MANDY from LEICESTERSHIRE   
Thankyou for the most beautiful reading, it resonated with me from the moment 
I began to read the text. I have always been fascinated with medieval times and 
it was mentioned in my reading that I had a previous life during this period, 
which made total sense to me. There were also lots of other things that were 
mentioned that made total sense to me and who I am. It was really a wonderful 
reading one that I will always treasure. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: I.N. from Yorkshire, UK   
The master class was outstanding becasue you give us tools to use and take 
home with us. The information you give is straight from source. Exercises, 
meditation, symbols, thank you Jill, it was out of this world. It is like each class 
feels personalised. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Lyn Kershaw from Cambridgeshire   
The variety and number of techniques made the Master Class outstanding. 
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There has to be something for everyone, in my case most of them. Able to get a 
connection at last. A brilliant course for personal develoment, to unblock 
blockages and help you move on and up wherever you are. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Co.Tipperary, Ireland   
Outstanding because of attention to detail, simplicity, great energy. Very 
professional, practical, suitable for eveyone. 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Marzena Majerska from Yorkshire, UK   
Outstanding, I can't describe the class because it was so fantastic. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Marzena from Leeds   
Wonderful experience. I felt like a waves of warm energy flowing through my 
body, relaxed and calm. Eventually my left side of my body were puled of and I 
felt strong energy there. I heard that ,I had the blockade there and needed to be 
relief. My left side is still sore, but I know that was done for my good. Thank you 

Edit Delete

Soul Immersion Deca-Delta Programme
Reviewer: Marzena from Leeds   
I want to say big Thank you for Jill. I had a chance to be a part of the event 
when spirituality met science again.The two days were full of progression with 
energy work in different situations.I learned a lot about myself and others. How 
to work with my energy level and stay calm in difficult days of life. Also I learned 
a lot how to help others in their personal and spiritual path. We all different, but 
still the same in God's eyes. 

Edit Delete

Soul Fragmentation Retrieval Coaching Session
Reviewer: Lyn from Cambridgeshire   
It's 10 days since my soul retrieval - what a change! I feel awake again, grown 
up again and not afraid of the future. The shrinking violet has gone and I feel 
confident to have my say - if I feel I want to. It's not made me pushy and brash 
just more confident in myself and I my intuition - I feel more at peace with 
myself and who I am. Jill said give it a fortnight and to cry as and when I felt the 
need - most of that was done on the day prior to the retrieval - but the releases 
since have been short and empowering. I cannot recommend it too highly and 
having a recording to keep is brilliant - thanks Jill. 

Edit Delete
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02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield, UK   
It covered so many aspects that could be used. It went too quick. Loved the 
ribbons.
 

Approve Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: David Walton from Sheffield, UK   
Outstanding group interaction and dynamics. Tactile work, hands on 
experience. New to this - A new journey. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Kim Humphries from Norfolk, UK   
Outstanding. Brilliant tutor. Great group. Most interesting was scrying and 
ribbons, never done before, so glad to try. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Emma Gowshall from Nottinghamshire, UK   
It was interesting and rewarding and I found it valuable. Most useful was the 
ribbon work - Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Michael Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Judith Crane from Australia   
I experienced a wonderful attunement with Jill tonight. It was very uplifting and 
powerful and I feel so different than I did before the session. Jill has used her 
magic once again to bring me into a better alignment with myself and the 
angelic realm. Much gratitude! :) 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Jodie Archer from Los Angeles, USA   
"I recognized the truth in all that Jill told me from Metatron: some things were 
glaringly clear to me and others were acknowledged as accurate from quieter 
whisperings and rumblings deeper in my soul. The reading was organized into 
spiritual and physical karma, giving me discreet chunks to think through and 
address. It made the reading practical and easy to follow, along with being 
deeply insightful. Jill's friendly manner helps in absorbing information and 
feeling fine to ask questions, big and small. I have total faith in her connection." 
With love, Jodie 

Edit Delete
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What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Carol from Suffolk   
Thank you so much for my Soul Name, I love it, and it really resonates for me. 
All the information you supplied was so very very accurate for me, and so 
beautifully presented. Anyone who may be thinking of doing this, do it! You 
won't regret it!! 

Edit Delete

59 - Accessing The Halls of Amenti with Ascended Master Melchizedek MP3
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
This webinar was the icing on the cake! All the pieces have fallen into place. My 
mind is pretty busy like a lot of other people's but I have definitely had a break 
through and I'm now on my way. Going to the Halls of Amenti I could feel myself 
shifting into an altered state and then information started coming coming fast 
and next thing I knew I had a whole page written. I'm so excited I don't know 
what to do with myself LOL. Thanks Jill for all your help 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: JDR from San Francisco, CA   
The information provided was very accurate and affirmed certain insights that I 
had already started to pickup on my own. The guidance provided has been 
extremely helpful, even in the cases where I might have preferred to receive 
something to the contrary, and is supporting my choices as I continue on my 
path. I have found that I am more assured and confident that the steps I am 
taking are the exact ones I need to be taking as well. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: John Fowler from UK   
I like to use the words - level or degrees, when listening to my thoughts and 
your words. I can see where lies the Orion tendencies somewhat close to my 
Kabbalah Tree of Life reading. I visualised farming land and a woman and 
children. The woman's face is one I recently saw when I awakened from sleep 
state. I saw inside a part of my house had a smithy workshop. This view was 
followed by seeing the scenario of people hurrying away from where I stood. I 
then saw myself with a few people and my family turned to leave this area. As 
was said that Orion was under attack and we all were seeking shelter. In this 
lifetime when in early teens I was taught to make basic metal items that could 
be used in the home, Looking back I felt an affinity in handling forged metal! For 
me, this meditation was telling me not to hide my light? You gave me a Starseed 
Sigil reading saying I was from Arcturus. In this lifetime I came as a natural 
healer, passed the test with NFSH. I was taught to use herbs and allied healing 
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methods from the Arcturians. Currently, for me I am a mixture of Orion and 
Arcturian which I now fully accept. These Webinars that Jill organises offer us 
the opportunity to understand more fully ourselves. Each is a jigsaw piece or a 
mosaic tile that creates a picture from past lives, we must learn to understand 
all that is given. Many thanks, Jill John 

Edit Delete

Channelled Relationship Angel Reading by E-mail
Reviewer: Sue from Australia   
Today I received my relationship reading, from Jill, with specific guidance from 
Archangel Chamuel, all that was brought forward was accurate, most things I 
had an inner knowing about, but was unable to express in words, other 
information was hidden, until now. I can move forward in a confident manner 
rectifying my innate behaviors that trigger my partner and I am now aware of his 
insecurities to provide support when needed and enable us to communicate on 
a higher level. If you are truly looking for answers and guidance for your special 
relationship and desire the most out of that learning experience from a very 
gifted lady, then give yourself the gift of the relationship reading. I cannot speak 
of Jill and her gifts highly enough, although I love too, I have always found Jill to 
give honest and reliable information with everything she offers. I am eternally 
grateful for the gift of knowledge that I have been given by Jill and Archangel 
Chamuel. Thank you xxxx  

Customer Reviews
What Is My Soul Name? - Channelled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Bridget Flynn from Redwood City, CA   
My heart sang when I read my soul name! All of the things listed in the reading, 
I've been working on in my life. The soul name reading helped to get a bigger 
picture and to focus; I'm so glad I got the reading. Thank you, Jill! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Gabriel Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Penny Amber from Suffolk, UK   
Thank you so much for my Skype archangel gabriel attunementt with yourself. I 
have tried attunements before from different people, but never really felt 
anything or any different. Your coaching sessions was friendly, supportive and 
very effective. I have been drawn to Archangel Gabriel since I was little and 
finally I actually felt what I could only describe was an angelic presence. The 
energy was very profound and moving, it is something that will stay with me for 
the rest of my life. I very much doubted that after my attunement that I would be 
able to replicate the experience, but following your guidance from the video of 
my session I had a similar experience, only this time is was even stronger. You 
were right, the more I did this, the more I would find it easier to connect with 
Gabriel. Thank you so much for helping me. Finally I have found a teacher who 
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is patient, supportive and very helpful. I shall cherish my video of my 
attunement for a lifetime. Much love and thanks Penny 

Edit Delete

StarSeed Gateway Vibrational Code Reading
Reviewer: Martin James Lloyd from Stafford England   
Hi Jill Thanks for my Stargate Reading, it was a very powerful experience 
reading this for the first time one that has answered many questions. I still 
cannot put it down and have not totally taken every bit of information in as yet 
but the more I return to it the deeper it becomes. It has given me a stronger faith 
and a clear direction in the path I have taken and will most definitely return for 
another reading. Love and Light Martin James Lloyd 

Edit Delete

Soul Mate Spiritual Transformation Class DVD
Reviewer: chantel from worksop notts   
I have just done the TWIN SOUL SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATION webinar and 
It was a really inspiring meditation to do, it learnt you how to recognise your 
soulmate and soul groups, i.m really looking forward to doing it again so that I 
can find it easier each time to connect more easily to my group, thankyou jill for 
yet another great webinar, HIGHLY RECCOMMENDED***** 

Edit Delete

Coaching-Counselling Session via Skype/Facetime/Telephone
Reviewer: Brigit Woodward from Florida, USA   
How amazing it was to connect with someone and spend time getting personal 
help on my issues. Through each step Jill gave advice, support and helped me 
to understand how to work through my troubles. I have had two sessions and 
now it is like phoning a friend who is unbiased and only has your best interest at 
heart. Go for it, you won't be disappointed. I hesitated for quite a few weeks and 
then took the plunge, I felt such an idiot for not having done this earlier. Don't 
wait like I did, do it now. I have peace of mind and you can't put a price on that. 
Thank you Jill for all you do. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Marzena Majerska from Leeds, UK   
I felt very strong energy during my work. The training was very simple, but very 
powerful. Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Maria Warmingham from York, Yorkshire, UK   
Energies of everyone fantastic. Jill's knowledge base was amazing. Experience 
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gained phenomenal!. Most useful was conneting with the Seraphim. Looking 
forward to my next class to continue developing. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Outstanding, Amazing experienceds both giving and receiving healing. So much 
information in and around the healing energies and lots of pratical. Most 
interesting was experiencing the energies. Jill you're worth your weight in gold ! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from Wakefield, Yorkshire   
A Whole different level much more powerful. More confident in myself and feel 
that I have developed yet again. Everything was relevant. I thoroughly enjoyed 
group ineratcion and all healing sessions. Thank you Jill, Glenn & Ian once 
again for a wonderful, joyful weekend. Exceptional xxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Michelle Bickerman from Mark, Illionois, USA   
Outstanding because of abundance of knowledge in many different levels. 
Wonderful hospitality. Jill & Glenn were very kind, caring, genuine concern for 
everything. Please Come To The USA :-) 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Claire joseph from West Yorkshire   
For while now I have been drawn to have this reading, so when a discount 
appeared I took that as a sign. I have to say the knowledge gained from this 
reading you can not put a price on. I have had readings and courses in the past 
into spiritual matters that left me confused and negative towards those whom 
say are gifted. This reading will answer what you most need to know, and most 
likely do know, but needed confirmation of. It is overwhelming, tears may roll, 
but it is a small price to pay for true clarity and understanding. I cannot thank 
you enough Jill and truly commend the job you do. Please keep the light shining 
so overs like me can truly understand their place in the world. Truth love and 
light xc 

Edit Delete

Coaching-Counselling Session via Skype/Facetime/Telephone
Reviewer: Anusha Jehli from London, UK   
This was super. It helped me find the confidence to deal with a specific situation 
I had with my employer. With everything Jill explained and taught me, I was able 
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to handle what could have been a very confrontational situation into one where I 
was able to voice my concerns in a clear and concise manner and achieve a 
win-win situation with my employer. Work now is much happier, things seem to 
be a lot more easier and I am not afraid now to talk with my boss if I have 
anything that bothers me. I would really recommend coaching with Jill. Her 
natural gentle way was just what I needed and she helped me understand 
things from many different viewpoints. Well worth the money, don't hesitate if 
you need support. I will come back again if I find myself in a situation where I 
don't know where to turn, or who to talk to. So glad I found you Jill thank you 
from the bottom of my heart. 

Edit Delete

39 Archangel Raphael - Golden Light Healing CD
Reviewer: JOHN HARVEY from PETERBOROUGH, CAMBS   
I BOUGHT THIS CD. 7 DAYS AGO. IT IS ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. JILL'S 
VOICE IS LIKE AN ANGELS, I HAVE LISTENED TO IT EACH DAY, AND FIND 
IT ALMOST ADDICTIVE, SO MUCH THAT I NEGLECTED THE FIRST 2 
TRACKS BY GLENN, BUT NOW HAVING HEARD GLENN, HIS VOICE IS 
JUST AS ANGELICAL, AND EQUALLY ADDICTIVE. I AM 76 YEARS OLD, AND 
HAVE TRIED MOST OF THE OTHER SPIRITUAL PROGRAMMES ON THE 
MARKET. THIS IS DEFINITELY THE BEST CD FOR MEDITATION, HEALING, 
AND RELAXATION. INCREDIBLE VALUE AT UNDER A TENNER! 

Edit Delete

Lemurian Attuned Copper Quartz Crystal Wand approx 75mm
Reviewer: Margaret Jones from Essex UK   
Love this crystal. I was unsure at first, but was so pleased when I received this 
crystal. It really has helped settle my nerves. I was very aggitated and struggled 
to sleep at night. Now I go off with a bang. I tend to hold my crystal for a few 
moments just before going to sleep and it is amazing how quickly I can feel a 
change in my body. I even take mine on holiday with me now. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Gabriel - Becoming The Celestial Designer
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the archangel Gabriel webinar and it was really lovely , as 
usual jill was very clear in what she was conveying to everybody and if anyone 
did,nt understand anything she was more than happy to explain things, after the 
meditation I felt a deep sense of calm, I,m really look forward to my next 
meditation, thankyou jill for another wonderful evening xx 

Edit Delete

Angelic Soul Energy Reading
Reviewer: Marzena from Leeds   
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Thank you from my heart for a inspiration reading.Your reading helped me with 
my path right now.Life is never harder or easier , but with some guideness we 
can always find some peace and inspiration for next days or even more.God 
Bless you Jill and Glenn. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Marcia McBride from Brunswick, Maine   
I was amazed at how quickly I started noticing improvements in the details and 
messages I was getting from the angels. It really did help me get so much more 
out of my cards that now I don't go anywhere without them. I loved that we got 
time to practice and if I had any questions I could get email support in between 
the class. Jill is a veritable fountain of information and insight. If you want to 
learn from an expert then choose Jill. Her master class program was the most 
effective and easiest way of learning I have ever come across. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Mary Magdalene 14 Chakras Revelation Reading
Reviewer: Samantha Howard from Leeds, UK   
What a beautiful reading this was. It spoke to my soul and was so true it made 
me cry and during that time something very special happened, I really felt a 
release in myself. Something I had been holding onto for a very long time has 
finally been released. I feel an inner sense of peace and calm, it was as if Mary 
herself had entered my heart and I finally knew that everything really would be 
alright. 

Edit Delete

Year Ahead - 12 Month Forecast
Reviewer: Charlotte Charles from Delaware   
Loved this reading, particularly liked how the reading was broken down into 
easy digestible chunks with sub-headings, this helps me to focus on each area 
of my life and use it to help me. Thanks. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Eddie Hogan from Ireland   
The Blue Soul Print reading which I got from Jill was a real eye opener for me. 
The amount of work which Jill has put into this is incredible. It covered so much 
in each area of my Physical and Spiritual life that I needed to listen to the 
recording again to take it all in. Even at that, I know I will listen to it many more 
times to let everything sink in. Some items stuck with me from the beginning 
and I’ve started to work on these and other parts I’d actually forgotten already 
so the recording which Jill sends after the reading is useful. Everything Jill says 
makes absolute sense. It helps to piece together all aspects of my life, both 
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physical and spiritual and start the process of creating balance between the 
two. There are many things in my life which I have buried deep inside of me and 
these were put out there so to speak. This was a real wake up call for me. I 
know it’s time to heal these old buried parts of me and what better way to be 
reminded of these than through this Blue Soul Print reading. It wasn’t always 
easy to listen to some aspects of it but I needed to hear it. By addressing the 
many things that were covered in the Blue Soul Print reading, this will help me 
move forward in my life and as Jill puts it, start living my dream and not 
someone else’s. I highly recommend getting a Blue Soul Print reading if you 
need that extra push to move on with every area of your life. I have already 
started to implement some of the advice I got, and I am so much more at peace 
now with my life than before. I’m still challenged by life of course, but I feel so 
much more hope now in what I can achieve if I really put my mind to it. Thanks 
so much Jill for this wonderful reading. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: chantel from worksop notts   
I have just done the starseed module 5 and thought it was wonderful, whilst 
aligning the chakras my body kept going really cold but my face was warm and 
tingly I also felt lovely waves of calmness going through me, I feel it was quite a 
deep meditation as I felt quite woozy at the end of it, thankyou jill for another 
great experience. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Marla Bryan from Derbyshire UK   
Outstanding - A variety of skills taught and lots of information provided. There's 
no question Jill can't answer for the novice. Nice informal atmosphere and fun! 
The practical sessions especially psychometry and ribbon readings, crystal ball 
scrying was fascinating too. This has affirmed me in my spiritual pathway and 
given me more confidence in developing spiritual awareness. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
Outstanding because of all the information given and the different subjects that 
we covered. Really enjoyed the scrying and ribbon readings. A lovely day. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: June Darlington from South Yorks, UK   
Excellent master class. I was able to relax and enjoy the day. I have been very 
impressed with what I have achieved. I am so glad I came, would like to come 
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again. 
Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Peter Turner from Northants, UK   
Outstanding, practical information so helpful and relaxing. 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
There were a variety of hands on experiences - instant feed-back, supportive 
atmosphere. Meditations very powerful. Excellent Master Class would love to do 
more classes. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
Just did module four today and was it ever fantastic, on my way back to work 
afterwards I just kept saying WOW. I feel so light, free and so grateful I am 
involved in this program. Jill is helping me accomplish things that I would not 
ever be able to experience through my own seeking, she is showing me the 
way. It is absolutely amazing!! 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the starseed 4 module and found it to be very uplifting, whilst 
doing the meditation I felt coolness all around my body and a deep throbbing in 
my 3rd eye my heart also felt as though it was quivering jill said this was 
because my heart was starting to heal, I am really looking forward to the 
starseed 5 module, thankyou jill for another great meditation you really are an 
angel xx 

Edit Delete

Soul Empowerment Personal Coaching
Reviewer: Madeline Murray from Gainsborough, UK   
It took me some time to pluck up the courage to book this but Jill put me at ease 
straight away. Jill listened and put together sessions that fitted in with my heavy 
schedule which was helpful. Each session helped me become a more stronger 
and confident person, it finally has enabled me to say what I feel instead of 
holding back. It has really changed my life. The cost of this coaching seemed 
expensive but I was so tired of not being the person I knew I could be. I read 
books but it didn't help. This method did and I feel at last I can say I am, for the 
first time in my life comfortable with who I am. I am no longer afraid and I also 
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understand how to let go of the past programming that I wasn't good enough. If 
you want results and you are willing to do the work, this really does work. Jill is 
so easy to work with and so supportive it is like getting help from a friend. I 
looked forward to our sessions and now feel kind of sad that they are over, but 
with Jill's help I also now have a better social circle of TRUE friends and that is 
something money just can't buy. 

Edit Delete

Soul Empowerment Personal Coaching
Reviewer: Susie Kasinger from Alaska, USA   
"I have been to lots of healers, taken a ton of classes, did inner child work, read 
lots of self-help books, listened to cds, and went on spiritual retreats - no one 
was able to get to the core of my issues and help me heal my emotions except 
for Jill" 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield   
I have just come back from attending this workshop and I felt I wanted to share 
my experience. The day was aimed at giving a taste of various aspects of the 
psychic development and it achieved this and more. The day was packed full of 
stimulating learning and practice. The learning was straightforward and easy to 
understand. We were not over loaded with material and information which gave 
the opportunity to understand each process clearly and then to practice with 
other students. I found that the supportive and encouraging environment 
created a safe place to put into practice each step learnt. I feel like I have 
gained so much from this class. I came away with more confidence in my skills 
and a better understanding of how to practice and grow my skills at home. I also 
learnt about myself and from working with other students I was given the 
opportunity to look at were to go next. Thank you Jill for yet another wonderful 
workshop. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: John Fowler from Gloucester, UK   
What a wonderfully enlightening reading/video presented to me by Jill via 
Metatron. This blue soul print to my mind, is the pinnacle of all my spiritual 
readings also pictures with recordings. Lord Metatron presented true and caring 
messages that are aimed at me to tread a narrower pathway and staying 
focused on the removal of the negative ego that I have persistently sidestepped 
in a particular concept. I wished to illustrate the veracity of such a reading. I was 
told of the many lifetimes to reach my pinnacle only to fall, hence it is a harder 
road to travel all over again. Currently, the fog that once shrouded me is now 
simply a mist. We all have negative ego which is used on a daily basis, it isn't a 
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criticism but a fact. Human beings don't like to admit to the negative side of 
themselves, I have done so to illustrate the veracity of such a reading. Angelic 
readings are always meant to be constructive not critical of ourselves. I can only 
hope that by using myself as an example it will be productive for the reader. I do 
use my positive ego in my endeavours, helped by Metatron and Michael what 
more could I ask for? This reading is a wonderful tool. Love and Joy, John. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the starseed module 3 webinar and it was wonderful, it was 
quite a long intense meditation but I felt very relaxed and had quite a deep 
throbbing in my 3rd eye, jill said this was good so I,m pleased that I am on the 
right track, thankyou jill for yet another great webinar I look forward to the next 
one. xx 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Susan Galasso from USA   
Hi Jill, Letting you know the Psychic Development opened up my 3rd eye and 
instilled more confidence in my abilities. I chose the sky photo "f" which you & 
others saw a dog with glasses in the clouds. I just learned my good friend''s dog 
passed the day before. Goldie was 13 and was holding on for her owner. I felt 
confident in telling her Goldie is in heaven and all is okay. Thank you Jill for all 
you do for me and others on their paths to knowing their authentic selves. 
Sending Peace & Blessings, 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from South Yorkshire, UK   
Excellent, highly recommend, whether you are a beginner or experienced. 
xxxxx 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Jacinta from Melbourne, Australia   
Jill is a very gifted teacher and I thoroughly enjoyed this. Thank you xx 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Sandra Harris from UK   
Absolutely Fabulous. I get so much out of the great exercises to help me further 
my spiritual development. THank you so much! 

Edit Delete
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02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Peter M.F. from UK   
Excellent - Enjoyed the exercises, all of which I hadn''t done before, and will 
certainly practice them from now on. Good to be able to ask questions and 
receive answers there and then. :0) 

Edit Delete

02 How To Become Psychic - Psychic Development Class
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from Hollywood, USA   
I felt the presence of the spirits around me and more energies drawn to my 
chakras. It also brought me more meditation techniques that could allow me to 
enhance my energy levels and open my third eye. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Andrea Mellers from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Excellent because of knowledge of the tutor. Most useful was reading the cards 
intuitively. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Susan Jones from Yorkshire, UK   
The course fully met my needs, outstanding. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Martin Lloyd James from Stafford, UK   
Excellent, learnt knowledge, awareness, to trust intuition and differences in the 
meanings of the cards. This course has helped me to come to terms and realise 
past problems and a way forward in my life. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Maggie Noskeau from Derbyshire, UK   
Excellent, learnt to really look at the cards, symbols, colours and the story 
unfolding. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Elaine Clancy from Nottingham, UK   
Good master class, showed how to use the cards in a number of ways. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Anne Hodgkinson from Derbyshire, UK   
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Excellent. 
Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: kim humphries from norfolk   
As this was my first class with Jill I was unsure of what to expect . what I got 
was truly over and above any expectations. She was able to transform a 2D 
spiritual tool into a multidimensional message board from the angelic world. I 
am truly thankful and will look forward to further classes in the future . 

Edit Delete

Archangel Michael Celestial Attunement - Moving Into Celestial Visionary DVD
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts uk   
I have just done the Archangel micheal celestial Attunement meditation and 
found it to be a lovely comforting experience, I felt a lot of heat in my hands and 
saw some beautiful emerald green and deep purple colours in minds eye. Jill 
did really well with the webinar considering she is still really ill, so thankyou jill 
and I hope you feel much better soon. 

Edit Delete

02 Rheumatoid Arthritis Relief - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Betty Sinclair from Worcester, UK   
I am so pleased my daughter bought this for me. I don't like taking drugs as 
drugs tend to give me indigestion. This particular product helps to reduce the 
pain I have in my arthritic wrists. It is easy to apply and a little goes a long way. I 
was surprised how quickly the pain began to subside. Thank you for supplying 
such a helpful product. Fast delivery too. 

Edit Delete

01 Archangel Metatron Meditation - Meeting Your Guardian Angel CD
Reviewer: Georgina Parkinson from Rotherham, UK   
I had tried for so long to communicate with my angel but never seemed to get 
anywhere. This particular meditation has helped me recognise when my 
guardian angel is close by and slowly I am learning to trust the guidance I am 
getting from my guardian angel. This meditation is a very helpful meditation and 
as a beginner it was just what I needed to build my confidence and 
understanding how my guardian angel communicates with me. 

Customer Reviews
Healing with Light Frequencies - Guided Meditation For Healing DVD
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
As usual jill is such a professional she is really ill but still manged to do the 
"INNERPEACE" meditation, the meditation itself was very relaxing and at one 
point I felt quite emotional, I feel it did me some good and I look forward to the 
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next meditation, thankyou jill you really are a STAR xx 
Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement Body Lotion
Reviewer: Angela Grayson from Edinburgh, Scotland   
I was really excited when I received my body lotion, it smells heavenly. I applied 
this lotion to my hands prior to doing the guardian angel attunement meditation 
and then held my hands over my nose to inhale the essence. Within seconds 
my hand chakras began to tingle and I could feel my energies beginning to 
change. I was amazed, I could really sense a warming presence near me. This 
lotion helped me sense and connect with my guardian angel. I received a lot of 
healing in that one session. I now use my lotion every day. I dab a bit onto my 
wrists and when I feel a bit insecure, just sniffing my wrists helps me to feel the 
presence of my guardian angel. This really is a lovely product. 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the starseed module 2 and it was wonderful, during the 
meditation I felt very tearful and very warm in my face, my heart chakra also felt 
emotionally raw, jill told me to just let the tears out as this will get rid of 
emotional baggage and also advised me to log my emotional feelings in a 
notepad, I feel much better having done the meditation thankyou jill and I look 
forward to the next starseed module. 

Edit Delete

54 Archangel Metatron - Guardian Angel Attunement Meditation CD
Reviewer: Derek Pierce from Chesterfield, UK   
I had been looking for a way to feel more connected with my guardian angels. 
This little CD was a great way of helping me understand my connection and 
how to use it in a way I could get regular guidance and support. Angels are new 
to me, but after an accident I wasn't given much choice in the matter, I still didn't 
trust what I was getting and this meditation has helped me immensely. Would 
recommend this if you're a doubting Thomas like me. 

Edit Delete

Channelled Relationship Angel Reading by E-mail
Reviewer: Rosemary Jenson from Surrey, UK   
I was reluctant to have this reading because of the price, but I needed to know 
the truth and I want to thank you for helping me recognise I've really just been 
wasting my time. I suppose I knew deep down the relationship wasn't working 
and the information you have provided is very in-depth and accurate. This 
reading has helped me to finally acknowledge to myself that whilst I 'love' my 
husband, I am not 'in-love' with him. I know you said we could save our 
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relationship but now I'm ready to work on me and I thank you for that, otherwise 
it would have been another 7, maybe 20 years wasted. You have helped me 
see why I fail at relationships and what to do, to heal, so that's what I'm going to 
do, go heal myself. Worth every penny. 

Edit Delete

Channelled Relationship Angel Reading by E-mail
Reviewer: Lorraine S. from LA, USA   
I have spent a fortune in readings and therapists over the past year trying to get 
specific information about why my relationship was going sour and no one could 
shed any light on it until I found you. Whilst the truth doesn''t make for easy 
reading, it woke me up to how I was sabotaging my relationship and what I 
needed to do to turn it around. Whilst I still have some issues because I can''t 
change my husband, I can say they have improved tremendously. Shedding 
light on how my husband felt about what I did and said was an eye-opener. I 
never even considered my actions would cause him to be insecure. So it seems 
we were both being insecure and instead of opening up, we hid it, well we''ve 
made steps and we''ve rediscovered each other once more. Thank you so very 
much. 

Edit Delete

Channelled Relationship Angel Reading by E-mail
Reviewer: Jeff & Jean Pugh from Seattle, Washington, USA   
We can't thank you enough, our relationship was at breaking point. We KNEW 
we loved one another but everything seemed to be going from bad to worse. 
The guidance from the angels helped us understand how our fears were 
creating issues and that neither of us were really talking about our expectations, 
so we could satisfy one another. We waited some six months before posting 
you feedback because we wanted to make sure we had results and now we can 
say YES we do have results. We now talk more, laugh more, thanks for bringing 
us the clarity we needed. 

Edit Delete

StarSeed Gateway Vibrational Code Reading
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
What a fantastic reading! I'm so excited- with the help of Jill things are unfolding 
rapidly for me.I had never heard of a Starseed until I found this website and I 
didn't think I was one until recently- what one thinks is not always as they are, 
thats for sure. There is so much information, my Origin Gateway: Arcturian 
(Sirian-Seeded) and my Archangel Gateway: Archangel Sandalphon was what I 
came through to get to planet Earth, how my life was on Arcturus, why I came to 
Earth and what my mission on Earth is. You are given inter-dimensional 
guidance, information from higher dimensions and Star Knowledge that your 
Higher Self wants you to know. Please purchase you Sigil with this reading, I 
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have actually seen some of these symbols before but had absolutely no idea 
what they were or if I just had a piece of fuzz or floaters in my eye. Jill offers 
ideas on how to use it to create a shift in your mental and emotional state. 
Laying in bed a few weeks ago I was seeing writings on rock walls and realized 
that they were hieroglyphics and in this reading I was told that it is important 
that I recall my knowledge that I learned in Egypt. Everything is coming together 
for me and I feel relieved. Every day I am grateful that I found Jill. 

Edit Delete

Angel Light Connection DVD
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the angel light meditation and it was great, jill explains things in 
a clear and calm way, during the meditation I felt quite an intense throbbing in 
my 3rd eye and also in my fingers and toes, I really enjoyed the experience and 
look forward to my next meditation. Thankyou jill xx 

Edit Delete

01 Archangel Raphael Healing - Insomnia Relief (50ml)
Reviewer: Mary Lenson from Cumbria, UK   
I just wanted to say a big thank you. I have tried lots of things to help me unwind 
at night, but nothing worked until now. I now look forward to my evening soak in 
the bath after applying this lovely oil. The perfume is subtle without being too 
strong or flowery, the oil is light to apply and after my bath I am now dropping off 
to sleep within the hour and managing to sleep through until around 5am which 
for me is a big improvement. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: James Jabbour from Canada   
Hey! My name is James and I had the pleasure of getting a Metatronic Soul 
Blueprint Reading with Jill Harrison. During this session, I learned many 
invaluable things about myself in regards to my physical, emotional and spiritual 
bodies. Jill shared loads of information about how my past lives play a role in 
my current incarnation, as well as how to work on the lessons that I need to 
learn in order to evolve. I was also given clear insight on my spiritual gifts and 
my life purpose, and how to effectively sharpen my skills in order to achieve my 
life goals. All the information that she shared with me helped confirm my initial 
feelings about my life purpose, helped boost my confidence in myself as a 
powerful creative being, and helped me learn more things about myself that I 
otherwise would not have known had it not been channeled. Jill is a wonderful 
channeler, and is a pleasure to work with. She is very friendly during the 
session, and you are able to ask questions if you need anything clarified. I had 
listened to many of her guided meditations and webinars prior to this session, 
so it was lovely to be able to speak directly with her. She is very thorough with 
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her reading and with the information that she brings forward with the help of 
Archangel Metatron. I would highly recommend this session or any of her other 
readings that pop-out to you. I hope you enjoy your experience, as much as I 
did! Thank you again, Jill! - James Jabbour 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: S. Parker from New Zealand   
You asked for feedback from me. Your reading is incredibly accurate. You spoke 
of a death; you spoke of my struggles to move on from this; you spoke of this 
acting as a catalyst for my pursuit of spiritual incite - amazing, and I thank you 
wholeheartedly. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Lisa Farndon from Shrewsbury, Shropshire, UK   
Wow. When I first got my reading I had to read it several times before it all went 
in. Even my friend thought it was out of this world. I have always felt connected 
to owls, in fact my house is full of owl things and my friends are always buying 
me owl themed presents. Jill said in my reading I had a connection with Owls. 
She said I had an Egyptian past life. I have been to Egypt around 9 times and 
love it there, my children have Egyptian names! She also motioned I was deeply 
drawn to medieval times which is totally true. I felt such a connection to these 
times I got married in a castle several years ago! She knew all about my 
childhood and my life now. She knew so much about I was knocked sideways. I 
could go on and on about how accurate my reading was and how much it has 
helped me. I would highly recommend this reading to everyone! Lisa F 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Isabel from Mediterenean   
It's funny how sometimes things that seem so foggy and then you finally admit 
you want an answer and when you hear the answer to your question life puzzle 
starts making sense. In my opinion this reading showed me the sense in my 
past, the path I walk on and gave me guidance on how to apply my free will and 
nutlike others will. In short, it's great :D :P 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Maryam from Birmingham   
What can I say! The reading was absolutely spot on! And Jill is amazing! I head 
to read it through a few times to take it all in! Thank you again Jill for the 
enlightening reading! 

Edit Delete
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Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Claire Joseph from West Yorkshire   
I was surprised at how much the Arcturian oracle moved me so profoundly, with 
each paragraph I read just seemed to resonate to what deep down answers and 
emotions I knew to be true. Well recommended a magical experience not to be 
missed if truly interested your life's lessons. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: David Weaver from LA, USA   
Ancient knowledge from an oracle to help me with life''s challenges was 
something I decided to try. I was at a crossroads and just didn''t understand how 
to move on spiritually. This reading has helped me shed light on what to do. 
There is a ton of information in this reading for those initiated into understanding 
of the higher self. It explained the cycles of life and how to navigate through it 
from a spiritual perspective. A mixture of native american wisdom with god/
goddess wisdom and... elemental wisdom, so, so much stuff it will take me a 
long time to tire of reading this. Thanks for this. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from Texas, USA   
This was my first reading of this kind. There was so much specific detail given 
of my soul. Very enlightening, especially the past lives. The kind of reading that 
needs to be reread very slowly so that I can truly understand. One part that 
described my soul now in this body rang so true that it brought tears. Did not 
understand the codes at the end of the reading but will work on that. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Rita Remigio from Portugal   
Hi Glenn and Jill, I have already received the sphere. I AM wordless. It is like a 
magic toy and I seem like a child playing with it. It is amazing. Lots of love Rita 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Lyn from Cambridgeshire, UK   
WOW did I say WOW? The sphere had me hooked from the video above, but 
the real thing is so much more. The different colours and facets have a 
wonderful fascination drawing you in and clearing negative thoughts away 
allowing a clearer picture to emerge.I feel that is is going to be my most 
important spiritual tool for many years to come - if not this lifetime - and the 
next! Many thanks I don''t know where you found them, but I am very glad you 
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did. Lyn 
Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Melanie from Greater Manchester, UK   
I bought the sphere as a present for someone with Alzheimer''s. They are very 
taken with it and like to have it in their line of sight when not holding it. They 
have only had the sphere a couple of days but seem more grounded and 
settled. Long may it continue! Thanks to Jill and Glen for sending so promptly 
as well. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: Diane from Devon, UK   
I received my sphere in a few days even though it was over a Bank holiday. I 
thought you might like to know of my experiences when I had my Reiki healing 
group here a few days later. Each person held the sphere during their treatment 
on the table and some very strange things happened. Some felt the sphere 
❻disappear❼ under their hands (including me), others felt as if they were 
floating off the table, and others felt it go very hot. But our overriding 
experience, and which happened to all of us, was that whereas the colours are 
vibrant and deep normally, whilst we were having healing they went very pale 
and were in pastel shades. In one case there was no colour at all at the end but 
it returned as soon as the healing was finished. We had a discussion afterwards 
and the conclusion we all came to was that we were absorbing the vibrations of 
the colours into our bodies as part of the healing. We have been together as a 
group for many years and the healing we experience is always very powerful 
(we all feel ❻very connected❼ as of course we are) but this time we all said that 
the healing ❻felt different❼. I have also noticed the colours change even though 
the sphere is completely still and not in sunlight. It is a wonderful product and I 
am so glad I bought it. Definitely one of my best purchases - ever. 

Edit Delete

Unique Organic Electro Magnetic Light Healing Sphere 72mm (Grade B)
Reviewer: SK from USA   
Good morning, I wanted to tell you that I placed the Electro Magnetic Healing 
Sphere next to the TV so when my husband watches it, he would see the colors 
and for the first time ever he mentioned God during a conversation. I was 
always under the impression that he didn''t believe in God, he also was talking 
about something that he forgot to do at work (a $100,000 mistake) and he said 
that ignorance is no excuse. I have never heard him take responsibility for his 
actions before and his usual sarcasm is not so bad anymore. He didn''t even get 
drunk during the time I was there, I would like to order another one eventually 
because we live in two separate towns, and him not even consciously looking at 
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the sphere is obviously changing something in him. I really love mine and I pack 
it back and forth between islands. My mom took over the copper and crystal ball 
that I bought so I will have to order another one of those she is 80 and has 
arthritis in the base of her skull, she thinks there is magic in the ball. Thank you 
for helping so many people. 

Edit Delete

12 Lord Melchizedek - Sacred Geometry: The Sphere
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
On Friday I finished my seventh day of listening to this meditation and I can 
really feel the difference- this is going to sound funny but its true- I feel like I 
have gained knowledge and self esteem my brain fog is completely gone, things 
are going smoothly for me. When I speak the words flow out of my mouth and 
they actually make sense haha. I am empowered and I am a warrior. When I 
went to bed the other night a voice said "are you ready?" and I said "yes" even 
though I have no idea what I am ready for. Even on the seventh day at the end 
of the recording when you just sit in the peace I was thinking that I didn't want 
the meditation to end. I really like the conscious breathing. Excellent CD! 

Edit Delete

Awakening The Divine Alchemist Within
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
Jill provides a lot of information that goes along with this meditation so people 
will get a good sense of how this works. In my building on the eighth floor 
although I have decluttered my home, there is still organizing that need to take 
place and on the sixth floor was a vision that I have had for a long time, luckily 
there is no one there to oppose this. I'm going to continue to work on courage 
so I can keep moving towards my goal, I will spend more time in nature to 
ground myself in my vision and I will be watching for birds flying close to me- 
this means I'm on track. Excellent! 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Juliet Branahan from Spain   
Hi Jill, I was running late for work this morning and only had a chance to glance 
over the reading. Now that I'm back home for the evening and have had the 
chance to go over it more closely, I am really moved by how "spot on" the 
reading feels. Metatron has really spoken to me in a very deep way. This was 
an "extremely meaningful reading; Detailed and powerful; Very high level work 
here!". Your work is incredibly high level and eerily accurate. It is 
"compassionately candid" in that I heard what I needed to hear in a way that I 
could take in. The reading really has inspired me to move forward on some 
issues where I have felt very blocked. Thank you so much for sharing your gifts. 
It's a wonderful way for others to get to experience the very healing messages 
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and gifts that you have to offer. I would highly recommend you to anyone who is 
looking for true communication with the archangels/ascended masters. You 
genuinely have that gift! In closing, I wondered if I could pose a final quick 
question (I don't want to be inappropriate or take advantage of your time) and 
that is that I am drawn to ALL of the CDs . (I'm sure that means that, at some 
point, it would be helpful for me to do all of the meditations.) Based on my 
energies, the reading you did, which one would be best for me to do at this 
time? Clearly I have a lot of work to do on myself and I just dont know which 
area to start with first as all of the angelic CD's call to me!(If you don't feel 
guided to give me an answer to this, that's fine and I"ll trust that as well.) 
Thanks, Jill. And, thanks again for such a meaningful reading. I will print it out 
and refer to it many times in the days to come. :) Juliet 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Cathy Harrison from UK   
I've seen many over the years, you're most definitely the best, awesome, thank 
you 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Chido from Zimbabwe   
Thank you, meeting my angels at last was well worth the journey to see you. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Clare Wilson from UK   
Hi there Jill, I've just read my angel reading and it was amazing!!! When I first 
started reading it brought tears to my eyes because I totally understood what it 
meant. The reading means so much to me especially at this moment in my life. I 
have felt the angels around me at certain times in my life but lately I have felt 
disconnected,the reading has helped me to reconnect again,thank you. I know 
at times you must feel your gift is a burden but i would like to take this 
opportunity to applaud you for what you do. With the help from the angels you 
have brought some light back into my life. I send many thanks and well wishes 
to you. Again thank you Jill 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Charlene Winters from UK   
Hello Jill, I just want to say a big thank you for my reading today, it was truely an 
experience! I've just listened to it again and it has certainly put my mind at ease 
and pointed me in the right direction.It just goes to show all you need is a little 
push and a bit of guidance! Thanks again. Charlene 
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Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Sonia Samson from Germany   
Hello again Jill ! Just read your channelling you sent through again, the first time 
around I felt a bit overwhelmed by it all, but reading it now its quite wonderful !! 
Read it again, and the last paragraph too !!!!!! Hope you realise how special you 
REALLY are :-))) 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Angela Clarke from UK   
Dear Jill, Thank you so much for the wonderful reading! It was spot on with 
different issues and it rang a chord deep inside. It brought up things that where 
locked away and although it was a surprise to get a message from El Moyra 
(who I didn't feel I had any connection with), it did, in fact, feel like a long 
forgotten friend talking to me. I felt a lot of love and understanding emanating 
from the message. I'm not sure how I'm going to put some of the things into 
practise but no doubt the right guidance will come at the right time for me! Many 
thanks again - and to anyone hesitating over whether to have a reading, do it! 
It'll be the best money you've ever spent!! Take care, With love and light, 
Angela 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Jacqui from New York, US   
Hi Jill, How are you? I know you are traveling and I don't expect you will get 
back to me anytime soon but I absolutely need to ask you for another reading 
for myself. By the way, Thomas, Cathy and Marjorie were absolutely amazed 
with your gifts. Thomas has been fascinated with Egyptian things for a long time 
so when it was "RA" who came through for him, it was very exciting. Marjorie is 
a psychic and does that kind of work for a living and she was in awe of her 
reading and the specifics and Cathy may have been the most amazed as you 
hit everything exactly in her life!!! Many Thanks & Many Beautiful May 
Blessings, Jacquie 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Sarah Woodhead from Sheffield   
A very good reading which has helped me to understand myself and the 
challenges I face xx 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
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Reviewer: Jenny McCarthy from Canada   
Thank you (and Haniel) so very much for this gift. I've read your message over 
and over, and the more I read it, the more clear things become for me. Most of 
this message spoke directly to things that are happening in my life, things that 
I've noticed, things that I'm feeling. Some points have required a bit of reflection 
to figure out, and as you know, there are new opportunities that have yet to be 
revealed. Skeptics in my life have been telling me the things revealed in your 
reading are too vague, that the comments could apply to anyone. I disagree on 
both counts. Althought the message wasn't specific in the sense that you said 'A 
man named Joe will call in the next month, and here's what you need to do to 
promote his business", it spoke so clearly to exactly where I am today... to the 
issues I've been struggling with, to the thoughts running around in my head, and 
even to things I've never discussed with anyone else. Has this helped me? 
Without a doubt. I am flooded with feelings of calm, confidence, power and 
optimism and each review of your message crystallizes the certainty that I am 
on the right path and that things will work out beautifully. What I've learned from 
you has made a dramatic difference in my life. I am so grateful that I met you... 
really. I've been telling anyone who will listen about what I've learned from you. 
If I have to nudge people along the path one person at a time, so be it. If there 
is anything I can do in return for you please let me know. From the bottom of my 
heart, thank you. Jenny 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Jacqui from New York, USA   
Hi Jill, I wanted to thank you for the TRULY fascinating reading and I just 
purchased two channeled Angel readings for my friends. I want to start by telling 
you, before I even opened your reading today, I had just done a meditation with 
Archangel Gabriel whom you had mentioned and he told me he would always 
assist me!! St. Germaine who I was not all that familiar with has been around 
me also and you mentioned him and I also clearly got the message you 
confirmed for me, that I am to do the spiritual work, all the way around and not 
waste my life!! It was an amazing confirmation. I was truly honored to get this 
detailed and incredible reading. I am very grateful that you used your gifts to 
help me. I will be letting my two friends know I got them gifts of readings from 
you. Many Thanks & Many April Blessings, Jacquie 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Archive Testimonials from See below   
Very good and precise, I would recommend you to sceptics - Stephen, Stoke on 
Trent, UK - May 2007 100% true, just fantastic - Sharne, Stoke on Trent, UK - 
May 2007 Despite being a sceptic, very amazing and reflective of how I felt my 
life was and how it is now. Michele, Stoke on Trent, UK - May 2007 Really good, 
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very close to what I was feeling - Simon, Stoke on Trent, UK - May 2007 Lots of 
thought provoking information, very accurate - Sheera, Stoke on Trent, UK - 
May 2007 It was as if you could read my thought, very moving - Charlene, May 
2007 Right on the button - Allison, May 2007 Very interesting information 
gained, given some excellent guidance, Jill has lovely connection to the young, 
she was able to tell me what the problem was with my 16 month old son, she 
was really helpful. - Emma, May 2007 Hi Jill, How are you? I know you are 
traveling and I don't expect you will get back to me anytime soon but I 
absolutely need to ask you for another reading for myself. By the way, Thomas, 
Cathy and Marjorie were absolutely amazed with your gifts. Thomas has been 
fascinated with Egyptian things for a long time so when it was "RA" who came 
through for him, it was very exciting. Marjorie is a psychic and does that kind of 
work for a living and she was in awe of her reading and the specifics and Cathy 
may have been the most amazed as you hit everything exactly in her life!!! 
Many Thanks & Many Beautiful May Blessings, Jacquie, New York - May-2007 
Thank you very much for the angel insight reading, it was very interesting, and 
wow I am very happy archangel micheal came though for me. I have been on 
the angel master class one and two, and I found them both very interesting and 
helpfull. You and your family were very kind and made me feel very welcome. I 
also met alot of nice people on the course, I found the reading very good and 
interesting, thank you very much jill. Claire, Notts, - May 07 Brilliant reading, 
really perceptive, I have something to look forward to. Sally, Tampa, Florida - 
April 07 Many thanks, very uplifting and true. It's given me hope - Anita - USA 
April 07 Thank you for this experience, I feel very different from the person who 
walked in. Mary - USA April 07 Spot on with everything, thank you - Ann - USA 
April 07 Wonderful, uplifting and informative. Thanks - Sylvia - USA April 07 
Thank you for a lovely kind and gentle reading - Nuala - USA April 07 
Reassuring, confirms my thoughts - Shalon - USA April 07 This reading made 
me realise I can trust myself and my own thoughts. - Sasha - USA April 07 
Enlightening and accurate - Laura - USA - April 07  

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Edmund from London, UK   
Dear Jill, I really don't know what to say to you. I'm sat here at my computer, 
having just read my reading from you, and I'm totally and utterly speechless. I 
had read other people's comments regarding their readings and how accurate 
they were, but I never thought that mine would be the same. I'm simply amazed. 
My reading was so frighteningly perceptive. It has moved me and amazed me 
and delighted me in ways I can barely express. I think it will take some time for 
it all to sink in... I'm a little shell-shocked! :) I would like to thank you and your 
guides for the beautiful insight I received in my life today. You are truly gifted 
and I thank you for sharing that with us. I would have no hesitation in 
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recommending your readings to anyone. I look forward to enjoying another 
reading from you in the future. Again, I cannot express enough my thanks and 
gratitude for my reading. You have touched my life in a way I will always thank 
you for. With many many thanks, best wishes, and innumerable blessings, 
Edmund 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Megan C from New York, USA   
Dear Jill, I would have to say this reading is about 99% right on the money! 
WOW, I am impressed! I am new to this “spiritual / reading/ channeling / angel” 
stuff – 6 months ago I would have said all this is crazy. But I am a believer after 
your two readings! What an amazing and eye-opening reading! It is sooo hard 
to see things as they are when you are stuck in the middle of them. And I 
embrace the personal insights that were offered. Even though Metatron says 
that the relationship could be fixed, honestly I don't think I have any desire to do 
that. The last paragraph is very to the point and it will help me make a decision 
that I have been agonizing over for a long time. Jill, thank you so much for your 
wonderful gift! Sincerely, Megan 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Sophie Thea from USA   
I have had amazing readings from you, true and accurate thank you, I am 
experiencing some of the things you revealed in my readings. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Kelly Jackson from Montreal, Canada   
Hi, Jill thank you very much for the wonderful angel reading you did for me. I 
think at some point people need to know the real truth behind certain situations. 
It was very helpful for me. I have always felt that I was taking in other peoples 
energies, because people drain me so much, and leave me with a strange 
mixture of feelings I can't quite understand. Archangel Chamuel gave me the 
answers I needed and brought me a lot of comfort as well. You have a very 
special gift where you can help people in this way. Also...Thank you for my 
recent reading!! These readings have meant so much to I me. My reading with 
Lord Kuthumi was so touching it made me cry. I especially loved the serenity 
prayer he adapted for me! I say it every night. I will love to have more readings 
done in the future. You have been a wonderful help to me.. Kelly 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Maria from Malton, Yorkshire, UK   
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Hi Jill, Just to let you know that I received my reading from you and will give you 
some feedback. I decided to have a reading from you to attempt to clarify what I 
needed from life and live a life rather than drift through it. I was impressed with 
the advice regarding career options and as a result will not be looking for a 
regression therapy course as a way of earning my bread and butter. I will as 
suggested follow the idea of healing using touch, which is what I would deep 
down love to do, but felt I would not earn enough to make a living out of this. I 
just need to decide what options are open to me. My husband says the rest of 
the reading is spot on and exactly describes my nature and all my faults as well 
as the more positive attributes. As a result of the reading it has given me greater 
awareness of how I deal with others and myself and how negative the outcome 
can sometimes be. As a result I will now reflect upon my life and try to alter the 
things that no longer serve me and hopefully become more focussed and 
positive regarding life in general. Thanks for all your help and I look forward to 
the monthly psychic newsletter from you and your husband. Regards, Maria. 
Malton, UK 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Maria Helliwell from UK   
Hi Jill, Just to let you know that I received my reading from you and will give you 
some feedback. I decided to have a reading from you to attempt to clarify what I 
needed from life and live a life rather than drift through it. I was impressed with 
the advice regarding career options and as a result will not be looking for a 
regression therapy course as a way of earning my bread and butter. I will as 
suggested follow the idea of healing using touch, which is what I would deep 
down love to do, but felt I would not earn enough to make a living out of this. I 
just need to decide what options are open to me. My husband says the rest of 
the reading is spot on and exactly describes my nature and all my faults as well 
as the more positive attributes. As a result of the reading it has given me greater 
awareness of how I deal with others and myself and how negative the outcome 
can sometimes be. As a result I will now reflect upon my life and try to alter the 
things that no longer serve me and hopefully become more focussed and 
positive regarding life in general. Thanks for all your help and I look forward to 
the monthly psychic newsletter from you and your husband. Regards, Maria. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Marco Bianchi from Itay   
Jill, Thank you so much for the reading. I can't begin to tell you how much I 
needed what was shared at this time along my spiritual and life path. I am so 
thankful to Lord Melchizedek for the truth and candor and detail of the message 
and to you for being a clear channel of this message. This message is the most 
helpful I have ever received. At times being psychic myself the messages for 
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others are clear, but I tend to get in the way or worry that my personal desire will 
get in the way of what I am receiving for myself. So, I am thankful for this for I 
wanted some direct help and that is what I received. Thank you also for 
resending. That which you and Glenn are doing is of great service. Blessings, 
Becky Jill, mille grazie. Non sapevo che tu parlassi Italiano! Sono appena 
tornato da una breve vacanza dall'isola vulcanica di Ischia (hotsprings), vicino a 
Capri. E' proprio la' che ho letto il messaggio per me dell'Arcangelo Gabriele! 
Tra l'altro, un posto veramente consigliato per una vacanza, se ti capita di 
andare, ti consiglio Villa Maria http://www.villamariasantangelo.it/spagnolo/
index.php?lingua=es I would like to thank you very much for your channelling. 
In his message, which I found enlightening in all aspects, Gabriel indicated that 
I am a channel and that I will have to call on him to get help on how to start 
making progress on the use of psychic channelling. I may get back in touch with 
you too if I need help, as I have never channelled anything until now, 
consciously at least. I trust I will figure out more about that soon, while I am 
meanwhile looking for a new job. Un caro saluto e a presto. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Antionette from France   
Wow Jill, Thank you, thank you, thank you, A million times thank you. This 
reading was the truth plain and simple. I immediately felt a connection, 
Archangel Arielle has spoken to me many times before, just whispering her 
name. And well honestly I had written it off for a while, because I tried to make 
contact and felt unsuccessful. So it was wonderful that she made contact 
through you. It was me, all of it, every last word. I feel so much warmth getting 
more confirmation of my path in life. This is information only the ascended 
beings would know. Thank you so much. I will bring others to you. Oh yes. I do 
have some questions. Archangel Arielle mentioned that I would chafe, under a 
spiritual guru. I have been wanting a guru, to help me learn. Is she saying that I 
shouldn't get one. Unless the definition of "chafe" has changed. Just as the 
reading said, I am currently having difficultly settling on a spiritual belief. There 
is so much out there, And honestly I have been attempting to assimilate it all as 
comming from "Source Energy" but I haven't found a truth that resonates with 
me yet. Because of this, development of my psychic gifts isn't going as I'd like it 
to. Wow there was so much there, I have to keep reading it over and over 
again. I want to trust my gifts, but I just don't feel ready yet, its all jumbled up 
inside of me. Please tell me how you came to grow in your gifts, to now give 
such a wonderfully connected reading so clearly. 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Kelly Lemieux from US   
Hi, Jill thank you very much for the wonderful channeled angel reading you did 
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for me. I think at some point people need to know the real truth behind certain 
situations. It was very helpful for me. I have always felt that I was taking in other 
peoples energies, because people drain me so much, and leave me with a 
strange mixture of feelings I can't quite understand. Arcangel Chamuel gave me 
the answers I needed and brought me a lot of comfort as well. You have a very 
special gift where you can help people in this way. - Kelly Lemieux, US 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Paul Williamms from San Francisco, US   
Hi, I just wanted to say a big thank you for my reading. I was amazed at the 
information that came through. It helped me to really understand who I am and 
how some of my behaviour is stopping me from being promoted at work. I was 
also surprised that it showed me how I can cause issues in my relationship, 
which I hadn''t realised before. My wife has already send an improvement, so 
thanks for that. So, for any of you guys out there, who needs to change their life 
for the better, I would really recommend this reading. I particularly liked the 
specific information that related to my life purpose, I didn''t realise there were 
options for me to choose from, I thought there was only one. This reading has 
been the breakthrough I need, so I can now see, how to get to where I want to 
go. Thank you once again. 

Customer Reviews
Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: Susan Jones from Doncaster UK   
A wonderful reading. Food for the soul! 

Edit Delete

Trance Channelled Archangel Reading - Chaneled Angel Reading
Reviewer: MARYAM from Birmingham   
Thank you so much Jill! The reading was spot on! I felt emotional when I read it, 
I felt the loving presence of the angels. I had to read through it a few times to 
fully absorb it all. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
Reviewer: Maryam Javedaziz from UK   
Hi Jill, Thank you for the reading! It is what I needed to hear from the Angels, 
and welcome their guidance! I am so Thankful to God and the Angels, that you 
are here to help and guide us all, when we need faith and are shown the right 
direction to take! Thank you again for the reading. Regards Maryam. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Haniel Energy Angel Reading (trance-channelled)
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Reviewer: Robert Jackson from USA   
This reading helped me to heal my past and see the issues that were currently 
calling for me to step into my higher self and create change. It was an accurate, 
healing and powerful reading for those spiritually seeking a way to connect with 
their soul. 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Jennifer Neilson from Australia   
My reading was requested as a follow-up on a reading I had last year. As I am 
still working on the information in that reading to receive the broader 
explanation of the challenges I am working on was so helpful - I was really 
struggling with how to proceed. I really appreciate this reading & recommend it 
to those needing help with their current challenges. My grateful thanks to 
Archangel Metatron (who kindly did this follow-up for me) & Jill. 

Edit Delete

Angelic Celestial Light Channelled Reading
Reviewer: Beverley Bridge from UK   
Thankyou very much for the brilliant reading Jill, all so true hence the time gap it 
has taken me to reply. It has given me so much food for thought and made me 
understand my feelings of frustration and know that i need to reassess my life to 
find space for ME to progress spiritually. It is so reassuring to know that we are 
helped and cared for by beautiful beings and i will certainly embrace the special 
guidence Arch Angel Michael has given me. I do appreciate your help Jill, you 
give such a valuable service, Thankyou once again love Beverley xx 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Workshop, UK   
It was easy to follow and everyone is made to feel comfortable. It is nice to 
know that everyone is learning so we are all on the same level. Most interesting 
was learning to read for yourself and your pet. The class was entertaining, 
interesting and informative.
 

Approve Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Julie Jewitt from Desbury, UK   
As usual very informative and easy to understand. Reinforcing belief itself. 
Enjoyed the practical sessions giving each other readings. Very enjoyable day. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
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Reviewer: Lynne Cooney from Doncaster, UK   
Jill is very informative and honest, even if you don't want to hear it, it's always 
for your own benefit and said with love. All questions are answered 
knowledgeably and the course is fun which is really important. Thank you for a 
lovely day. I had a lovely time. I do feel I grow as I know the information I 
receive feels right. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Nicole Johns from Sth Yorkshire, UK   
Jill made me feel comfortable and safe, even though I am new to this. You are 
funny, put me at my ease and are so knowledgeable and interesting. You made 
the group ''gel'' without seeming to try. I thoroughly enjoyed myself and learnt so 
much. Also a great personal development tool. The parts I found most useful 
were the practical, hands-on reading for each other. I felt as if I was part of a 
''family'' - thank you. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Anne Morris from Lincoln, UK   
Excellent - clearly explained 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Karen Elner from Derbyshire, UK   
This master class was excellent because we were given time to explore the 
cards. The parts I found most interesting was the way it was structured and Jill 
have handy hints. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Julie Peake from Duffield   
Great atmosphere, relaxed, causal. Jill is a great teacher :-) Personal 
assistance from Jill when required. Mose useful was learning how to understand 
the cards meanings, spreads and spiritual information.
 

Approve Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Pauline Lees from Wakefield, UK   
Jill makes it very enjoyable and explains everything very well. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Sandra Warman from Norwich, UK   
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Excellent I learnt so much.
 

Approve Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Pam Horgan from Essex   
All of it EXCELLENT, learnt lots 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Sharon Hanson from Derby, UK   
I now know how to read the cards from the picture on the cards, not out of the 
book. Learning about the different spreads you can use was most enjoyable. 
Another great day training with Jill, thank you xxx 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Steve Stocks from Suffolk, UK   
The master class was excellent because of Jill's patience in explaining things to 
me and the exercises working with others. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Excellent - It gave me a whole new perspective. Opened up other possibilities 
for interpretation and new understanding doing the readings was challenging 
but very rewarding as understanding and clarity came. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Lee Dwyer from London, UK   
I learnt a lot more than I thought I was going to. Superb class, great time had. 
The parts I found most useful was the way of reading the layouts. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Megan Claire from Watford, UK   
Took angel communication to another level. The depth of personal and spiritual 
growth did take me by surprise and now throughout the day I can recognise and 
be aware of the message my angels are sending me on a daily basis to guide 
and support me. If you thought you knew about angels, thinkg again. I thought I 
knew all about angels until I attended this master class. Amazing, simply 
brilliant! 

Edit Delete
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How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Tetyana Hellier from Leics, UK   
Great course, very informative. Jill is an excellent teacher - very 
recommended!! 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Ireland   
I thoroughly enjoyed doing this course on how to read Angel cards. I was really 
surprised how easy it was to engage on the online course with Jill and the other 
participants. Jill is a great teacher, with so much experience, I just knew this 
online course was the one for me. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Eward Hogan from Ireland   
I thoroughly enjoyed doing this course on how to read Angel cards. I was really 
surprised how easy it was to engage on the online course with Jill and the other 
participants. Jill is a great teacher, with so much experience, I just knew this 
online course was the one for me.
 

Approve Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from Florida, USA   
Hello everyone, When I bought,"Ask an Angel oracle card deck", on February 
2013, I hadn't either met Jill and Glenn Harrison or discovered their different 
works/websites yet. As soon as I received the order, I started looking on the 
cards and the guidebook and asked myself some questions? Do I have to rely 
on the author's answers for each reading I am doing ? What will be my attitude 
if I read for someone else close to me.? Do I have to open thebooks give him 
the answers? After all these concerns, I put the deck in a small altar I started 
building for a few days. Two or three weeks after, I was driven to 
"Angelguidedmeditations.com''''. I was really exited from myfirst looks. At this 
stage, there were no online classes yet. I kept contacting Jill about this issue 
while I started while I using other tools/products . On April 2013 I believe, when 
she posted her master class which was "How to read Angels cards master 
class", I was really devoted to take it. I have been waiting this opportunity for a 
while. Dear friends, I am telling you; this is a high level reading class; this is 
really a master class. Jill taught us all the techniques to get things well done. 
She learnt us to look for all the aspects on each card we have to draw for a 
reading. When I say 'aspects', that means: themes, colors, shapes,feelings/
emotions of the Archangel on the card, his/her name. Dear friends, I am telling 
you; now, I am not relying on the authors answers for my readings. I use my 
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own intuition and the techniques given by Jill during this course.Dear friends, if 
you have even taken a reading class and want to master it, this class is yours. If 
not, if you are serious about your spiritual development, if you really want to 
communicate with the Angels for guidances, healings, and whatever you want, 
don't hesitate, book this class and you won't regret. Thank you very much for 
you time.! Peace and love, Joel Janvier, FL USA 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Irene Young from Nottingham   
At first I was nervous but with Jill's natural expert teaching abilities she puts you 
at ease straight away. Jill gives you the confidence in yourself to go forward and 
learn more about angel card reading. It was a pleasure to attend and I would 
really recommend anyone who is thinking about attending to put their name 
down, as I can assure you with confidence, you would not be disappointed and 
you would find out a lot about yourself and be able to take this knowledge 
forward into learning more about the spiritual world around us. It was a real 
pleasure to attend this course. Thank you Jill for being so supportive and for 
putting the course across in a way that I was able to flow you and lean such a 
lot about how to read angel cards. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Jennifer Neilson from Australia   
Jill is a veritable fountain of information about symbology contained in these 
beautiful cards and the format of the webinar makes it simple to understand as 
she shows each card and explains it in detail. I was doubtful that I would be 
able to intuitively access any information of my own but with Jill's help I have 
been surprised at what I have attained. I thoroughly recommend this course to 
anyone wishing to connect within, develop their intuition and help themselves 
and others as well. 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Valerie Allam from UK   
All of it - Excellent 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield, UK   
It gave me so much insight into myself. Really useful was practice work, reading 
for others. Amazing course, not just card reading but personal development. 

Edit Delete
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How To Read Angel Cards Like A Pro - Angel Card Class
Reviewer: Yvonne Wheat from Ripley, UK   
I didn't realise I could read the cards as easily as I did. Excellent master class. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Kristi G from United States   
I got my reading while I was at work. I was tempted to read it there but knew 
better that it would be best received at home while in the quiet comfort of my 
room. And I''m glad I DID wait, as I read through it I got all emotional and I cried. 
This. This explains so much. Everything from my tendency to put too much faith 
in those people I consider more knowledgeable, my lack of self-confidence, my 
intense fear of failure, and its result of giving my independence away over the 
years to those whom I perceive as more knowledgeable. I am still honestly 
processing the depth of information within..especially the parts about being a 
leader, demonstrator and a speaker of higher consciousness. It is a scary 
thought to be honest, and one I''m still coming to terms with. The reading really 
was amazing. Thank you for all the wonderful work you do, Jill! 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Oracle Soul Illumination Reading
Reviewer: Tony Lees from Wakefield, West Yorkshire, UK   
I would like to say a huge thank you to Jill, on an unbelievable and enlightening 
reading which I can resonate with. Over the weekend, I had to read it several 
times before certain paragraphs started to sink in. This reading has given me a 
better understanding of my past and what my souls needs in the future, which 
will enable me to hopefully start making the correct choices with my spiritual 
development.Whilst going over the reading there were certain paragraphs that I 
needed to write down and try and interpret the understanding of the words the 
Oracle used. I sent an e-mail to Jill regarding my interpretations and as always 
she was very kind enough to reply with added comments, which I greatly 
appreciated. Thanks again Jill for a wonderful experience and the insights that 
you have given me to become a healer. You❼re a very special lady with a very 
gifted talent. Kindest Regards and Blessings Tony L 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Healing Channelling Coaching Session via Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
This was such a fantastic session, Jill teaches you a great way to raise your 
vibration and to reach higher and higher, I could feel the energy swirling around 
me. What a great feeling it is to be confident, she is very generous with sharing 
information and answering questions. The night of the session when I was 
laying in bed I was seeing faces, pictures and symbols and I slept like a baby. 
Highly recommend!!
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Approve Edit Delete

Angelic Soul Energy Reading
Reviewer: Vivienne Mason from Worcestershire   
My reading was so spot on and is what is happening at the moment.Thank you 
Jill x
 

Approve Edit Delete

Angelic Soul Energy Reading
Reviewer: Tracy Upton from Birmingham UK   
This reading has been a great help. I was beginning to have a bad day, work 
was beginning to become stressful, so during my coffee break, I thought why 
not have this reading and see if it helps. Well I am glad I got this reading, it 
made me stop and think about my own energies and how they were adding to 
the negative flow in the office. I also felt a lightness, like a healing peace 
decend upon me after reading my reading and from that moment the day 
became more peaceful and easy. Thank you Jill, I will remember to ask the 
angels more frequently now. A great little boost just when you need it, well 
recommended. 

Edit Delete

Are You Eating To Live, or Eating To Die? - Downloadable A4 PDF Ebook
Reviewer: Bina from Sydney, Australia   
Hello Glenn - What a superb and fantastically knowledgable presentation. There 
were several factual & informative health details highlighted by you. I would like 
to know some more details about the changed diet. I am a vegetarian and take 
little of skim milk in my tea. I was about to change to Goats milk and now as the 
angels say ''anything white is not right'' Once again - my grateful thanks to you 
for such an eye opening presentation. I wish you all well in your remarkable 
journey. Bina 

Edit Delete

Are You Eating To Live, or Eating To Die? - Downloadable A4 PDF Ebook
Reviewer: Judith Kay from Christchurch, NZ   
This book is a must if you are serious about changing your life. It requires 
discipline and commitment but boy do you see the benefits once you start to 
implement the guidance step by step, week by week. Trying to convert my 
family was the hardest step and then I stopped, I just sat and ate what I wanted. 
I also reduced my shopping products and bit by bit, my family would want to try 
stuff off my plate and before I knew it, my kids and hubby wanted to eat some 
too. Has it been easy... NO... has it been worth it? DEFINITELY YES. I am now 
4 stone lighter, have more energy and my skin is positively glowing. I don't go 
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hungry, I don't miss the crappy food or the way it made me feel. So glad I found 
this book and watched the free webinar video, it was great guys. Thanks 

Edit Delete

Bobber - Dowsing Wand
Reviewer: Sue Harrison from UK   
I purchased one of these at jill''s angel workshop weekend and it is fab. I use it 
to find any issues with my chakras etc and also to find any negativity hotspots 
when I am conducting healing work, it acts as a dowser also when I lose my 
keys! LOL <3 

Edit Delete

Bobber - Dowsing Wand
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from Hollywood, FL, US   
Hello everyone, The misuse or the imbalance of our energies can cause several 
health issues whether it is on the physical, emotional, and mental plane. But 
how can we know if the flux of energy circulating inside and around us is 
blocked or balanced? How can we detect what our chakras and our aura are 
telling us. This spiritual tool is the answer. I bought it a few months ago, and 
thanks to it, it helps me to focus on my root chakra that was blocked and my 
throat''s one that was imbalanced. I encourage you to buy one like I did and you 
won''t regret. 

Edit Delete

Bobber - Dowsing Wand
Reviewer: Kristi from United States   
Worth the wait! It is a fantastic tool, I attuned it without much trouble at all, and 
thanks to it''s power, I learned some surprising revelations about my chakras. I 
am currently keeping a diary as to which chakras are continuously problematic 
so that I may give them extra attention during Reiki. :) This is a valuable 
investment! 

Edit Delete

Etheric Cord Cleansing & Protection Enhancement with Archangel Michael
Reviewer: Laurel Hill from Los Angeles, US   
Since my divorce nothing seemed to go right for me. I was haunted at night by 
dreams of my ex but couldn''t understand why since I was the one to end the 
relationship. I had no energy and everything that I touched seemed to go from 
bad to worse. I figured that I had nothing left to lose from trying something I 
would normally have judged as whacky, but I was so desperate I thought what 
the heck. Jill was very good, she put me at ease and despite not having really 
meditated before, she gently talked me through the process. I was amazed to 
feel a change in the room when she told me Archangel Michael was here. Part 
of me wondered if it was my imagination, but I could really feel the energy 
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flowing through my body, to the point where I was almost quivering. Then I 
physically felt an energy release when Archangel Michael cut the etheric cords 
which linked me to my ex-husband. I was amazed that I had etheric cords from 
former friends and this was affecting me too. I now not only feel better, I sleep 
better too. I waited a few months before writing this review because I wanted to 
ensure it just wasn''t me being fanciful, but I have to say that since this session 
everything seems to be getting back on track. I also feel freer and lighter in 
myself. It has opened up for me a new journey where I am eager to learn more 
about angels. Thank you so much, should I ever have problems again, girl I will 
be coming back to you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Michael Energy Attunement
Reviewer: Kelly Johnson from LA, USA   
I didn''t know what to expect but this attunement has made a real difference to 
my life. I felt stronger in myself, and over the coming days people seemed to 
treat me differently. I was able to have a greater vision of my life and what I 
wanted and now step-by-step with the help of Archangel Michael who now 
leaves me little white feathers everywhere, I am growing in confidence. Would 
thoroughly recommend this. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Lou from Newburyport Massachusetts USA   
The Archangel Metatron Connection Attunement was an amazing experience! 
Jill is an absolute pleasure to work with and Archangel Metatron is incredible. 
It''s been a little over 2 weeks since my session and I''m still feeling more and 
more positive changes within myself each day. Highly recommend! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Joseph McAnulty from Scotland   
Hi Jill and Glen thank you for the amazing archangel metatron attunement. it 
was unbelievable on how the attunement worked so quick I was on fire 
yesterday last night and all day today along with the tingling around the third 
eye and the crown of the head thank you archangel metatron from this 
attunement .I highly recommend any of these attunement and holistic healing 
therapys to all walks of life .now roll on 13th and 14th Dec 2014 for archangel 
Ray healing peace love and light . 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement
Reviewer: Joseph McAnulty from Scotland   
Dear Jill and archangel metatron and Glen Thank you for that amazing 
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attunement .I was on fire the rest of the day after the attunement before I got in 
to bed I done a meditation then jump in to bed then closed the peepers against 
the darkness of the eye lids I could see faces of gold Buddha's floating around 
but sleep well and today was on fire the third eye was tingling and so was the 
crown of the head. out off all the meditation I have ever done none puts a patch 
to this one amazing .Jill would there be any chance to get that attunement wrote 
down in a email so I could put it on a digital voice recorder because it's brilliant 
I'll pay for it to be done thank peace love and light . Joseph 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Healing Channelling Coaching Session via Skype/Facetime
Reviewer: Lilly-Bell Rellac from Puerto Rico   
Learning to open my channels of angelic healing was awesome. I thought I had 
been taught how to connect to the angelic realm but this was something pretty 
special and it blew spots off everything else I had been taught. Well worth it and 
a great teacher too. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
This was an excellent reading!!! I wish I had this information years ago, I am so 
happy I have it now. The third-dimensional karma was a huge surprise. I was 
totally unaware of the extent of dysfunctional energy that was absorbed from 
others to the extent of me not being able to function properly in certain areas. it 
made me develop mistrust in myself which lead to indecision. Jill gives you 
recommendations to follow in order to heal and she explains everything very 
well and makes sure that you understand, you can ask questions at anytime. 
This reading covers everything that she says it does and more. I can now focus 
on my healing and spiritual gifts and goals- I know what I am to work on now, Jill 
is absolutely hilarious, I laugh when I replay the recording. Jill handed me the 
equivalent of a bar of gold, this reading is a steal at this price and the 
information is priceless. Best Christmas present I ever bought myself. Thank 
you Jill and Metatron! 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Peter Buckley from Hancock Park, LA, USA   
Having spent the last 15+ years trying to make sense of this thing called life and 
WHAT THE HELL I was supposed to be doing, I feel like I am now at peace with 
myself. EVERYTHING, and I mean EVERYTHING makes so much sense, why I 
am like I am. Why the people and the experiences I have had, were like they 
were. I feel like a blind man who can now see, a bit dramatic I know but that is 
how I feel. I particularly liked the private one hour session with you that took me 
through the reading. The opportunity to ask anything at the time I was hearing it, 
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meant I could glean so much more. Another plus was the recording you gave 
me too. The information on how to heal all aspects of my life will be my manual 
now. I have already made in-roads with some of the points and already I am 
seeing a difference. To show my appreciation I have just ordered a couple more 
of this reading for my manager and partner. Next time you''re in LA, call me, we 
must do lunch. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Jennifer from Coolangatta, Australia   
We need more than 5 stars, this reading is worth at least a 10! What a 
challenge of how serious we are about growing spiritually to hear some of the 
things that come from Archangel Metatron in these readings. While I know none 
of us have been saints in our past lives it was a challenge to learn that I was a 
criminal on more than one occasion! It made me think about the experiences we 
have which help us grow as souls and what a great job each physical body we 
have does to help our soul growth in each incarnation. I tend to forget that I 
couldn''t do any of it if I didn''t have my body & I often overextend it in my search 
for more spiritual growth, to my detriment. These insights came from information 
from my reading with Archangel Metatron & are a tiny part of what happened for 
me. I fully agree with all the reviewers who have shared their experiences of this 
reading before me and I can't urge enough anyone searching to grow spiritually 
to have a Metatronic Blueprint reading, the information you will receive will be 
challenging but you will be so glad you did - it''s solid gold. 

Edit Delete

Soul Blueprint Reading - Soul Healing
Reviewer: Lynda Kershaw from Cambridge, UK   
Jill many thanks for my Soul Blueprint reading. When I first saw it I was 
intrigued as I thought I had had similar readings in the past, but this seemed to 
go deeper, I must admit I had to think long and hard about the cost, but I am so 
glad I asked for one - it is worth every penny! I have watched the recording 
quite a few times now which brings greater clarity to some areas and I pick up 
new aspects to work on every time, I suspect this will be the case for quite a 
while. Where the other reports have touched on similar issues you and Metatron 
get down straight to the bones of any problems and provide practical tools and 
solutions for overcoming them - like them or not they are given. I liked the 
aspect where my potential was revealed and the advice given to help me work 
towards achieving it should I wish to, without any suggestion of criticism should 
I choose to defer it to another lifetime - that suits my personality well, I will 
always try my best to achieve a goal if given a choice, but tell me I must and I 
set my mind against it. It had been suggested to me before that I had blocks 
from my childhood, these I always denied my parents were great. I was looking 
for their wilful shortcomings, Metatron suggested that it may be something in my 
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early childhood that I had no recollection of such as my Mum being unable to 
breastfeed me, that hit home Mum had had a cyst and had not been allowed to 
feed me, which she bitterly regretted. I never blamed my Mum, still don't, but I 
can now understand how her disappointment and loss may have been 
transferred to my psyche, being aware of this has also given me an awareness 
of other incidents which became imbedded which I can work on and clear too. 
As said it is a lot to digest, so insightful and detailed,to be able to go back and 
pick up new threads, take in the mantra as well as refresh and reinvigorate the 
energies by watching the recording is great. I cannot say everything was 
comfortable to hear and my tears flowed, but then often do when I contact you! I 
have moved on so much and been able to understand and clear so many 
aspects of my life - and my families. I still may not reach my full potential, but I 
will be a lot closer to it and I now how the tools and a greater understanding to 
try. Many thanks and worth every penny!  

ustomer Reviews
Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: Karen Elner from Lincolnshire   
Was packed with information. I feel great. Enjoyed the meditations and 
attunements - Excellent 

Edit Delete

Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: Kate Keller from Harrogate, Yorkshire   
Good teaching exploring all facets of healing, knowledge and understanding of 
started planets. Leaving with higher energies and healing, outstanding 
meditations. 

Edit Delete

Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: Helen J. Martin from Sheffield   
Outstanding, so much information and explanation on what my experiences 
were. The experience of meeting the strands, I have learned so much about 
myself through this course. 

Edit Delete

Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: Andrew Polewiak from Leeds, Yorkshire   
Related to many aspects of the course and really opened up whilst in 
meditations. Excellent. 

Edit Delete

Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: Lizzie Hall from Shropshire   
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The master class was outstanding because it let me focus and confirm what my 
soul purpose is, co-create/heal. The session was at the right time for me. 
Looking forward to the Archangel Ray Healing. All of the course was extremely 
interesting. 

Edit Delete

Accessing Starseed Gateways
Reviewer: I.Newton from Sheffield, Yorkshire   
There is so much information, the information on the starseeds was the best. - 
Outstanding 
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Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Irene from Nottingham   
Excellent Course. Glenn is a very knowledgeable person, speaking from his 
own experiences and from what he has accumulated throughout his own 
personal problems. I would highly recommend anyone to attend this course, you 
will not be disappointed. Jill, and Ian both shared their cooking skills and 
knowledge throughout the weekend and provided some excellent sample meals 
to try. I came away from this course with the knowledge that if I carry on eating 
foods that were bad for me I would be going down not a very nice life path and 
end up dying sooner than I should be. Thank you Glenn, Jill and Ian for helping 
me so that I can now help the rest of my family. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Jane Basel from London, UK   
AWESOME!!! I have done Reiki for a number of years and I have tried to talk 
with angels but never got anything back. This class really has raised the bar in 
how to heal others with the added bonus that you can channel specific 
information to help your client release their emotional energy blocks. It was 
amazing to see every student passing on specific information. There were 
people with no experience of Reiki even giving powerful healing that was 
evidenced by many. I have never experienced anything like this in my life. I am 
so glad I found Jill and I will definitely be back for more classes which are fun, 
knowledgeable and practical. I now have the tools to with the angels and 
receive back answers. Just brilliant, go for it, you won't regret it! 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: HJM from Yorkshire, UK   
Oustanding. Clear information with time to ask questions and clarification on 
personal situation. The demonstration/examples of situations. Loved the 
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behaviour type. It helps with knowing and understanding people in my life. 
Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Sue Scott from Derbyshire, UK   
Excellent range of topics/aspects covered. Insight into personality types and 
behaviours. Clear strategies given. The whole course was well structured and 
relevant and opened my eyes to other possibilities. Given me lots to think about 
and work on. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Steve Stocks from Suffolk, UK   
Excellent 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Anne Morris from Lincolnshire, UK   
Excellent, very well set out, presented and delivered. Comprehensive manual 
for a very useful reference. Most interesting was DISC. I enjoyed Glenn's 
humour in his delivery. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Liz Hall from Shropshire, UK   
Excellent, gained a good understanding of the chakra and associated issues. 
Excellent information and knowledge given. The case study and working out 
whether the chakras are balanced/blocked was interesting. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Lesley Taylor from Sheffield, UK   
Excellent, it was interesting, informative and given in a fun way. Learning the 
different characteristics of the chakras and using the dowsing rod was most 
interesting. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Karen Stowe from Cleveland, UK   
Excellent - Lots of information, clearly explained and presented in a fun and 
friendly manner. Enjoyed description of each chakra and their meanings very 
much. 
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Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Hazel McKay from Manchester, UK   
Learnt a lot about chakras and was taught in a friendly and fun way, with some 
lovely ladies and a very relaxed environment. Trying out what we'd learnt in 
exercises together and practical exercises was must useful. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Tammie Lee from London, UK   
All material was clear, prepared and explained in a thorough and detailed 
manner. Learning the characteristics of the chakras was most interesting. A 
friendly, warm workshop form which I gained a lot of useful knowledge. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield, UK   
There was a mixture of practical and theory with clear handouts and manual. 
There was also fun and relaxation. To be able to follow all the chakras on a 
handout and have all the information in one place was most useful. Jill is an 
excellent trainer and there is plenty of chance to ask questions. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Donna G from Sheffield, UK   
Very thorough detailed instruction. Would recommend anyone to attend a 
class. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Heart Chakra Integration Activation
Reviewer: Susan from United States   
This was a fabulous and powerful webinar, I loved all of the different colored 
rays going to each chakra and then pulling them all into your heart chakra and 
encompassing your whole being. At the end it felt like my heart chakra was just 
vibrating with much needed renewed energy. Thank you so much Jill and the 
Ascended Masters. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Mandy Sampson from Bromley, UK   
Excellent, everything was clearly explained. An inclusive and informative 
workshop. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Lil' Todd from Sheffield   
Outstanding information you get from source. The teachings are things you use, 
work with and take home to do. Everything, all the information you can use. 
Thank you so much Jill, really enjoyed it. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Adrian Bryan from Lancs, UK   
It was excellent, very practical, very interesting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Notts, UK   
A really excellent interesting course. It really opens up your eyes to what is 
possible in the spiritual world. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Nicole Johns from Sth Yorkshire, UK   
Outstanding. I feel that you have great empathy with us and it feels as if you are 
giving 1-to-1 tuition in a class of 14! Funny, knowledgeable and unique. The 
practical healing on our partner, was very informative as we each fed back our 
experiences and what they meant. Lovely inspiring weekend. Thank you for 
your hospitality, fun, kindness and knowledge. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Caroline Foster from Cambs, UK   
Excellent, I could fee that I have developed further and will take a lot of it home 
with me. The whole was was VERY useful. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Kristyna Hippey from UK   
Outstanding, I feel like a doorway has opened for me, I have experienced a 
different kind of meditation to what I have had before. The creation of the 
energy sphere and the heat it generated was wonderful. It was excellent for me 
as I now feel more confident in my healing. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Andy Link from Derbyshire, UK   
Outstanding, very well presented, practical and enjoyable class. Useful healing, 
which colours relate to which illness and the breath of life will be very useful. 
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Thank you for a fantastic class that has been really enjoyable and I will be 
testing this out with lots of willing candidates in my family over the coming 
days. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Janet James from Cheshire, UK   
Excellent, I have leart a lot of new knowledge and practical experience to 
develop, I liked the practical experiences of the healing. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Clifford Wiilliams from Nottingham, UK   
A completely different body of knowledge was presented, particularly liked the 
self-healing. 
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Lyn Kershaw from Cambs, UK   
Excellent, most useful was healing the emotions. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Tracy Beaken from Leics, UK   
Excellent, it went through step-by-step the whole process. Clear explanations 
with reasons throughout. Most useful was questions to ask clients. Very relaxed 
atmosphere, clear guidance and help whenever I needed clarification. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Tetyana Hellier from Leics UK   
Learnt lots of excellent techniques, special breathing, healing techniques, I 
really enjoyed this class. Thank you very much, Jill! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield, UK   
Outstanding, such clear teaching, amazing powerful energy. This was brilliant 
and so informative, I feel like I have learnt so much. 

Edit Delete

Ascended Master Heart Chakra Integration Activation
Reviewer: DebGerrie from USA   
I really enjoy Jill's meditations, I can actually feel the work in the process. Also, I 
feel I Am making some progress with clearing and healing work. Thank You 
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Much! Debra 
Edit Delete

Ascended Master Heart Chakra Integration Activation
Reviewer: Jennifer from Australia   
Thank you so much to the Ascended Masters and you Jill for an incredible 
experience. I received messages from 2 of the Ascended Masters which have 
so helped me along. I can't recommend this particular meditation more highly, it 
is truly what we need to help us connect more fully. 

Customer Reviews
Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: TK from Tokyo   
たいへん内容の濃い素晴らしいセミナーでした。ジル先生は本当に一生懸命教
えてくださり、心から感謝申し上げます。レベル１修了後、夜自宅の寝室の電
気を消した時、私の左側に１ｍくらいの金色の存在が現れ一瞬で消えました。
ジル先生に伺うと、大天使メタトロンが現れたのだそうです。初めての体験で
した。レベル２の瞑想ワーク中、私の右腕を温かい存在がタッチしました。白
く美しい存在が来てくださったことが分かりました。ジルさんに伺うと、白い
羽根のある私のスピリットガイドが立ってくださったとのことです。感動的な
セミナーでした。本当にありがとうございました。（TKさま) - It was a great 
class, great content Under the teachings of Jill. I would like to thank her 
sincerely and tell her she is a really hardworking, great teacher. After completing 
the first day of class, when I turned out the lights in the bedroom of my home, I 
experienced an instant presence of gold light of about 1 metre appear to the left 
of me. I remember hearing the teacher Jill, speak of Archangel Metatron and 
how he appeared. It was my first wonderful experience. During the meditation 
work in level 2, I felt a warm presence with me it touched my right arm. I've 
found that beautiful angels do exist. When Jill teaches you, I experienced 
angels guiding me. I also got white feathers. It was an impressive seminar 
Thank you very much. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: SH from Tokyo   
それぞれのチャクラの働きについても学べましたし、今年前半の過ごし方『否
定の中で生きない』というのはよい指針になりました。誘導瞑想では、身体の
中が熱くなり心地よかったです。（SUさま）- We learnt the function of each 
chakra of each, and how not to live in denial. This was a good class. In the 
meditations, it was amazing, my body was so hot. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: SU from Tokyo   
アークエンジェルについて、たくさんの学びをありがとうございました。もっ
と深くエンジェルについて学びたいと思っています。またジル・ハリソン先生
の講座があれば参加させて頂きます。- Thank you for a lot of learning about 
Archangels. I want to learn more about Archangel Healing. I will definitely 
participate if there is a course with Jill Harrison teacher. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: RK from Tokyo   
アークエンジェルについて、たくさんの学びをありがとうございました。もっ
と深くエンジェルについて学びたいと思っています。またジル・ハリソン先生
の講座があれば参加させて頂きます。（RKさま）- Thank you for a lot of 
learning about Archangels. I want to learn more about Archangel Healing. I will 
definitely participate if there is a course with Jill Harrison teacher. (RK Tokyo) 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: YI from Tokyo   
誘導瞑想がたくさんあって、とても深い癒しの時間になりました。次々にいろ
んな身体の声が聞こえてきて、毎日段階を経て順々に、癒しが進んでいくのが
分かりました。今回特に母親との関係のことがいろいろ出てきて、抑圧されて
いた幼い頃の感情や痛みを改めて感じそれに向き合う機会となりました。とて
も有難いワークショップだったと思います。（YIさま）- There was a lot of 
meditation, It became a time of very deep healing. I understand the voice of my 
guides, I heard one after another, one after the other, the healing continued 
going through teach daily stage. It was a chance to face, to feel again the pain 
and feelings of childhood, that of the relationship between my mother and I it 
came out in various ways, especially this time, that which had been suppressed. 
I thank you, it was a very healing workshop. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Tomoe T from Tokyo   
とてもすてきなワークの連続でした。個人セッションを受けた事も、天使を意
識するのにとても良かったと思いました。自分がいま迷っていた事も何をすれ
ばよいのかも教えて頂きました。またジル講師にお会いできるのを楽しみにし
ています。- It was a series of very nice experiences. I also received one of the 
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individual sessions, which was very good, I learnt how to channel my angel. I 
was taught how to work with my spiritual gifts. I look forward to seeing Jill 
again. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: Anonymous from Tokyo   
どういう感じなのかわからないまま受講しましたがとてもパワフルでした。内
容も濃密でいろいろな情報をいただきました。私には少し難しい瞑想がありま
したが、それでも楽しく体験させていただき、とても嬉しいです。ありがとう
ございました。（匿名）- Whilst attending this workshop I the energies was 
very powerful. The content you also received was very in-depth and dense. 
Great meditations, I experienced fun, I am very happy. Thank you all! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: YK from Tokyo   
それまで自分がつながっていたと思っていたものは、過去や過去世からのネガ
ティブなものだと理解しました。ジル先生を通して改めて天使と繋がること
で、彼らがいかにサポートを愛をくださっているのかが分かりました。１日ず
つ違う感情をもって取り組むことができて良かったです。天使と繋がれるよう
に頑張ろうと思いました。（YKさま）- By connecting with the archangels 
through Jill our teacher, I was able to heal my past. The archangels gave me 
such love and support. It was so good to be able to work with a different 
Archangel. It was very emotional when you were connected with the 
archangels. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: CK from Tokyo   
今回のワークショップでたくさんの天使と繋がることができました。今まで体
験したことのない、長い時間の誘導瞑想で残念なことに殆ど途中で気持よく
眠ってしまいました。それでも瞑想が終わると身体がポカポカして心が平安な
状態でとても心地良かったです。また次回再受講しようかと思っています。あ
りがとうございました。（CKさま）- I was able to connect with a lot of angels 
in this workshop. That I had not not experienced until now. It was so enjoyable I 
would like to retake this again next year. Thank you all! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
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Reviewer: MO from Tokyo   
いろいろな方法を教わりとても勉強になりました。天使によって、持っている
波動も違うのが今回の講座で初めて感じることがてきました。毎回の講座が習
うことがたくさんあり、すごいなあと思いました。どうもありがとうございま
した。（MOさま）- It was very in-depth this class, I was taught a variety of 
many ways in which to heal and channel. This has been my first time to feel and 
channel angels. In the course I was amazed by each angels energy wave and 
the difference in experiences of energy. There are a lot of courses available 
from other teachers but in this one I learnt so much. It was amazing. Thank you 
so much. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: H.F. from Tokyo   
パワフルなワークがいくつもあって、楽しみながら参加出来ました。エンジェ
ルについてはあまり認識が少ないまま参加しましたが、他のスピリチュアルな
分野のものと共通点があり、非常によい経験となりました。ありがとうござい
ました。（HFさま）- There are a number of powerful workshops by Jill which I 
was able to participate and enjoy. I had little knowledge about Angels, but now 
feel very knowledgeable in the field of spiritual awareness and the angels. It 
became a very good experience. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: C. M. from Tokyo   
個人セッションでは、スピリチュアルな視点と、現実からの視点と両方の角度
から現在抱えている問題をはっきり指摘して頂き、拡大した見方ができ、とて
も驚きました。ありがとうございました。レベル１と２を受講しまして、ツー
ルがたくさんあり、日々の生活で実践していけそうですし、新たな自己に出会
える可能性も見い出せそうです。ありがとうございました。（CMさま）- In 
my private session, I was able to pinpoint clearly my problems that I am facing 
right now from the angle of both perspective and spiritual perspective, and from 
reality, I was very surprised that I could channel this sort of information. Thank 
you! I also attended Archangel Ray Healing levels 1 and 2, there were a lot of 
tools you gave us which I can now use to practice in daily life. Thank you 

Edit Delete

Archangel Ray Seraphim Healing.... Beyond Reiki - Angel Class
Reviewer: IY from Tokyo   
大好きなジル！　ありがとう。パワフルで可愛くて面白くて最高です。内容も
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理論的で分かりやすく、とても意義深かったです。瞑想もとても深く、すべて
においてクリアリンができ、レベルアップしました。4日間の時間を通して感じ
たことは、慈悲深く愛情溢れ、きちんとした教え方に大天使のオーラを感じま
した。（YIさま） - I love Jill! Thank you. She is the best, funny, cute, a 
powerful teacher. The easy-to-understand theoretical, content was also very 
deep and very meaningful. Meditation was also very deep, I was able to move 
up a psychic level. It was felt over four days. I also felt the aura of the Archangel 
during your teaching, it was overflowing love and compassion, it was neat. (YI 
Tokyo) 

Edit Delete

Star-Seed Gateway Programme
Reviewer: W. Iwashita from Tokyo, Japan   
Thank you for 15 days. I was very glad!! The contents which carried out 
transformed my channeling and soothed the soul. Learning to take down 
starseed light to human beings' heart taught us how to change the pain to joy." 
It is my favourite. Thank you ♡Jill. With love from the bottom of my heart, so it 
may it go back with you on your flight home to the UK safely. 

Edit Delete

Kundalini Awakening - Kundalini Activation
Reviewer: SHARON from NEW ZEALAND   
Wow I got this yesterday and did it last night, very powerful meditation and 
energy cant wait to do it again. Thanks Jill for another wonderful experience. 

Edit Delete

Celestial Healing For Anchoring & Activation of the Light Body Meditation DVD 
Download
Reviewer: sharon from Palmerston North   
This is a wonderful meditation - Jills meditations are just the best and I look 
forward to purchasing and enjoying many more 

Edit Delete

55 Archangel Michael - Healing in the Crystal Temple Meditation CD
Reviewer: Denise Meachin from London, UK   
I am amazed at how simple and yet effective this meditation is. This meditation 
helped me on my journey of self-discovery. I had been going through a period 
where I was lonely and nothing seemed to feel right. The more I did this 
meditation, the more I was able to wake up to the realisation that I want to be 
more creative in my life. My career is clinical, boring, I realise I felt lonely 
because I felt my job was just a job, I wasn't able to feel it made a difference. I 
have since began to apply myself to being more creative and I am in the 
process of changing my career to one where I feel more fulfilled. Thank you xx 
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Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from United Kingdom   
Hi All I thought I would write an up date on my progress after attending this 
wonderful workshop. I have now lost a stone in weight which is amazing for me. 
I have not felt hungry at all. I am experiencing more energy and I seem to be 
able function mentally better. I used to suffer with that bloated feeling but that 
has now gone too. On a lighter note, I went to the hairdressers and she couldn't 
believe how quickly my hair had grown, I had to have an inch and a half off after 
5 weeks. I hope this is helpful for anyone who is thinking of attending this 
workshop. 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: Viviane from Switzerland   
Dear Jill thank you so much for creating and holding these webinars. It is great 
for someone like me who lives in Switzerland to be able to not have to travel far 
to be able to benefit fomr your wonderful work. The Horus webinar was 
amazing. The way you guide the meditation is just perfect: your voice is very 
soothing and you leave enough space so that we can really get deep into our 
own experiences. It was as if I was in the pyramid experiencing the lower 
chamber, the queen's chamber and the king's chamber. First I felt almost 
claustrophic in the lower chamber and had to remind myself, that it was okay 
and that I could slowly go up higher and not feel so enclosed. The feeling 
changed into a sensation of almost being embrassed by the pyramid. Going 
higher and higher was like an adventure. To feel the blue light filling my third 
eye and my body was wonderful. I don't remember it all very clearly, but I know 
that something deep happened. I am very much looking forward to get the 
recording so that I can deepen this experience even further. Thank you so much 
for your work. I am looking forward to the next webinar and can highly 
recommend it to anyone who wants to further their spiritual experiences. Love 
and light Viviane 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: John Flower from UK   
The Horus meditation offered me many energy experiences I haven't before 
witnessed. I saw a belt of energy beneath me head, my head was throbbing 
gently. During most of the time there was much heat in hands, arms and feet. 
Visualisation in the pyramid was truly wonderful to experience, e.g. climbing up 
the ladder from level to level was so very real. I picked up the tablet which 
showed a golden colour. Placing the tablet on the casket showed the Eye of 
Horus emitting a very strong light to my third eye. Walking along a narrow 
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corridor and seeing the flat roof was so real. Near the end of the meditation I 
experienced the 'coldness' returning and a sense of oneness. These gems can 
not be bought over the counter, they can be experienced with Jill's meditation 
low and even voice thus giving me a great memory. Many thanks John Fowler 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: Tammy Manzo from    
Hi Jill! The Egyptian Activation Meditation was wonderful. I went so deep, I was 
in and out of consciousness all through it. At one point I saw a guide but didn't 
know who he was. After reading a testimonial sent to you from Mike Brennan, 
where he saw a Magi, I immediately recognized that that's what I saw as well. 
You are extremely gifted and have a loving, patient energy. Your voice and the 
way that you speak are supremely suited to lead guided meditations...I could 
listen to one of your meditations all day long. I recommend your meditations, 
webinars and classes to everyone who is interested in deepening their spiritual 
connection. Thank you so much for all that you do! 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: Mike Brannan from USA   
Jill: An insight I gained upon reflection on your Egyptian meditation session this 
week is that 10,000 years ago or so I was a Priest of the Magi, the forerunner of 
the Egyptian mystery school. This insight really explains a lot to me - why I am 
so attracted to Egyptian art, mythology and history; why I wear an Ankh. The 
session really resonated deep within my soul. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Adrian Bryan from Lancs, UK   
Outstanding - It was explained very well, the book is really good and easy to 
understand, and the food was excellent - 5 Star. Thank you Jill & Ian for all their 
hard work with the food. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Janet Winn from Nottingham   
Outstanding, the course was phenomenal. It has opened my eyes to learn 
about the food we eat. Topics on the pig, milk, colon, vitamin c and bicarbonate 
of soda were most interesting. I find it fascinating that we an change the way we 
eat and live healthier and longer. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
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Reviewer: Rita Montgomery from Derby, UK   
The information was very clear. Also working through the book and having 
things explained was very helpful and informative. The way the food was 
prepared and presented was amazing. The food tasted beautiful. Best food I 
have ever had. A big thank you - outstanding! 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Beverley Bridge from Lincs, UK   
Everything was explained in an educating yet entertaining way and very 
enthralling. Found out some amazing facts. The food was superb that backed 
up the course and very inspiring. Thank you so much Jill, Ian and Glenn. Keep 
up the brilliant work and hope that people realise how important these courses 
are to bring the world back into the light. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield   
It was so well prepared and professional. It was also done i a friendly way with a 
family environment. Most useful was relating the cooked food, which was 
amazing, to the book. Thank you for a wonderful weekend of learning and 
inspiration. It is wonderful to know that support will continue. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Tetyana Hellier from Leicestershire, UK   
Outstanding, all information very inspiring, making it very interesting. 
Encourages you to change the way you eat, to change your diet to become 
healthier. All information was very important. Jill made delicious nutritious juices 
and food really fantastic. Thank you so much! 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Rohan Kalra from Doncaster, UK   
It was a real pleasure being taught by Glenn and loved the food & hospitality by 
Jill. The raw food section and how many exciting things we scan do was most 
useful. Would love to come back again some time soon:-) 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Kristyna Hippey from Lincoln   
This has been a truly inspirational and life changing seminar. If you care about 
your health and your loved ones then you must attend this class! WOW! You 
need to know the facts! A big thank you to Glenn for A brilliant heartfelt 
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presentation and to Jill for some delicious healthy meals! 
Edit Delete

24 Lord El Morya - Divine Will and Higher Self-Alignment MP3
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
This took me to a meditative state very quickly, when I started to push the 
golden light out into my energy field was all it took. The color attunements were 
fantastic and much needed, I am sitting here trying to figure out how to explain 
how it felt and I can't even put it into words. The meditation is awesome and I 
highly recommend it. I AM STRONG AND I AM READY! 

Edit Delete

43 Lord El Morya - Emotional Healing for Good Health and Well Being MP3
Reviewer: Susan from United States   
I cried through the whole meditation and I am still crying right now, I have been 
thinking about all the people in the world that are suffering from childhood 
abuse and they are living lives that are not meant for them because of it. Some 
of the people that participated in the abuse don't realize the damage that was 
done by them or they just don't care. I am on my journey to heal from abuse as 
child and I am so grateful that Glenn and Jill are here to help me and so many 
other people. This is a wonderful meditation that will connect you to your inner 
child so you can nurture and heal that part of you that is still hurting. 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: Jennifer from Australia   
Excellent 

Edit Delete

Egyptian Eye of Horus Energy Activation
Reviewer: Gabriel from UK   
The webinar and meditation was very good, many thanks Jill. Looking forward 
for the next one. With love Gabriel 

Customer Reviews
22 Lord Melchizedek - Ascension Chakra Re-generation MP3
Reviewer: Susan from United States   
When I order meditations from Glenn and Jill I never know what to expect. This 
a very interesting and surprising meditation, it is so relaxing and I was easily 
guided along and felt and saw everything, the beautiful horse, the angels 
coming to assist me and the method that the chakras were worked on was just 
awesome, I am looking forward to listening to it again. Thanks to Lord 
Melchizedek and Jill for this amazing meditation 

Edit Delete
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Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Bina from Sydney Australia   
Hello Glenn - What a superb and fantastically knowledgable presentation. There 
were several factual & informative health details highlighted by you. I would like 
to know some more details about the changed diet. I am a vegetarian and take 
little of skim milk in my tea. I was about to change to Goats milk and now as the 
angles say 'anything white is not right' So waht has been substituted for milk - I 
may have missed out that part if covered in your presentation Once again - my 
grateful thanks to you for such an eye opening presentation. I wish you all well 
in your remarkable journey. Bina  

Edit Delete

37 Archangel Michael - Psychic Protection CD
Reviewer: Susan from Alaska USA   
This is a very gentle but powerful meditation. There are easy protection 
methods to use even when the other person isn't around you. I really liked the 
crystal bed healing (it made me feel empowered), releasing fears on the 
mountain and watching the paper dissolve away was incredible. You are also 
given the opportunity to say what you desire and watch them ripple out into the 
Universe. So cool!!! Thank you 

Edit Delete

29 Mary Magdalene - Beach of Angels Healing Meditation
Reviewer: keith from yorkshire   
I have used this CD many times and each time I feel a great sense of well 
being, of all the cd's I have tried this one I never tire of using.. 

Edit Delete

17 The Elementals - Cleansing your Negative Beliefs CD
Reviewer: keith from yorkshire   
Positive experience using this CD, the more you use it the stronger the 
benefits . I would reccomend it.. 

Edit Delete

10 Clairvoyance - Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Marsha Waters from PA, USA   
I was struggling to really open my third-eye for years. I often got shapes and 
blurry outlines of people but nothing really tangible. I have used this product 
now every day over the last month prior to meditating and bit by bit the visions 
have become clear. I finally saw my spirit guide, WOW!. He was so clear, and 
visible. I can't tell you how happy I am. This wasn't just a one off, it happened 
again today too. Thank you for this fabulous little product and so amazingly 
cheap too! I will definitely be back for more. 
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Edit Delete

28 Archangel Metatron - Releasing Stress
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
A beach in Kona Hawaii is where I visualize I am when listening to this 
meditation. The sun on my skin and each wave carrying all my tension and 
stress away. It is comforting to swim with the dolphins and the vibrational 
healing of the dolphin's voice-I love this part, they talk for a perfect amount of 
time for you to truly enjoy them. (Last time I tried to swim with dolphins in Kona I 
spent the whole time in the bathroom on a boat throwing up). The dolphins carry 
you back to the beach and say goodbye to you, it makes you want to come 
back and visit them often. I think I am going to go listen to this meditation now. 
Thank you 

Edit Delete

58 Meeting Your Spirit Guides & Loved Ones Guided Meditation CD - Archangel 
Metatron
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
The whole body relaxation is wonderful, when I first get CDs I try to listen to 
them when I am alert so I will know what to expect before I meditate. It helps 
me be able to relax more and just go with it instead of thinking too much. Just 
like all meditations when you think too much sometimes nothing happens, thats 
ok just keep trying, this meditation will definitely get you there. My dad came 
through with his dog Lindy. I was able to have a short conversation with him, he 
talked about my mom. I would suggest getting a voice activated recorder so you 
can record information. My cat Meow Meow was actually rubbing on my leg, I 
picked her up and was able to hold and pet her, it was nice to look in her eyes 
again. I told her how much we loved and missed her. I haven't seen anything 
about what my future will be like in six months but I will keep at it. Great CD! 

Edit Delete

Confidence & Self-Esteem Through Soul Empowerment - Keynote Speech - Jill 
Harrison
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
I know who I would fire, I have allowed this person derail me for almost seven 
years, but no more. Spending almost 30 years raising kids this is my time to 
play, (I want to play so bad it aches I think it is my soul crying out) and start 
living my life for me. I do have regrets when it comes to parenting but like you 
said its what we knew at the time. This is my second time around with a certain 
type of man and I finally got it. (Guess I didn't learn the first time so I was given 
another one). People show you who they are and it is up to you to take your 
blinders off, see the red flags and save yourself years of unhappiness. I am 
going to start writing letters to myself and be my own cheerleader and ask for 
help removing the filters. I have experienced so much of what you talk about, 
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emotional and physical abuse, keeping my kids disempowered, being a vampire 
with my friends. Thank you Jill for sharing your stories so we don't feel like we 
are the only ones. Even though we are progressing, life in not fluff and bunnies 
all the time. There is a lot of humor and excellent information on this DVD. I 
have already watched it twice and will watch it over and over again. Thanks 

Edit Delete

52 Archangel Michael - Crystal Attunement Meditation MP3
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I love this! I use this meditation regularly and when I clean my crystal I recharge 
it whilst listening to this meditation, AA Michael is one of my favourites to work 
with <3 

Edit Delete

25 Lord El Morya - Free Your Spiritual Body MP3
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I loved this meditation. the journey gave me so much comfort as I was feeling a 
little down and it cheered me up no end, so insightful I struggled at the time with 
finding "me" time and this helped me to see if I look after myself I can in turn 
look after others <3 

Edit Delete

35 Archangel Metatron - Ascension To All That Is Meditation CD
Reviewer: Helen Martin from United Kingdom   
This is only the second time I have listened to this meditation. What I felt in my 
whole body was amazing. During the meditation I felt totally relaxed as if my 
body would not have moved even if I had wanted it to. As i looked at the earth 
from where I was, the sight took my breath away, the colour and clarity of what I 
felt and saw was so shape. This was before jills calming/ healing voice drew my 
attention to the earth. At one point the energy became very strong, entering my 
head like an oval circle, moving down my face and shoulders like a breeze and 
swiping down to my feet. The emotional point for me was as i watch from above 
the earth i became very aware of my connection with other light workers all over 
the world sending their light out, it was amazing to watch and amazing to feel 
that connection and energy in my body. I felt uplifted and excited. thank you. 

Edit Delete

17 The Elementals - Cleansing your Negative Beliefs CD
Reviewer: Heather Harwood from Nottinghamshire, UK   
I bought this meditation from you at one of the Mind, Body and Spirit fairs and I 
found it very therapeutic and emotional. It helped me to see myself more 
positively. I did an exercise a month before listening to this meditation, where I 
had to think of positive things about myself. I only managed to think of 3 things! 
But after listening to this CD for the first time, I easily wrote a list straight away. 
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28 Archangel Metatron - Releasing Stress MP3
Reviewer: Heather Harwood from Nottinghamshire, UK   
I absolutely love this meditation, it's my favourite. I listen to it regularly because 
it really does release all my stress. It's the ultimate in relaxation - visualising 
myself on a beach, listening to the waves and best of all being with the 
dolphins. 

Edit Delete

14 Mary Magdalene - The Importance of Grounding
Reviewer: Susie from Alaska USA   
This is such a great meditation! People have told me that I'm not in my body 
and I seem to have a hard time staying grounded, when I am trying to ground 
myself I can see my roots pulling back up to my feet and it takes me a long time 
to finally get them back down. With this meditation Mary wants you to extend 
your fingers and toes- this really allows you to feel locked in to the center of the 
earth. My external view of not having a stable home life was impart caused by 
me not being grounded. Since I started using this meditation I am not so much 
in the defensive mode with my husband, both him and other people are 
responding to me more positively. 

Edit Delete

15 Archangel Metatron - Angelic Attunement Meditation
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I had felt for a while that I had spiritual wings and was drawn to this meditation. I 
work with AA metatron as I am a youth worker and this was useful to have 
support from the angelic realm in this field as it can be quite stressful <3 

Edit Delete

09 Ascended Master Lord Melchizedek - Merkabah Activation Meditation
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I do struggle to sit the way it is asked for in the meditation but being guided to 
sit another way is useful and to know it is ok to do so. This was the first time I 
had heard of a merkaba and it led me to research and find out more, I use 
crystals regularly and it heightened the meditation for me <3 

Edit Delete

31 Pleiadian Archangels - Colour and Emotional Healing CD
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
this is one of my favourite meditations. The end is so powerful and no matter 
how many times I do this I feel so much love and so emotional when I do it as I 
connect to the Pleiadians and there love for us all <3 

Edit Delete
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18 Archangel Michael - Fear Releasing Ritual
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I was having trouble letting go of certain emotions and struggling with anger 
issues and forgiveness, this meditation was really useful in helping me see what 
no longer was serving me and was indeed holding me back, powerful <3 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 2 - How to Spiritually Evolve - PDF Download
Reviewer: Caroline from Peterborough   
I found this series of books a most fascinating read. They provide an insight into 
so much valuable information, it has been a privilege to have the opportunity to 
learn and take in this knowledge that I would otherwise not have had the means 
to receive. The books are full of everything we should know about ourselves 
and the planet we live on, I found the information uplifting and gave me 
confidence in what I believe. I had the pleasure of meeting Jill and Glenn and 
was pleased to see that they are exactly as they come across in the books; 
completely down to earth. It is so exciting, you really do want everyone to know 
about it. I like the humour too. Thank you x
 

Approve Edit Delete

06 Archangel Uriel - Vibrational Healing Meditation CD
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I have chronic fatigue and I work with the archangels regularly, This healing 
meditation gives me energy when I am particularly depleted and leaves me 
feeling a sense of calm and peace due to the blue healing light, I also enjoy 
visualisation and this is a pleasant one to do <3 

Edit Delete

24 Lord El Morya - Divine Will & Higher Self-Alignment
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I love the fact that there is a track with El moyra speaking before going into the 
meditation he is one of my favourite ascended masters and I have found his 
channelings through jill such a comfort during trying times. The meditation itself 
is very good for leaving you afterwards with a lovely relaxing energy <3 

Edit Delete

22 Lord Melchizedek - Ascension Seven Chakra Re-generation
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I use this meditation when I can sense my chakras are holding stagnant energy 
and are not running on full capacity. Its a bit like having a workout at the gym 
but for chakras rather than muscles it always leaves me with a feeling of 
alignment <3  
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20 Lord Melchizedek - Blocked Root Chakra Therapy
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
this CD is so informative. I hadnt realised how much a blocked root can affect 
us in our daily lives. As I started to work on the chakra I felt so much better and 
it helped to have the explanations of both underactive and overactive to be able 
to move forward <3 

Edit Delete

26 Lord Melchizedek - 10th Vibrational Energy Ray
Reviewer: sue harrison from Darwen Lancashire   
I have done this meditation many times and it always has a wonderful effect on 
me. The crystals align my energy and give me the most wonderful feeling that I 
wouldnt get just by doing my normal meditation, this is one of my favourites <3 

Edit Delete

14 Mary Magdalene - The Importance of Grounding
Reviewer: sue harrison from United Kingdom   
this is a must for anyone not sure what grounding is and if you know, it helps to 
be reminded. Good practical information and marys voice is so soothing, I 
always feel much more connected to mother earth after listening to this 
meditation <3  

Edit Delete

Customer Reviews
16 Lady Nada - Clearing and Cleansing Old Behavioural Patterns
Reviewer: sue harrison from United Kingdom   
I have had this CD for a while now and regularly use it when I feel a change is 
needed within myself. It helps to clear the path and gives me more clarity when 
I am at a crossroads, I resonate so much with Lady Nada and she is so calming 
and gentle <3  

Edit Delete

13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation
Reviewer: Donna from New York, USA   
Dear Glenn: I just wanted to let you know about my progress with the Lord 
Kuthumi CD. I started in mid-January...........meditated about 4 times with it 
before I've recognized something very important. I usually drank a glass or two 
of wine every day...........so, you are talking about at least 10 glasses a week. In 
the past 19 days, I've had fewer than 2 glasses! It probably was an addiction, 
but I absolutely do not depend on it or crave it anymore. I think that is amazing. 
Then I realized that this CD releases anything that is hindering your progress or 
attachment to things. You should consider going to Alcholics Annon, drug clinics 
and weight loss centers with this, if you haven't already. This CD will definitely 
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help those people addicted to liquor, food and drugs. I continue to do this CD at 
least three or four times a week. Also, (regarding attracting abundance) we 
usually end up paying the government a lot of money every year in taxes. We 
are getting something back this month from both federal and the states! A 
payment of excess wear and tear of $350.00 on our leased car was waived, and 
we are getting another payment from the government in June. Things are 
definitely looking up, and it all happened so quickly. I do this with the Michael 
Protection, and I just started the Lady Nada and Michael Phobia release. I feel 
with all of these together, my possibilites are limitless. You are absolutely right, 
you change the way you think, replace the words that you say with a more 
positive outlook, and YOU CAN AND WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE! Love and 
much thanks to you and Jill.............Donna 

Edit Delete

13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation
Reviewer: Gloria Hodgson from Wollongong Australia   
Lord Kuthumi's Unlimited Abundance Meditation cd is my all-time favourite 
abundance cd. I find it very easy to relax into a meditative state listening to 
either Glenn or Jills soothing voices. This cd sets me up for the rest of the day 
when I listen to it in the morning, by opening me up to the abundance I see 
everywhere in my life. And yes, manisfestation follows. A powerful intentional 
tool for manifesting abundance. Love to you Jill & Glenn 

Edit Delete

54 Archangel Metatron - Guardian Angel Attunement Meditation MP3
Reviewer: catnip36 from usa   
I am very pleased with this meditation. It is very well done and I have listened to 
it several times so far. I have just started meditating and found this so soothing. 
Please keep up the good work Glenn & Jill ! You two are truly a blessing. 

Edit Delete

48 Mary Magdalene - Activating Your Third Eye MP3
Reviewer: catnip36 from usa   
This was one of my first purchased meditations from 
angelguidedmeditations.com. I have been looking for some different meditations 
to do and I am very pleased with this one. It is very well done and I have 
listened to it several times. Please keep up the good work Glen & Jill ! 

Edit Delete

56 Lord Sananda - Soul Empowerment Meditation CD
Reviewer: Helen Martin from United Kingdom   
I listened to this CD this morning and found its healing power a great comfort. I 
was a little stressed when I put the CD on but regained my calm very quickly 
during the breathing technique. I felt like I was being guided to a completely 
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different time and as I listened to the gentle guidance, I moved effortlessly 
toward the chapel feeling supported and safe. I had also used the archangel 
soul spray to help my connection before the meditation, this beautiful perfume 
bonded with the guidance through the flowers, its scent uplifting and 
empowering. Seeing my name in the book in the chapel glittering in gold gave 
me a sense of purpose, and recognition that I am important and here for a 
reason, my soul is here to learn. Thank you for such a reassuring and powerful 
CD. Helen 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield UK   
It has supported me in advancing my spiritual development and also it was full 
of new information and learning. The parts I found most useful were third eye 
development and meeting and understanding the four angels. Jill has opened 
up new horizons for me and stimulated my third eye. It clarified that what is 
going on is also real. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: from    
Excellent, it was delivered cal my and clearly. The final two mediations were 
particularly good. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Adrian Bryan from Blackburn, UK   
I got some good visualisations which were more powerful than the other class. 
The techniques were explained well, messages from angels in some of the 
meditations were excellent. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Nicole Johns from Bawtry, UK   
The master class was methodical, clear explanations, fun and a comfortable 
environment to share ideas. A lovely atmosphere. Very inspiration. I will 
definitely revisit and read again and tai action. The parts I found most 
interesting were affirmations, transforming who you are, into who you want to 
be. Different behavariours, identifying the four areas and how best to 
communicate with them, get the best out of them i.e.: in the class room. Thank 
you both for a comfortable environment and challenging/informative weekend. 
Normally I say nothing, so you can see how 'at ease' you make this time 
together! 
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Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Leanne Livesey from Burnley, Lancs   
Learning affirmations, repetition work, meeting new like minded people, body 
language, outstanding master class, thank you for the motivation and inspiration 
- Look forward to my new life :-) 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Holly from Padiham, UK   
I have learnt a lot about myself and let go of the past. I feel that I can move on. 
The parts I found most useful were realising everything is a choice. I AM a 
queen, I can be what ever I want also enjoyed the behaviour. Thank you Jill & 
Glenn, I really appreciate you having me on your douse and I hope to see you 
again. Outstanding/Excellent!! 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Jane Ireland from Lancs   
Gave me tools to move forward, thank you, thank you, thank you. Excellent 
discussions, feel welcomed by you both, feel your warm endearing energies 
and knowledge will help me vastly. look forward to coming back soon. Very 
professional, well structured course! 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Helen Martin from Sheffield, UK   
I learnt so much and it reinforced what I already know. The essential key to 
having what you want helped me plan batter. Glenn was brilliant and the 
learning was very useful. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Worksop, UK   
It gives insight into how you behave and other's behave, how we can heal 
ourselves and become more positive to achieve what we need to achieve in life 
and move forward. Enjoyed Glenn talking about behavioural traits and jill talking 
about the power of thought and acknowledgement. It has been a really 
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interesting weekend and lovely to meed different people with the same goal in 
life. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Adrian Bryan from Blackburn, Lancs   
Execllent, it was really good and helped explain things about myself and how 
other people act. I can use the information to help identify the personality types 
of other people and how to interact with these personality types. 

Edit Delete

35 Archangel Metatron - Ascension To All That Is Meditation CD
Reviewer: Sandra Harris from Worksop Notts.   
I Love this Meditation, it makes me feel so Happy and content inside. I know I 
am getting closer to "All that Is " every time I do this meditation. And I always 
feel so refreshed afterwards.Excellent buy. 

Edit Delete

39 Archangel Raphael - Golden Light Healing CD
Reviewer: Zofia Jones from United Kingdom   
My intention with this meditation was to practise self healing more frequently 
(regular self healing is key - no matter how distracted a person is, sigh). So this 
CD helps me do that in nice controlled way with a series of colours and to close 
my energy properly afterwards. I'm not brilliant at closing down properly and 
generally ping around with energies that might come through. Jill's meditations 
do seem to bring a sense of protection for the more novice meditator. 

Edit Delete

24 Lord El Morya - Divine Will & Higher Self-Alignment
Reviewer: Zofia Jones from United Kingdom   
This is the first Jill and Glenn meditation I came across. I liked it because it was 
simple (feeling a few colours of energy) and the focus on my body made it feel 
stronger when I was feeling very tired. The recording does seem to help you 
open up your crown more fully than I can sometimes manage myself. 

Edit Delete

06 Archangel Uriel - Vibrational Healing Meditation CD
Reviewer: Zofia Jones from United Kingdom   
The energy this brought in was very expansive. I felt the energy coming through 
getting bigger and bigger to include the whole earth and the sense of 
connection that brought. Good for seeing beyond your own particular situation 
for a little while. 
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Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Barb M from Colchester   
This has been a life saver for me. I was struggling to grasp the tarot and any 
blocks I had, have been removed. I committed to reading for myself and family 
and now six months on, I read for people at work, family friends and many 
others too. I felt nervous about charging, but as you said, nothing given freely is 
valued. That spare bit of money has grown and I have now been asked to read 
at a local pub. Thank you so much I love doing readings and having the ability 
to consider this as another option for work is brilliant. Couldn't have done this 
without you, the advice you gave on setting up was particularly useful. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Nicola O from Leeds   
Had a fabulous time. The parts I found most interesting were Jill's insights, the 
meditations, shared experiences and discussions! Thank you so much! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Angela W from Mansfield   
The more I got used to meditation instructions the deeper I got to it becoming 
clearer. Great notes were especially helpful. The parts I found most useful were 
Day 1. It was brilliant! Thanks! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: A.M from Lincoln   
The parts I found most interesting were the Crystals and angel connection! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: K.E from Lincoln   
The parts I found most useful were finding out that my life purpose is right and 
in line with what I am currently doing now and that I am progressing to where I 
want to be! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: L.P from Worksop   
I really, really enjoyed the meditations. A lovely, relaxed group. The parts I found 
most useful were learning about the crystals. Big thanks Jill! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: N.A from Barnsley   
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It made me feel so welcome by such a down to earth family. The parts I found 
most useful were meeting Archangel Micheal, I feel such a strong bond, Loved 
it! Also seeing the future of my life in the regression! Thank you! 
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Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: K.H from Lincoln   
Lovely meditations. I feel I've connected back with my spiritual side I even 
progressed! 

Customer Reviews
Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: B.B from Lincoln   
Just that I have had the most fantastic time and you have made me feel like 
family! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Fiona C from Menoton   
It was very enjoyable! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Anne M from Lincoln   
Very good work manual and very comprehensive. The parts I found most useful 
were the Vibrational energy levels. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Karen E from Lincoln   
Connecting with angels (guardian) and learning to ask questions to get answers 
and the alphabet - Excellent 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Lisa P from Worksop   
The vibrational energy was really interesting. The parts I found most interesting 
were learning about the angels- making and using Angel card. I really enjoyed 
the meditation and meeting my angel- Clare 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Nicola A from Barnsley   
I really enjoyed it! I immediately felt relaxed. The parts I found most useful were 
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feeling the angels push and pull me, Meeting my spirit guide and the little girl 
and the angel cards at the end! Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Kristyna H from Lincoln   
It was easy to understand and moved me onto the next step of my spiritual 
path. The parts I found most useful were, Connection to my guardian angel, 
Discovering my vibrational energy! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Beverley B from Lincoln   
I have had a fantastic day that has opened my eyes further and met some 
lovely people. The parts I found most interesting were meeting guardian angels, 
finding out about vibrational level. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Cheryl C from Newcastle, UK   
Amazing - I have not experienced something this rewarding in such a long time. 
It has filled in all the missing links. Such a great variety of spreads which were 
fun to do. Most importantly as a teacher you are so grounded, no airs and 
graces, just so practical, so inspiring you taught us all so well. Highly 
recommended! Love Cheryl 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: M.H from UK   
Outstanding, the knowledge that the course has given me will help me be 
successful. The knowledge you pass on will help others and not just me. A big 
thank you. Thank you for making me feel very welcome. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Janet J from Newark, UK   
Jill was painstaking in passing across her knowledge of the tarot. Thank you Jill 
for all your perseverance and patient. Small class size was perfect for me. It 
gave me more confidence to ask questions. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Karen D from Lincoln   
Outstanding, it was a small class so we covered a lot and there was no fear of 
asking equations because it was a trusting and supportive group with a brilliant 
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teacher. 
Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Gela from Lincoln   
This wasn't a listen and learn it was a feel and learn. The approach is spot on. 
Working with and building on your own intuition is totally relevant for gaining 
confidence in your ability to understand and convey the meanings of the cards. I 
learnt so much outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Zofia J from Nottingham   
The parts I found most interesting were being in an environment where I could 
go through the cards slowly and more patiently than I would by myself. it was 
useful to see other people's perspectives on what cards mean and get a more 
rounded picture. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Jean C from Doncaster, UK   
All of it was outstanding. Totally interesting, informative Day. Classes held in 
relaxed atmosphere at a pace to suit all attendees. Excellent information and 
explanations. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: James M from Worksop, Notts, UK   
Friendly and approachable and have given me more understanding of the tarot. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Deborah H from Rotherham, Sth Yorkshire   
Outstanding, everything, a truly extraordinary and enjoyable way to spend a 
weekend. Loved giving and receiving the readings. Lovely, clear delivery. 
informative, lovely people. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Nick W from Nottinghamshire   
Fabulous weekend with so much to learn in short time. Thanks a million. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Chris H from Conwy, Wales   
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Outstanding, I didn't realise what abilities I had, it was a real eye-opener for 
me. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Sue F from Nottinghamshire   
Delivery was outstanding and the way it was explained made it easier to 
understand. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Vicky from Lincolnshire   
Outstanding, I now have an understanding of the cards. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Penny K from Crewe   
The most interesting was how easy it was made with more previous knowledge 
of the cards. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Marjorie from North Yorkshire   
Wonderful, very informative, useful hands on master class. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Denise from Cheshire   
I found finding a new way to look at the cards in more details and practicing 
readings on class members excellent. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Suzy B from Norhamptonshire, UK   
Excellent, the class, everyone was so friendly, I would fully recommend it. Jill 
was extremely enthusiastic, easy to understand and entertaining. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Natasha from Cheshire   
Loved all perspectives and being on a journey with you again. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Angela W from Nottinghamshire, UK   
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Outstanding - Most useful was card representations and how intuition appeared 
to coincide. Thank you for huge patience when my hearing aid went on the 
blink. Making notes on the flip chart for me was a huge help! xxxx 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Khamuhne from Northallerton   
Jill's take on things and her unique way of explaining made the master class 
excellent. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Melissa B from Northampton, UK   
The parts I found most useful were putting our own interpretations onto the 
cards and finding out what everyone else sees in them. Practicing readings is 
also goo. The handbook is a good idea as a basis to build on, ut talking through 
them and adding more helps to add more depth to the card interpretations. 
Excellent master class. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Liz G from Sheffield   
Outstanding, really enjoyed using intuition to gain meanings of the cars. Doing 
spreads with partners and Jill's input. I felt so confident that I was able to read 
the cards after a morning's work on the cards. It was great to have the support 
of Jill and Ian. 

Edit Delete

53 Mary Magdalene - Awaken Your Spiritual Gifts Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Kelley Gingles from United States   
Mary Magdalene Awaken Your Spiritual Gifts I've purchased many of your 
guided meditations from iTunes and here. This meditation was just perfect. I 
was so uplifted, filled with Joy & Love! It made me cry with happiness. Thank 
you for sharing your meditations! Love & Light to you, Kelley 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Heather Harwood from Nottinghamshire UK   
Outstanding - Lots of information. Fun presentation. Friendly/informal. Great 
meditations. Most interesting was therapies I can use for myself. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sue Glaisbrook from Derbyshire, UK   
Jill has a way with words! Made us laugh frequently whilst teaching us 
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everything chakra related. It was ALL interesting - Brilliant! 
Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Suzanne Wass from Lincolnshire, UK   
Most useful was diagnosis and working with rest of group, learned in detail 
about each chakra 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Valerie Grace from Doncaster, UK   
Excellent - Learnt quite a lot about each chakras and healing any that weren't 
balanced. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Julia Moden from Gainsborough, UK   
Thank you Jill for a lovely weekend, information and guidebook was excellent. 
Parts on dysfunctional and excessive chakras were interesting and informative. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Anne Morris from Lincoln, UK   
Excellent, covered a huge amount of material. Easy to understand and direct. 
Very useful reference book covering all the weekend. Jill's cooking and use of 
food items was most interesting. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Jane Ratcliffe from Farnsfield, UK   
Jam packed with excellent information and very well delivered by Glenn and 
gorgeous food by Jill. Glenn & Jill have been fantastic hosts and given 101% 
thank you 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Nicole Johns from Bawtry, UK   
The information and obvious research is mind blowing and first hand experience 
is fantastic and hard hitting. Having the facts, then watching Jill cook and 
product such lovely and enjoyable foods was most useful. Again, mind blowing, 
a validation of what you tell us. Help with sourcing the food. Together you work 
well, a united humorous front and lovely to have both your imputs. The two 
individuals add up to more than the sum! or something like that! It was 
outstanding and so enjoyable. 

Edit Delete
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Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Sofia Lundie from Rotherham, UK   
Once again Glenn & Jill have produced a wonderful weekend course. Full of so 
much information and hands on. Thanks for all your hard work in the classroom 
and kitchen. Food excellent, much appreciated. All of it was very informative 
and an inspiration to pass the message on. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Worksop, UK   
Glenn is really passionate about the health and well-being of the population. He 
knows first hand that chronic illnesses can be reversed if people are committed 
to helping themselves. Glenn is really good at explaining things in an easy to 
understand format. He is a mine of information. This master class was 
outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
Outstanding, this master class not only shows you how to change your life, it 
also gives you the practical help too. From start to finish, the information 
showed you how you could lose weight naturally without dieting and at the 
same time completely boosting your immune system to eradicate disease and 
illness. If you've considered joining a fat camp or you've tried dieting and it 
hasn't worked, then I'd recommend you give this master class serious 
consideration. You will not regret it and you're body will be so more happy, give 
it a try, I am so glad I did. 

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Worksop, UK   
THIRD EYE CHAKRA - I have just done the third eye chakra meditation and 
found it to be really informative, Jill explains things really simply and welcomes 
questions from the participants, I loved the meditation I felt really warm and 
relaxed, my third eye was throbbing and I also saw colours if gold, blue and 
violet, really enjoyed it, thanks jill. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: jane from Nottinghamshire   
Thank you Glenn and Jill for providing such an insight into food that I originally 
thought was good for myself and my family! I would highly recommend this 
weekend packed full of information and delicious food. Find out exactly how 
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easily you can change the way you eat, even by just making small changes. It 
was good fun and Jill's healthy menus were amazing. I came home feeling full 
of energy, which really surprised me after soaking up 2 full days of information. 

Edit Delete

Eating To Live or Eating To Die... Master Class
Reviewer: Lyn from St Ives   
Brilliant course so much information and the added extra of delicious healthy 
food. The frustration at coming home is the realisation that the store cupboard is 
full of rubbish. Not all my replacements have arrived yet, but the spinach soup 
has gone down a treat with everyone for tea. Many thanks for improving not 
only mine, but my families life and hopefully quite a few friends too. Oh a bonus 
as well as feeling fitter I have lost 5lb in the first week and a half! Many many 
thanks.  

Customer Reviews
Conversations with Archangels 7 - Accomplish the Art of Spiritual Mastery - PDF 
Download
Reviewer: Natalia PH from Spain   
I would recommend all these books to anyone who is serious about living their 
truth. Not only do the books guide you to your inner truth, but they also help you 
understand behaviors of others, interactions in our physical world and they open 
your mind to the world of invisible that is with us at all times - guiding, protecting 
and ready to provide. Whether you have opened yourself up to spiritually 
already, or this is the beginning of your journey, I believe these books will shed 
so much light and understanding for you. I would recommend that everyone 
reads them all and goes back to particular trance-channeling when in need of 
specific guidance. These books are universal and hold amazing answers to the 
questions that mankind had been asking since the beginning of time, I believe:) 
So looking forward to book 8! May Love and Light Be Always With You, 
Blessings  

Edit Delete

37 Archangel Michael - Psychic Protection CD
Reviewer: Jennifer from Australia   
I have used this meditation for the last four nights & really like the part that 
teaches you how to protect yourself from out of control people & to free yourself 
from toxic situations. Imagine my surprise when I realised I was being toxic to 
someone else - another insight from just doing the meditation. Also going to 
Archangel Michael's temple was a really special experience. I would especially 
recommend this CD to anyone working with the public as the information given 
has the potential to be so helpful in situations that can occur in our work day. 
Thank you Archangel Michael and Jill. 

Edit Delete
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HOMESTUDY MASTERCLASS - Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from Hollywood Fl USA   
Hello Everyone, After several months of meditation, I have been looking for a 
most effective or formal way to establish a two way communication with my 
guardian Angel. This class filled my expectations. The "Yes/No" method and the 
Most Benevolent Outcome lists are the most relevant things that I learn from 
this class. And yet I am looking forward for the second Master class for the 
series. Thanks to Jill, thanks to all the spirits who work very hard to make this 
happened. Joel FL USA 

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: channy from worksop notts   
As usual jill gave a fantastic webinar, she explains everything in great detail and 
is happy to answer any questions you have no matter how silly you think the 
question is, looking forward to the next webinar, thankyou jill xxxx 

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: lyn kershaw from United Kingdom   
Excellent once again - lots of information finished off with a peaceful relaxing 
meditation - Many thanks. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: chantel harris from worksop notts   
I have just done the archangel therapy masterclass level one part two online 
and found it to be really insightful and knowledgeable I particularly enjoyed the 
meditation to connect with my own archangel and when I came out of my 
meditation my cheeks felt lovely and warm for the rest of the night. Jill as usual 
is fabulous at explaining in a clear and concise manner and making you feel at 
ease. I look forward to my next webinar. 

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from Hollywood Fl USA   
Dear friends, Through this webinar, I realize that a healthy, cleaning, and 
balancing of the chakras is best way to enhance your vivbrational levels and 
connect with spirits. On her holistic approach, Jill touches on both the causes 
and effects of unhealthy and unbalanced chakras. I learnt about the different 
symptoms and with the dowsing Bobber wand ( spiritual tool that you can find 
on her website"angelguidedmeditations.com), I can easily detect which chakras 
I have to work on. This class is very informative, practical. I find all kinds of 
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methods: meditation, essential oils, and exercises to heal to heal, clean, and 
balance my chakras. Thank you very much Jill for your outstanding works! Joel 
Fl USA  

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: lyn from Cambridgeshire   
Thanks again for another informative and down to earth webinair - and the 
technical details needed to join in! 

Edit Delete

Chakra Cleansing & Balancing
Reviewer: Jennifer from Australia   
Thank you Jill for a really interesting and informative webinar. I recommend the 
course to anyone who is interested in getting themselves going and achieving 
their potential - I am experiencing first hand what happens when you have a 
blocked chakra but now feel I have the tools to help myself get on track again. It 
is so good to have the cure for the problem, not just to know that you have a 
problem but not what to do about it. My grateful thanks. xx 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Healing - Experiencing Your 5th Dimensional Body
Reviewer: C.H from Derby   
Such a beautiful meditation, I really didn't want to come back. Can't wait to go 
back and visit again. Such beauty, such peace, it was like I was home at last. 
Makes me feel teary just thinking about it. Please release this on CD so I can go 
back home often. 

Edit Delete

Arcturian Healing - Experiencing Your 5th Dimensional Body
Reviewer: Lynne C from Yorkshire, England   
Excellent - Wonderful....definitely 5 star! 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Tetyana from UK   
Great course, very informative, Jill is excellent teacher , very recommended !! 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Edward Hogan from Ireland   
I thoroughly enjoyed doing this course on how to read Angel cards. I was really 
surprised how easy it was to engage on the online course with Jill and the other 
participants. Jill is a great teacher, with so much experience, I just knew this 
online course was the one for me. 
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Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from USA FLorida   
Hello everyone, When I bought,"Ask an Angel oracle card deck", on February 
2013, I hadn't either met Jill or Glenn Harrison, nor discovered their different 
works/websites. As soon as I received my order, I started looking on the cards 
and the guidebook and asked myself some questions? Do I have to rely on the 
author's answers for each reading I am doing? What will be my attitude if I read 
for someone else close to me? Do I have to open the books give them the 
answers? After all these concerns, I put the deck in a small altar I started 
building for a few days. Two or three weeks later, I was driven to 
'Angelguidedmeditations.com'. I was really excited. At this stage, there were no 
online classes yet. I kept contacting Jill about this issue while I started using 
other tools/products . In April 2013 I believe, she posted her first online master 
class which was "How to read Angels cards", I was really devoted to take it. I 
had been waiting for this opportunity for a while. Two weeks before the class 
started, I received the manual relaying the course; I couldn't wait for the first 
session scheduled for May 21st, 2013. Dear friends, I am telling you; this is a 
high level reading class; this is really a master class. Jill taught us all the 
techniques to get things well done. She taught us to look for all the aspects on 
each card we have to draw on for a reading. When I say' aspects', that means: 
themes, colors, shapes,feelings/emotions of the Archangel on the card, his/her 
name. Dear friends, I am telling you; now, I am not relying on the author's 
answers for my readings. I use my own intuition and the techniques given by Jill 
during this course. If you have even taken a reading class and wanted to master 
it, this class is yours. If not, if you are serious about your spiritual development, 
if you really want to communicate with the Angels for guidances, healings, and 
whatever else you want, don't hesitate, book this class and you won't regret it. 
Thank you very much for you time! Peace and love, Joel Janvier, FL USA  

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Irene from Nottingham   
At first I was nervous but with Jill's natural expert teaching abilities she puts you 
at ease straightaway. Jill gives you the confidence in yourself to go forward and 
learn more about Angel Card reading. It was a pleasure to attend and I would 
really recommend anyone who is thinking about attending to put their name 
down, as I can assure you with confidence, you would not be dissappointed and 
you would find out a lot about yourself and be able to take this knowledge 
forward into learning more about the spiritual world around us. It was a real 
pleasure to attend this course. Thank you Jill for being so supportive and for 
putting the course across in a way that I was able to follow you and learn such a 
lot about how to read angel cards. 
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Customer Reviews
Are You Eating to LIVE or Eating to Die?
Reviewer: Tetyana from Leicestershire   
Excellent webinar, very informative. Thank you very much Glenn and Jill
 

Approve Edit Delete

Are You Eating to LIVE or Eating to Die?
Reviewer: Lyn from Cambridgeshire   
Brilliant and forgive the pun lots of food for thought! My motivation to change my 
eating habits recieved a mega boost from the talk - I hope the weekend course 
is not too far away - Many thanks. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: June from Sheffield   
It was a very moving and inspirational experience. Connecting with guardian 
angel excellent, thank you 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Helen from Sheffield   
I had a lot of questions answered that now seem obvious but maybe I wasn't 
ready to hear. Workshop was fun and informative. Very relaxed and felt like a 
family gathering. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Tetyana from Leicester   
I learnt a lot about angels and how to communicate with them which is very 
important for me. The meditations and technique of how to communicate with 
your guardian angel was most useful, thank you so much for a brilliant course 
Jill. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Denise from Sheffield   
Jill has a friendly and fun way of delivering the class and information. Learning 
about different energy levels and the different angels working at these levels 
was excellent. I can't wait to learn more. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
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Reviewer: Lynne from Doncaster, UK   
Jill's people skills and her ability to make people really comfortable, learnging 
about our spiritual skills, and the way our guardian angel communicates with us, 
was excellent. I would love to do the second part and learn more with Jill I feel 
completely comfortable with her and trust her! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Louise from Nottingham, UK   
It covered a lot of material and information. Jill is a very knowledgeable and 
gifted teacher Guided mediations, tips on connecting with guardian angels 
excellent. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Tetyana from Leicester   
So much very useful information about vrystals, flowers, rituals, how to work 
with different Archangels in time of need in different life situations. Outstanding, 
Fantastic course, thank you very much for everything Jill xx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Chantel from Worksop   
Jill is very clear in explaining the lesson and I felt confident in asking questions, 
the lessons are light hearted in parts which I like and not too deep so that you 
don't understand. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Helen from Sheffield, UK   
It was reinforcement of my future and knowing I was on the right path. 
Outstanding master class, crystals, flowers, connecting to these angels, 
knowing that the angels are easy to call on. I found out that the angels tell you 
straight and I have been missing messages 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: June from Sheffield, UK   
I have been a student of christian science for most of my life but it didn't seem 
to be working for me. I was made to think about what I am doing and where I 
am. Excellent Master Class. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Adrian from Lancashire UK   
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It was well explained, information on some of the herbs, crystals and other 
things was excellent. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Denise from Rotherham, UK   
Excellent because I enjoyed learning about Archangels Michael and Gabriel. 
The additional background /expansion points jill puts in and the meditations. 

Edit Delete

54 Archangel Metatron - Guardian Angel Attunement Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Frida from Sweden   
I haven't seen as many pictures, shapes and colours with any other meditation 
this far, and I really enjoyed the long passages of just music. I look forward to 
doing this many times. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Metatron Angel Attunement Body Lotion
Reviewer: Joel Janvier from USA FLorida   
This lotion is sublime. I love the smell. I feel that my skin is rejuvenated and 
connected to my guardian angels each time I use it. Thanks to Jill and the 
Angels who provide us this outstanding product. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Sofia L from South Yorkshire   
Outstanding, makes you realise your strengths and weaknesses. What you 
really, really want from life. How to move forward considering yourself more 
above the needs of others. All of this course was useful and interesting 
especially body language/behavioural tendencies. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Sascha M from Lincs, UK   
Outstanding, gave me an abundance of tools and ideas to implement into 
various key points of my life that needed a catalyse to help it grow in the right 
direction for me personally. It was all beneficial, especially liked the in-depth 
business plan ideas. I went away feeling like "I CAN' and "I WILL'. I would like to 
personally thank Glenn and Jill for individually guiding us all on the course and 
making sure all of our needs were met. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
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Begins 8th September
Reviewer: T.H. from    
I got so much important information which will help me really change my life. I 
found most useful the letting go of the past, body language, and how to plan my 
life. It is a great course. Thank you very much Jill & Glenn for the very warm 
friendly atmosphere and you made me feel very welcome in your special home. 

Edit Delete

29 Mary Magdalene - Beach of Angels Healing Meditation
Reviewer: Mary from Zimbabwe   
I tell you, this meditation has helped me so much. Every time I feel stressed, I 
put on this meditation and it takes it all away. I feel rejuvenated and so much at 
peace. It is beautiful, for me my daily meditation is a way of honouring myself 
and my health. Since I have meditated every day, my health has improved and I 
am so much more fulfilled. Jill and Glenn's meditation are an integral part of my 
daily life. Thank you both xxxx 

Edit Delete

How To Read Angel Cards Master Class
Reviewer: Jennifer from Australia   
Jill is a veritable fountain of information about symbology contained in these 
beautiful cards and the format of the webinar makes it simple to understand as 
she shows each card and explains it in detail. I was doubtful that I would be 
able to intuitively access any information of my own but with Jill's help I have 
been surprised at what I have attained. I thoroughly recommend this course to 
anyone wishing to connect within, develop their intuition and help themselves 
and others as well. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: JG from Edgbaston   
Excellent, a lot to take on board. Balancing and healing very good. I look 
forward to my next class. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Vanessa B from Gloucestershire   
Amazing, lovely people. Thank you so much. Brilliant location and hospitality. 
I've enjoyed it immensely, you are a lovely family. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Katy from Leeds   
This master class was outstanding because I felt that the tuition was given in 
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love and not for personal gain. The whole weekend was perfect and uplifting. 
Thank You <3 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: AW from Notts, UK   
Outstanding transfixatia and messages from spirits. Excercises to release 
blockages and chakra clearing, thank you so much for ensuring I understood 
the class and for the patience! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Joanne from West Yorkshire   
Amazing weekend, very intense for me emotionally. Thank you so much Jill & 
Glenn. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Katherine R from West Yorkshire   
It was wonderful, thank you 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Janice Galloway from West Midlands, UK   
Excellent - All was interesting, thank you. I await the next instalment. Great!! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Angela W. from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Excellent 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Ian Richmond from Lincs, UK   
Excellent hospitality, as ever, thank you. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Catherine Chandler from Essex, UK   
All of it was outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Michael Bonser from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Well-paced, very informative, good intro to new subjects. Excellent! 
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Customer Reviews
13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Frida from Sweden   
I really like this meditation and I think it’s pretty powerful. It has a very 
accessible and evocative imagery (the ethereal chord that extends up to the 
green astral grid of abundance, the fact that Lord Kuthumi takes you by the 
hand – I love that!) that continue to do it’s work in everyday life. I also very 
much enjoy the clear statement that you allow the Archangels to work on your 
vibration, it’s very important with expressed permission. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Zena L from Rotherham   
It covered so many areas and will help me with Reiki level 2 to deliver and 
understand healing. It covered crystals, colours, sounds. Absolutely everything 
outstanding. We had a lot of fun and it made sense to a lot of things. Answered 
a lot of questions.
 

Approve Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Zena L from Rotherham   
It covered so many areas and will help me with Reiki level 2 to deliver and 
understand healing. It covered crystals, colours, sounds. Absolutely everything 
outstanding. We had a lot of fun and it made sense to a lot of things. Answered 
a lot of questions. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Gunita from Yorkshire   
Outstanding!!! Jill is so good at what she does. I believe the contents available 
on this course is not available anywhere else. The knowledge learnt is 
priceless. As well as learning in-depth about chakras, you obtain guidance on 
nutrition, colour therapy, meditation and aromatherapy. I would recommend this 
course to anyone. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Adrian from Lancs   
The master class was excellent because it covered all the different aspects of 
the chakras, i.e. Food, crystals, exercises/meditation etc. 

Edit Delete
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Lily D from Manchester   
Excellent Master Class. It was very clear, loving and caring training. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sofia L from Rotherham   
Jill has made me view healing in a different way, by asking questions that may 
relate to a person’s problems that are causing the chakras to be mis-aligned. All 
of the course was useful, interesting. Jill brings humour, laughter into her 
teaching leaving learning a pleasure. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Janet J from Notts   
Fantastic, outstanding two day course explaining in amazing depth how the 
chakra system works. Great bunch of people on course. I loved seeing how the 
bobber works and different methods of balancing chakras. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Pam S from Notts   
Excellent Course 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Tetyana H from Leicester   
Outstanding I learnt a lot of very important information. How to balance different 
chakras, which will help me to change my life for the better, be happier, 
healthier. I really enjoyed this course, thank you so much Jill 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Chantel H from Yorkshire   
The master class was outstanding because it was easy to follow, in a very 
relaxed setting. Jill is very patient and thorough in her teachings. The 
meditations were wonderful. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sandra H from Worksop   
I thoroughly enjoyed the course, it was easy to understand and Jill explained it 
in easy terms. I can always refer back to the manual. I now have a better 
understanding of chakras and how they work and can help us. The bobber is a 
fantastic tool and can’t wait for it to become a part of my life. 
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03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Mary D from Sheffield   
Excellent course, was very informative with good facilities and friendly helpful 
hosts. I’m now much more confident about helping people with ‘problem’ 
chakras. Very interesting and the manual by Jill was very readable and 
enlightening. I shall certainly come on other courses of interest to me. I now 
know which of my chakras are out of balance. 
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29 Mary Magdalene - Beach of Angels Healing Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Frida from Sweden   
This was my first angel guided meditation and I wanted something that would 
open my heart and help me release fear. Jill recommended this one to me. I 
really like the slow tempo, it gives me plenty of time to actually meditate and not 
just visualize. Jill’s accent is a bit strange, I guess that’s due to the fact that it is 
live channeling, and I fail to pick up/understand some of the words, but it’s not a 
big issue. The surrounding noise from the live recording doesn’t bother me, it’s 
very minor. In this meditation you are asked to resolve issues with someone you 
have trouble communicating with. This caught me a bit by surprise and the first 
time I put myself in that spot, which worked well, and later on I have worked on 
other people. You also get to meet with your guardian angel and the part that I 
like the most is the passage where your spiritual guides merge with your heart 
energy, and they also enter through the crown of your head. I think this is very 
beneficial for opening the heart. I cried a lot the first time I did this one, towards 
the end, but only once and then no more crying. A couple of remarkable things 
have happened to me, for instance I’ve managed to stop binge eating 
chocolate, a compulsive habit that has plagued me for almost 18 months. I’m 
not saying it’s due to this meditation, as everything is a process, but it did 
happen right after I did this meditation (and I’ve tried to stop before, believe 
me), so I think this meditation came at just the right moment, when everything 
was favourable for me to stop my destructive habit, and it sort of gave me the 
final push. I’ve also felt a bit “light headed” or dazed and have had a bit of a light 
headache for a couple of days (and I usually don’t get headaches, maybe once 
a year, tops), so I definitely think something is happening to me. I don’t think I 
would have benefited as much earlier on in my spiritual development, though, 
as I’ve never been very interested in angels, but a lot is happening to me right 
now and stumbling upon these angel guided meditations is accelerating what 
was already in motion  
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Conversations with Angels Books Set 1 to 7 - PDF Download Version
Reviewer: Joel JAnvier from USA FLorida   
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Dear readers/buyers/seekers of truth/spirituality After reading the first one that I 
received as a gift, I didn''t hesitate a second to buy the whole package. I have 
the confirmation, from the source,of a lots of things that I already found during 
my three/four years of spiritual researches. Everyone needs to be helped, 
healed, and guided in his/her spiritual path; you better listen to the angels, the 
messengers, the source of the eternal truth. So, these books are for you, get 
them as quickly as possible if you want to drive to the spiritual path! Thanks to 
the all the angels, to Jill/Gleen Harrison for their tremendous works. Joel 
Janvier, Florida, USA  
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28 Archangel Metatron - Releasing Stress
Reviewer: jane ratcliffe from nottinghamshire   
This meditation is perfect to play to my clients when i''m giving them a 
reflexology session. The guided visualisation is immediately relaxing, helping to 
take you away from any tension, while imagining yourself floating on a lilo 
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54 Archangel Metatron - Guardian Angel Attunement Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Sharon Hume from New Zealand   
Beautiful meditation, just love it think its my favorite at the moment, but then 
they are all beautiful, gentle and loving. 
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Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Michelle H from Leicestershire   
Outstanding. The knowledge that this course has given me will help me be 
successful, in fact, the knowledge you pass on will help others and not just me; 
a big thank you. The part I found most useful and interesting was learning from 
the pictures on the cards. As always, thank you for making me feel very 
welcome. 

Customer Reviews
Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Janet J from Newark   
Jill was painstaking in passing across her knowledge of the Tarot. Thank you Jill 
for all your perseverance and patience! The most useful and interesting aspects 
of this course were classes two and three. The small class size was also perfect 
for me, as it gave me more confidence to ask questions. 
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Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Karen D from Lincoln   
This class was outstanding. It was a very small class so we covered a lot, and 
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there was no fear of asking questions because it was a trusting and supportive 
group, with a brilliant teacher! Finding out more about spirit guides; who they 
are and how to build on that relationship, was very interesting. It was also very 
interesting and useful to work with other Tarot decks. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: M Hoffman from Scotland   
Outstanding. I loved all of it; being able to practise healing was most useful and 
interesting. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Pamela H from Wrea Green   
Outstanding, because it flowed and everything was covered in depth. It was a 
calm, soft and gentle presentation; no rush and with every question answered. It 
was very interesting learning the accupressure points on the body, and the use 
of energies. I loved every minute of it!! 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Pamela H from Preston   
Ian was really kind, informative, and worked with the three of us so well. He 
tuned to our individual traits/expressions. Lovely atmosphere. He was a good 
listener and good communicator of ideas to help us clear up misunderstanding. 
We had nice, relaxing yet energetic lessons with no judgement, only support. 
The part I found most interesting was meeting with our twin flame/soul mate. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Gill W from Worksop   
Excellent. I feel that I have moved a lot nearer to being in touch with my higher 
self. I particularly found the colour therapy interesting and really liked the 
dolphin and sea meditation. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Jan M from Sheffield   
Ian presented the class very well and I found all of it useful and interesting. 
Thank you. x 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Karen C from Staffordshire   
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This class allowed me to take a challenge in travelling alone on a train for the 
first time, and meeting strangers who I have now bonded with. It was most 
useful and interesting experiencing the sister-ship, also finding out what I want 
in life, and the tools of how to move forward. There was excellent training from 
both Jill and Glenn. The food was absolutely fab too. I thoroughly enjoyed the 
whole experience. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Vanessa S from Newark   
The course was all very interesting. A very welcome home and had a laugh. 
Very good food. Thank you for your help. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Debbie B from Merseyside   
Clear course notes, and interesting discussions and exercises. It was 
interesting learning about behavioural traits. We had excellent presenters who 
showed their experience and vast knowledge during the course, plus all the 
additional information after the class. Excellent food too! 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Lyn K from Cambridgeshire   
It just was, not quite what I thought, but more than I was aware I needed. The 
clearing on Saturday was most useful. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Fiona S from Belper   
This course has helped me realise that my way of thinking and the time to 
myself for the last 5 years, ( Jill, thank you for your guidance) has been right. It 
was useful understanding the patterns in both my parents, which has become 
part of me and who I am, and have become today. Now I can breathe and the 
shackles have been removed from my ankles. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Grace D from Belper   
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I feel I really needed this and that it came along at the right time. It has re-
confirmed that I am doing okay and that I need to let go of feeling negative at 
times. The behaviour work, who I am, what I want, and the essential keys to 
what I want, (thank you Glenn) was most interesting. I loved the whole weekend 
which was a safe environment to let go. The food was fabulous and I felt at 
home. Will be back!! Jill, Glenn and Ian are friends!! 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Rosemary N from Newark   
It was very relevant to me. I feel empowered, and I want and need to go forward 
with lots of changes. It was useful learning about the inner child and how to deal 
with other types of people. I never been on a course like this before but I 
thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience, and want to go forward with self 
confidence and with no fear. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Pamela H from Wrea Green   
It covered all bases....and more besides! The handbook is very informative. Jill 
went at a pace presented by the group, and produced her own experiences 
along with our own. I found it interesting learning how the 4 types interact, 
wordplay and personality types. This course goes deeply into family dynamics, 
learning how to counteract unnecessary conditioning, so you learn who you 
really are. 
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Barbara R from Tuxford   
It was an enlightening weekend and I found it all very useful and interesting. It 
was an emotional ride, and it brought a lot of stuff to the surface, that I had tried 
to bury. Now I can deal with it. 
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Conversations with Archangels 2 - How to Spiritually Evolve - PDF Download
Reviewer: Justin from Hayward ca USA   
Loved it! Learned so much from this read. Looking forward to reading the rest of 
the books.. Would recommend.. Hope to see these books on amazon soon. 
Thanks. 
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Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Michelle H from Leicestershire   
It was a smaller group which felt more intimate, which meant we had the time to 
get different spreads explained in detail. Thank you. 
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Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Karen D from Lincolnshire   
Outstanding. It was a very small group so we covered a lot and had lots of 
personal tuition from an outstanding teacher. It was very interesting becoming 
aware of the thread that ran through the whole weekend, which enabled me to 
see what I need to do in my life to bring about change. I enjoyed all the different 
spreads. I now have a wealth of options so that I can find a spread to suit any 
occasion. 
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Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Janet J from Newark   
Jill provided great insight into reading the Tarot cards. She gave 100% 
undivided attention. I found it most useful using the card readings to further 
myself spiritually. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: M Hoffman from Scotland   
There are no words that would be able to describe how amazing this weekend 
has been for me. Thank you and blessings for all the wonderful people who 
have made it special. The most useful part was the exercise with symbols, and 
Ian, for being patient whilst we wrote down all the amazing info. Thank you 
Pamela and El Morya for super healing. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Pamela H from Wrea Green   
Ian ran the group with kindness, patience, understanding and fun. The course 
flowed, each seemingly separate part contributing to greater whole produced. I 
enjoyed the symbols up the spine, and delineation of each area/vertebrae. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Sandra H from Worksop   
Ian explains things to us in simpler terms, and he makes the class fun and 
informal. Keep up the good work Ian x Most enjoyed the spinal alignment and 
the ascension expansion exercises. Can''t wait for part 5. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: C Harris from Worksop   
I feel very comfortable with Ian, and he is very patient and explains things well. 
The parts I found most interesting was the spinal alignment and the ascension 
expansion. Looking forward to level 5. 
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Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sylvia from Bath   
Finally my understanding of the angelic realm and being able to put my 
understanding together with profound spiritual experiences has happened. I had 
for so long been seeking experiences that would confirm I didn''t just have an 
over-active imagination. From feeling healed, having my emotional issues 
removed, I can honestly say, at last I am beginning to know who I am and my 
role in the world. I often would swing from there is something greater than us, to 
saying you are just born, and then you die. I am to joyous to know there is 
something far greater than what we just see. I came away with practical 
knowledge which I can apply to my every day life and still the miracles continue. 
Having Archangel Raphael in my life and feeling the angelic presence on a daily 
basis has given me the impetus to truly begin to live. This really is a life-
changing class. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Liz G from Sheffield   
Wonderful teaching - Good pace, lots of information. I feel that a lot of stuff had 
been cleared from me. I feel so much lighter. I particularly enjoyed the final 
meditation, the Hypnotic Healing, where we visited a star. A lovely welcoming 
place to be! Wonderful food and a comfy bed! A spiritual home. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Michelle F from Banknock   
The group are so lovely and to have these experiences together is just 
wonderful. I am going home with a feeling of completeness that I have never 
had before. I loved all the parts of the course, I honestly can''t pick one part. 
Glenn and Jill, you are very wonderful people and you have made me feel so 
welcome in your home. Your cooking is amazing. Thank you so much for 
everything. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Linda W from Oldham   
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I find my journey of self discovery fascinating, and this is only possible with the 
training delivered by Jill in her Master Classes. This was another fun filled 
weekend after releasing yet another bucket of tears. Thanks again. Ps. Love the 
food. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: M Hoffman from Scotland   
Outstanding because of the results. So much achieved in so little time. Working 
with the Pleiadians is so much fun. Loved all of the meditations, and it''s great to 
meet up with everyone and have some fun. Thanks Jill for all the effort you and 
Glenn put into the weekend. I love coming here. Can''t wait for part 3! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Natasha from Cheshire   
This course was practical and professionally handled, and presented a 
challenging topic in a safe way. I found the tantric exercises most useful, which I 
will use to amplify my frequencies. Thank you for answering my manifestation 
call! Sharing your home, love, fun and knowledge. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Andrea B from Birmingham   
Jill is a fantastic teacher, and I feel very comfortable with her and everybody 
else in the group. Loved all of it. Keep up the fantastic work. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Julie H from Leeds   
I feel I have cleared a lot of physical blockages and that I have more clarity and 
ability to manifest what I really want to see happening in the next chapter. The 
guided meditations, the energy of the Pleiadians and other masters was very 
strong. I''ve had a really fantastic all round weekend. Brilliant, thank you. xx 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Marjorie from Northallerton   
Jill is a very good teacher who gets the information across with humour which 
helps the content go in and stay in.I enjoyed the meditation exercises, 
especially the soul mate connection. This course has helped me clear a lot and 
has clarified a lot, and confused me a bit! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
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Reviewer: Pamela H from Wrea Green   
Ian balanced the energies - diverse issues were treated gently and 
informatively, and he was obviously aware of where everybody was 
energetically. I found the meditations, scanning and the vibrational energy levels 
most interesting. Nice, intense, relaxing, energising, encompassing, intuitive. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: C Harris from Nottinghamshire   
I feel very comfortable with Ian and he''s very funny; he''s one of the girls x ( in a 
good way ). Most enjoyed the scanning of bodies and the meditations. A great 
weekend as usual. Thank you. 

Customer Reviews
Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: S Harris from Langold   
Ian explains everything thoroughly and makes it fun too, I felt very comfortable 
with him. The meditation techniques and scanning bodies is brill! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: S Harris from Langold   
Ian explains everything thoroughly and makes it fun too, I felt very comfortable 
with him. The meditation techniques and scanning bodies is brill!
 

Approve Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Susan from Lincolnshire   
It was fun and enlightening. A small friendly group of like minded people. The 
meditations and procedures for healing''s were most interesting for me. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Elaine B from Nottinghamshire   
I loved all of it. I know it will all be of use and I feel much better for being here 
this weekend. Thanks for a fabulous weekend. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: L Glaisher from Sheffield   
It has been a lovely weekend, thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it, because of 
the wonderful teacher and her able assistant. Finding out about various 
acupressure points and the healing treatments I was able to give was very 
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useful and interesting. I''ll be back! 
Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Michelle F from Stirlingshire   
Although the class was small it was very positive, and allowed us more time to 
focus on hands on practice in a very relaxed and calm environment. The 
cleansing through the meridian lines was very interesting and brought a great 
sense of peace. Working on Ian, Jill and Glenn was useful, as when hearing 
their feedback, it matched my experiences which was amazing for my 
confidence. I feel over the course of Pleiadian 1-5, I have increased in ability, 
knowledge, experience and confidence. I would definitely recommend this 
course to anyone looking to advance in healing. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: S White from Rotherham   
Outstanding. Loved the meditations. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Sofia L from Rotherham   
Just a wonderful and enlightening day. Really enjoyed the meditation into the 
past/future. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: VMK from Nottingham   
I loved all of it and would come again. I found it deeply relaxing, refreshing, and 
a new gift to develop. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Christine L from Nottingham   
It was all very enlightening and enjoyable. Loved all of it. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: S White from Rotherham   
I was quite nervous coming to this course, but Jill made me feel very 
comfortable and at ease. I found the meditations most interesting and useful. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Sofia L from Rotherham   
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Jill as an excellent understanding and rapport with everyone. She makes you 
feel comfortable and at ease. I enjoyed the whole day, especially the 
meditation. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: VMK from Nottingham   
Loved all of it. Jill makes everything very understandable even for beginners. 
She is also very funny, so plenty of laughter. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Christine L from Nottingham   
Absolutely brilliant. I have learnt so much and it was done with humour which I 
liked. I didn''t think I was good at meditations, but I found these enlightening. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Natasha H from Cheshire   
I loved getting and listening to all the other peoples perspectives. I loved being 
on a journey with you again Jill. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Angela W from Mansfield   
It was really interesting learning what each of the cards represent, and how my 
intuition appears more in a relaxing environment, so that I can experience that 
meanings that come up. Thank you for your huge patience when my hearing aid 
went on the blink! Also making notes on the flip chart is a huge help! xxxx 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: S Brakel from Northampton   
The best bits for me was the class input, comparing notes, and the team 
atmosphere. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Khamuhne from Northallerton   
I enjoyed listening to Jill's take on things and her unique way of explaining. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Melissa B from Northampton   
The most useful part was putting our own interpretation onto the card and 
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finding out what everyone else sees in them. Practicing doing readings is also 
good. The handbook is a good idea as a basis to build on, but talking through 
them and adding more helps to add more depth to the card. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: D Hartley from Thurcroft   
I enjoyed doing readings for others and am looking forward to the next course. 

Edit Delete

Channelling Esoteric Tarot Wisdom - The Major Arcana
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield   
I really enjoyed all of it. The depth of detail was excellent and Jill makes it feel 
very easy. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: L Glaisher from Sheffield   
I'm so glad that I came to ALL the Tarot classes. I really feel confident that I can 
do it now. Reading the cards and having Jill give me feedback was most useful. 
Thank you Jill fro being an inspirational teacher. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Angela W from Mansfield   
Listening to my own intuition and trusting what comes up, and then seeing how 
the cards relate to my life cycle was WOW! Thank you for your patience and the 
in depth notes. I really enjoyed the weekend, especially the conclusion, having 
the group of spirits joining us and giving messages. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: D Hartley from Rotherham   
I found practicing the different reading spreads really interesting. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Melissa Brakel from Northampton   
I found doing the practice readings most useful and interesting, in fact I wanted 
more! 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Marjorie from Northallerton   
Jill's way of putting information across is innovative, and the manual is a brilliant 
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addition. I fully enjoyed the course and would not hesitate to attend others. 
Would certainly recommend to others. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Level 3
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield   
Thank you Jill for a fantastic weekend, I enjoyed it all xx 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Kim H from West Midlands, UK   
Jill has an unbelieveable abundance of talent and knowledge which has 
enabled me to begin to utilise my skills with tarot. Learning the celtic cross, 
doing readings with class members, getting feedback from Jill and Ian were 
must useful. I would definitely recommend this class to anyone who wants to 
develop spiritually. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Jean C from UK   
Class taught in an informal manner so everyone felt comfortable. Individual 
tuition as required. Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Michelle H from Leicester, UK   
Outstanding, the understanding given was very easy to understand and retain. 
Thank you for making me feel so welcome. 

Edit Delete

Intuitive Tarot Counselling
Reviewer: Janet Jenkins from Nottinghamshire, UK   
Fabulous couple of days. Gained lots of knowledge on the tarot cards, in a 
lovely, friendly environment. The parts I found most useful were gaining an 
understanding of the major arcana on different levels. 

Edit Delete

47 Archangel Metatron - Shamanic Spiritual Guidance Meditation CD
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from 840 UNITED STATES   
What a wonderful experience!! I was indeed transported to the shaman. The 
intermingling with my animal totem and the eagle were very vivid. So much 
interaction with all the elements of mother earth gave me much to consider and 
a desire to enhance who I am. Thank you Archangel Metatron for bringing this 
meditation to us through Jill. 

Edit Delete
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How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Gill W. from Worksop   
The parts I found most useful was understanding and knowing how I can let go. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Edward H. from Ireland   
Very well organised, everyone was treated very respectfully. The last section 
working out how to acheive the end goal was excellent. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Yvonne K from Leeds   
Jill made me feel more positive. I had a wonderful weekend with Jill and the 
people I met. Jill and her family are so welcoming. I am at peace and feel more 
calm in Jill's presence. Coming to terms with who I am, that I am an important 
person, how to deal with all my issues. I know I will succeed. Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: S. Clayton from Grimsby   
Most useful were how to know and ask for what I want. To recognise my own 
needs and go for it. To make a plane and break it all down, so more 
manageable, 

Customer Reviews
How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Kirsty W from Sheffield   
Outstanding - The parts I found most useful and interesting were goal setting. 
Look at who I am and about how to get rid and make changes. Found the 
course useful and enlightening. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Penny from Derbyshire   
Outstanding, absolutely outstanding, I would recommend everyone attends this 
course. Jill is extremely gifted and a pleasure to know. 

Edit Delete
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Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Linda K from Sheffield   
I liked the size of the class as it becomes so much more personal. I found the 
training to meditate most useful as this was a new experience for me and very 
uplifting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Glen Michael from London   
The guided meditations were brilliant. I saw auras around everyone, first time 
ever. Incredible different colours which five other peple virtually all saw the 
same. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Catherine Chamber from UK   
Outstanding - loved the flame ceremony. The various different aspects covered 
were all part of, or complimentary, to my expectation of the couse. Revelatory 
experiences abounded. It was wonderful to meet the Archangels and the 
meditations were wonderful catalysts for the experiences that came about. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Gill from Lincoln   
The meditations in particular were very powerful. I have at last understood my 
mission in this life through the final meditation. I now know why I feel the need 
to pass on and impart my knowledge. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Bruce W. from UK   
Excellent, after level 1 and 2 which at times, I found difficult, everything seemed 
to gel in level 3 and 4. I feel more spiritually aware and relaxed as I can ever 
remember. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sue from England   
Lovely to share experiences with others who feel the same way. I now feel I am 
moving along the right path for me and I look forward to my journey. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Lizzie from UK   
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I feel blessed to have been here, I enjoyed all of it. 
Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: L. Harman from UK   
The meditations were great and I enjoyed the very friendly atmosphere. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Helen Atkin from UK   
Outstanding, having not been able to experience much of anythiing in the past 
this class opened new doors and gave release. A very big thank you. 

Edit Delete

05 Archangel Raphael Meditation - Spiritual Surgery CD
Reviewer: jane ratcliffe from Nottinghamshire   
I have recently played this c.d. while giving reflexology treatments to my clients, 
and they have all enjoyed this and felt deeply relaxed and felt it more beneficial 
than just listening to music. It's very nice to know that I'm not giving treatments 
on my own! 

Edit Delete

19 The Pleiadians - Healing Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Jill from Shropshire   
This is a lovely meditation, where there is an opportunity to close a situation in 
the past that has caused you hurt, to freeze the situation and replay it as to give 
you comfort. Very powerful. The music is beautiful too - definately one I'd 
recommend. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Yvonne from Leeds   
Dear Jill, I had a wonderful time this weekend in your Master Class Archangel 
therapy course. I have learnt so much, and it has taken me a few years to find 
you. I have had some bad experiences in the past with people on angel 
courses, and I have been disappointed. I feel I have gained a lot of knowledge, 
and I am buzzing with excitement. Thank you so much for finding me my 
Archangel and Ascended Master. I really would love to come again to another 
workshop, and I would also be interested in joining you on a course with 
Raphael and Uriel. I have loved being in your company and everyone on the 
course, and listening to people's experience. I feel I have grown with your 
guidance. Love and Blessings Vonnie xxx 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
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Reviewer: G Webster from Worksop   
I found the whole day very interesting, and I enjoyed the meditations very much. 
Excellent. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: I Webster from Worksop   
An excellent class. Enjoyed learning to help others with Archangel Michael and 
Archangel Gabriel. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Judit D from Newport   
Outstanding 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Lynne W from Peterborough   
Outstanding. It was good to talk about our experiences with other group 
members, following the meditations. Having a manual to refer to is also very 
useful, and I found it interesting learning how to call upon and communicate 
with Archangel Michael and Gabriel, and our guardian angels. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Ursula W from Huddersfield   
I found the meditations really beneficial. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: J Frith from Sheffield   
I found the purification with Archangel Gabriel very interesting and enjoyed the 
regression. Excellent. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Lynne W from Peterborough   
Outstanding. Loved learning about my spiritual gifts, angel cards, energy fields 
and aura's. Also, the manual was very clear and well written. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Ursula W from Huddersfield   
I really enjoyed the day, it has been very beneficial for me. It has allowed me to 
realise how far I have come, and how well I am doing. Getting to know my 
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spiritual gift and my vibrational level was most useful and very interesting. 
Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: J Frith from Sheffield   
Excellent. Learning about vibrational energy and psychic abilities was very 
interesting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: C Loader from Bishop's Stortford   
This was a very enjoyable day, and I am sorry to be missing Masterclass 2. I 
most enjoyed the communication with angels and understanding vibrational 
energy levels. Jill is very knowledgeable and had brilliant delivery, also we were 
given a very comprehensive manual. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Yvonne K from Leeds   
This angel course is so interesting, and I feel I have gained knowledge. Jill is an 
exceptional spiritual soul, I feel so calm and relaxed in her presence. I know I 
will make progress with my life purpose and happiness. Finding out my 
Ascended Master and Archangel to help me with my life purpose was very 
interesting and useful. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Judit D from Newport   
Outstanding. I really enjoyed my day, thank you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: I Webster from Worksop   
Excellent. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Gill W from Worksop   
This class was excellent. I found the aura clearing and vibrational energy work 
the most interesting. 

Customer Reviews
35 Archangel Metatron - Ascension To All That Is Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Sarah from Oxford   
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This meditation was truly beautiful and had a profound effect on me. Jill's voice 
is clear and so easy to listen to. Thank you.
 

Approve Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Chantel Harris from Worksop   
I felt very comfortable with Ian, if I got confused Ian was very good at explaining 
in simple terms, I felt very relaxed and at ease. Something really interesting 
happened during the Dolphin meditation; I actually felt like a weight was around 
my heart area, and work was being done on me. I felt a scooping with hands 
sensation. I very much look forward to the next level. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 2
Reviewer: Sandra Harris from Worksop   
I felt very comfortable with Ian, he made me feel at ease, and we had a good 
laugh too. Learning the different techniques of meditation was very useful, and 
the Auraglow colour breathing was interesting. I really look forward to part 3 as I 
know I am becoming more aware spiritually and I'm beginning to see and sense 
more. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Angela from Lincolnshire   
Outstanding. Learning and understanding about chakras in general was 
excellent but the best thing about this course is the psychological approach 
taken to most help and understand human behaviours. Learning to chakra flush 
for self healing was easy and practical. Thank you! 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Melanie from Cardiff   
Outstanding. I found all the topics covered interesting and useful. Good food for 
thought and body. Thanks! 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Anne M from Lincoln   
This master class was excellent. I found the course notes very clear and well 
laid out, good for reference. I enjoyed the delegate participation and 
contribution, and also Glenn's additions. 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
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Reviewer: Ian N from Sheffield   
This is yet another great class given by Jill. From a healing perspective, it is 
excellent how I can now say, this person has a such and such blocked/
overactive chakra just by analysing the emotional issues. Learning the energy 
flush is most useful. Thank you x 

Edit Delete

03 Angel Chakra Colour Healing Master Class
Reviewer: Sharon H from Derby   
This class was brilliant. I've learnt so much about all the chakras and what they 
do for our health, and when they are out of balance, how to treat the problem. 
Jill is a lovely teacher who explains the information very well. If you are a healer 
or want to heal yourself and other people, this is a good class to start with. 
Thanks Jill and Glenn for a lovely weekend. See you in the near future. 

Edit Delete

09 Lord Melchizedek - Merkabah Activation MP3
Reviewer: Kelly Schwegel from Lake Mills, Wisconsin, USA   
I meditate often and every time I do this meditation I have such incredible 
surges of energy and contentedness to source energy that it is delightfully 
overwhelming. I get the sense that energy is somehow stored within the 
vibrations of the words and music and is transmitted to the listener each time 
played. AMAZING! 

Edit Delete

20 Lord Melchizedek - Blocked Root Chakra Therapy MP3
Reviewer: sue harrison from blackburn   
so informative and such good value, it stresses the importance of having clear 
chakras and gives a clear and concise reason ( s) why. So much content for 
both under and over active chakras and it becomes clear very quickly which one 
you are. I am now always consciously aware and do this meditation when I 
know i am showing symptoms I saw a big difference when I did this as I tend to 
live with my head in the clouds so it brings me back to earth and also I am an 
emotional eater so it is great for that also , highly recommended. 

Edit Delete

19 The Pleiadians - Healing Meditation MP3
Reviewer: sue harrison from blackburn   
I really resonated with this one , I went very deep quite quickly and found the 
music very comforting with angelic like sound. The colours were easy to 
visualise and the healing towards the end was amazing, there is a crescendo of 
an energy build as you are taken up the staircase and you need a few minutes 
to drink some water and come round at the end. Definitely a goose bump one !! 

Edit Delete
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Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Natasha from Cheshire   
Jill accommodated the individuality of the group once again. Outstanding! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Liz Glaisher from Sheffield   
Jill is such a dedicated teacher and explains everything in a clear manner. Ian is 
also a very supportive as Assistant Teacher. I found most useful the work on 
spine and drawing symbols on corresponding vertebrea. Ascending expansion 
to manifest. Always enjoyable to come back and meet old friends, make new 
friends in a comfortable, relaxing atmosphere. Comfy bed and lovely food. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Michelle from Scotland   
Very informative and easy to follow. Feel very comfortable within the Group, it 
was all very useful and interesting. Thanks for another lovely stay. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Elaine Brooker from Notts   
I really enjoyed the meditations and working with the flower of life. Thanks for 
another wonderful and most enjoyable weekend. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 4
Reviewer: Marjorie from North Allerton, UK   
Jill covers all angles and goes at everyone's speed making sure all understand. 
Outstanding - Bring on Pleiadian Healing Level 5 

Edit Delete

42 Lady Kwan Yin - Unlocking the Doors of Love, Health and Wealth CD
Reviewer: Donna from USA   
The Lady Kwan Yin meditation is extremely relaxing and peaceful..........easy to 
follow the very first time I listened to it. The beginning of the meditation I found 
myself teary-eyed, as I was moved by the voice of Glenn and the gentleness of 
words given. I have many of these CDs that Jill and Glenn offer......each one 
has helped me over the past five years. The Harrisons are genuine and a 
blessing to humanity. Thank you both so much. Donna  

Edit Delete

43 Lord El Morya - Emotional Healing for Good Health and Well Being MP3
Reviewer: Theresa Sheldon from Toronto, Canada   
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This work was truly the most difficult, truly wrenching I have ever done on the 
Spiritual Path. Ascension requires all blockages, patterns of self-hate be 
cleared. What I found in my own subconscious amazed me as I began to 
examine layers of hurt, of sabotage, of wounds from way back, all the way back 
to the womb where my mother did not want a pregnancy, as she was not ready 
for this huge undertaking. Personally I find the birth process barbaric on this 
planet, so, so many children are not wanted and come in with unconscious 
parents, then a lifetime is spent trying to understand and clear abuse patterns. I 
hope I pick more favourable childhood circumstances if I really must return 
here. I believe that healing all wounds is a pre-requisite to ascension, for how 
could it be otherwise? The soul must achieve balance, as the Master Jesus said 
"Let the eye be single"--i.e. let all be in alignment!! but it is so so difficult to 
revisit wounds but I don't know of any other easy way, just this full moon 
(yesterday) my understanding deepened and I just knew how very alone my 
mother felt when she was pregnant, and this incredible deep loneliness was 
imprinted somehow into my neurological pattern. Thank you so much for your 
attention.  

Edit Delete

38 Archangel Michael - Galactic Light Angel Alignment CD
Reviewer: Sue Harrison from Blackburn   
This CD is worth persevering with as the energies you feel are amazing and just 
as powerful each time you do it. When I say persevere I mean i struggled a little 
on the first go to work out where the spheres should go because I am not that 
good with shapes etc, but I was not disappointed . The meditation is very deep 
and it is clear with the message at the end that Archangel Michael as always, 
has our best interests at heart and that it is our duty to use whatever tools he 
brings. This CD gave me encouragement, strength and fortitude in these 
uncertain times 

Edit Delete

23 Mary Magdalene - Crystal Cavern Healing
Reviewer: sue Harrison from Blackburn   
This CD has a lot of content in a short space of time. After accepting the flame 
into your heart you are taken on a journey under water by a dolphin to the 
crystal cavern. The light beings you meet in the crystal cavern are so beautiful 
and the seaweed wrap ( legs and knees) is so relaxing. You are also given 
some shells to hold and they offer messages and comfort. I use this CD 
regularly as I have ME and find it helps with the pain in my feet and ankles. Very 
soothing 

Edit Delete

29 Mary Magdalene - Beach of Angels Healing Meditation
Reviewer: sue Harrison from Blackburn   
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mary's voice is so soothing on this CD and you can feel the love that comes 
through. I used this when I was having problems with my partner so that we 
could split amicably as he was quite angry and didn;t want to move on. It took 
only a day for him to accept the change to be apart and we are now really good 
friends. The beach is such a relaxing place to be and I have used this CD many 
times when I am stressed and frazzled. 

Edit Delete

43 Lord El Morya - Emotional Healing for Good Health and Well Being CD
Reviewer: sue Harrison from Blackburn   
Wow!! so powerful, yes I ended up sobbing like a baby but that is the point of 
this exercise, to release the old patterns and programming. I was very badly 
mistreated as a child and there was a lot of stuff there that needed to come out, 
and the second time I did this meditation it felt more comfortable. The 
temptation was not to do it again after the first experience, but don't let it put 
you off, it's a lot easier second time around as you have an idea what's coming. 
Since doing this my eating habits have changed radically (borderline addiction 
to chocolate!) and I feel a weight has been lifted, ( literally) highly 
recommended!! 

Edit Delete

41 Ishtar Lord of Light - Angel Healing Meditation MP3
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from Wichita Falls, Texas, USA   
What an amazing guided meditation and so appropriate for 2012. I indeed felt 
an uplift in vibrational energy. Glenn and Jill, your voices on this meditation 
seemed even more smooth, relaxing and hypnotic. I loved the colors (turquoise 
blue and magenta)--my favorites--of the energies! An amazing trip through the 
chakras. I was in tears a couple of times because of the beauty. Thank you, 
Ishtar, for bringing your timely guidance to us.
 

Approve Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Kathryn R from Wakefield   
After completing this class I now feel empowered to change those part of my life 
that are not working. I now feel that I have 'inside information' when it comes to 
human behaviour. I have learnt how to formulate a plan to make positive 
change and reach for my goals. Thank you x 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Angela W from Nottinghamshire   
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It opens many doors and possibilities that I couldn't see clearly before - wow! 
The parts I found useful/interesting were seeing the types of people we are, that 
made more sense of their behaviours better. Big thank you for your vast 
experience and knowledge that you shared with us all! 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Lorraine M from Southwell   
It made me face myself, and set me on the path of growth. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Judith D from Newport   
I love every part of it. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Elaine B from Mansfield   
It gave everyone, including me an opportunity to explore the possibilities for 
becoming more empowered in a safe and supportive environment. Discussion & 
time to explore stepping stones to acheiving goals. Glenn's session on 
communication/behaviour. Tools to help you achieve the things you want. 
Fabulous weekend, thanks as always. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Liz G from Sheffield   
Jill made me ask difficult questions of myself, in a genuine attempt to clear out 
the rubbish, so I can continue on the journey of my choosing. The behaviour 
section with Glenn was fun & illuminating. So was the section on goals and how 
to manifest. Wonderful handbook. 

Edit Delete

How To Live A Life of Joy - Six Steps to Self-Mastery Programme - 6 Modules - 
Begins 8th September
Reviewer: Ian N from Sheffield   
It made me realise that there was a lot I have not released. The part I found 
most useful/interesting was looking at yourself as a baby. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
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Reviewer: Elaine Brooker from Mansfield   
Thanks for another brilliant weekend. The chance to be in a healing 
environment with like minded individuals. Plus information about soul and 
transiting. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Julie Humphries from Leeds   
The energy was amazing and it shifts so much leaving me lighter and more able 
to cope with normal life. Just thank you for excellent weekend, always lovely to 
stay over. Lovely group and fab food! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Gill Hudson from Derby   
 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Khamuhne from North Yorkshire   
Jill is fantanstic teacher. Classes always informative and entertaining. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Liz Glaisher from Sheffield   
Jill is such an inspirational teacher - aided by Ian as her assistant. Always 
interesting and thought-provoking. Scanning and healing sessions were very 
beneficial. Really interesting about implantation and how get there and removal 
of them. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Linda Witter from Royton   
It was fun, knowledgeable and enlightening. The parts I found interesting was 
the healing. Thank you for another great weekend. xx 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 3
Reviewer: Michelle Fallon from Falkirk   
Was very intense, beautiful and informative & fun. I found it all interesting and 
usuful. I can't wait for level 4. 

Customer Reviews
Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
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Reviewer: Susan L. from Glasgow   
Outstanding. I enjoyed every part of it and would recommend it to everyone. 
Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Lisa K. from Swinton, UK   
Excellent. The attunements and working with Archangel Gabriel were very 
interesting and useful. The group was friendly and Jill again was a great 
teacher. I love hearing Jill talk and explain things. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Sharon from Oakwood, Derby, UK   
This class was very relaxing, inspiring and calming. The bast parts for me were 
learning to connect with Michael and Gabriel. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Jackie B. from Nottingham   
I feel this class has really helped me to connect with the Archangels. The past 
regression meditation was very interesting. I would like to add that I feel I have 
received significant help finding out what I should do with my own life. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Sheila C from Kings Lynn   
Excellent. I was able to look at several past issues. The meditations and 
information received were very good, allowing me a deep state of meditation to 
be experienced. Jill made the class fun and light hearted and very very 
informative. Wonderful! 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Sara from Hunstanton   
I loved all of it! I learnt so much, especially how to become more confident in 
myself about what I feel and see. Thank you so much Jill, for all of your time 
and love. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Sue H. from Lancashire   
This to me was outstanding. It is such good value for money with so much 
crammed in ( in a good way ). This has allowed me to take a good look at 
myself and re-evaluate my beliefs. I will definitely be back more workshops!! 
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Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Emma M. from Oldham, UK   
I loved today, I feel like I can start meditating now! The best parts for me were 
the meditations. Outstanding. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Reviews
Reviewer: Mo S. from Leyland   
This class was outstanding, a really excellent, empowering course. Really 
enjoyed the meditations. Thank you. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Lisa from Swinton, UK   
I thought the class was excellent. Jill was very engaging and I learnt lots about 
the angelic realm. I enjoyed using the bobbers and finding out which of my 
chakra's was blocked. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Sue H. from Lancashire, UK   
Outstanding. I thought I knew a lot but this class proves there is always more to 
learn! Enjoyed learning about vibrational numbers with the bobbers. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Emma M. from Oldham, UK   
Excellent! Learning about vibrational levels was the most interesting and useful 
thing for me. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Martin A. from Derby, UK   
This class was outstanding. We were made to feel welcome, comfortable and 
valued individually. Really enjoyed learning about vibrational energies. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Susan from Glasgow   
The parts i found most interesting were the meditations and learning about my 
spiritual gifts and vibrational reading. Excellent. 
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Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Jackie B. from Nottingham   
This was a clear and easy class to follow with guidance and an introduction to 
working with angels. I enjoyed the Meeting Your Guardian Angel meditation and 
learning about my spiritual gifts and vibrational energy levels. In all, it was very 
helpful, informative and fun. Lots of food for thought. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Elaine B. from Mansfield   
Outstanding! Thank you, I loved all of it and really enjoyed the day. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: L. Ashwell from Derby   
This class was excellent. It was interesting and well delivered and the 
atmosphere was excellent also. I enjoyed learning about vibrational energies. 
Oh! I so used to love pork! ( please review article below ) http://
www.anewbelief.com/resources.html 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Sheila C from Kings Lynn   
I had laughter and joy which was very beneficial. I learnt a great deal although I 
was familiar with some of the information. Having a two way conversation with 
my guardian angel was particularly interesting. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Sara from Hunstanton   
I learnt so much, and it was lovely to be with like minded people. I loved all of it. 
Jill makes it so easy to learn, in language that is so easy to absorb. 

Edit Delete

Archangel Therapy Master Class Level 1 - A Two-Day Master Class
Reviewer: Maureen from Manchester, UK   
Learning about my spiritual gifts was most interesting and being able to ask my 
guardian angel yes or no questions. 

Edit Delete

17 The Elementals - Cleansing your Negative Beliefs CD
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from Texas, USA   
What a wonderful guided meditation! I have several of Jill's CD's and this one is 
so helpful and practical for boosting self-esteem. I feel very close to nature and 
mother earth and love to commune with non-humans. The Elementals are very 
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close to my heart and spirit. Such good advise they give and their presentation 
is so practical for us humans. They know us well and all about how our ego's 
get in the way of our spiritual growth. They remind us to get back to the basics. I 
also loved the questions and answers segment. 

Edit Delete

19 The Pleiadians - Healing Meditation
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from Texas, USA   
I own several of Jill's guided meditation CDs. This is one that has really helped 
me with issues. The Pleiadians let you relive a hurtful experience in a mirror(lots 
of tears,though) and then have you change the outcome. Wow, it was great! I 
actually experienced the power of this meditation in real life. I had become 
emotionally hurt by a friend and I did not speak to him for a few days. I did this 
meditation and the very next day we both made contact with each other and 
gradually climbed back to friendship. I cry with joy when I think of this 
experience. 

Edit Delete

36 Sanat Kumara - Connecting With Divine Mother Father God CD
Reviewer: Lana Leiner from Texas, USA   
I have loved this meditation from Sanat Kumara. I enjoyed the channelled 
message included. I feel extremely close to the Brotherhood of Light. I feel them 
around me and their love. So, I was excited to get this CD. My reading that Jill 
did for me was from Sanat Kumara and he knew me and why I felt close to the 
Brotherhood. Many thanks for this wonderful work. You have helped a longtime 
spritual cynic along her spiritual path! 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Angela W from Notts, UK   
It's amazing to reach level 5. I learnt a lot of different techniques to use that's 
very different from Reiki. I enjoy using Pleiadian more. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Penny Vassa from Sheffield, UK   
"Since attending several of Jill's courses over the past eighteen months, my life 
has changed tremendously. I would say that all changes are positive and I feel 
extremely empowered by the information that has been passed to myself and 
others through Jill. Jill has a gift that she shares unselfishly with others. She is 
truly a special person. I now look at the future with a more positive attitude, and 
I look forward to attending numerous other courses Jill will be teaching in the 
near future. The courses have helped me balance several parts of my life, from 
negative relationships, weight loss, studying and anxiety levels. I feel very 
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honoured to know Jill and her family, and commend them for the work they do 
for spirit and humanity." 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Catherine Chandler from Chelmsford, UK   
The realisation that the Pleiadians are there for us with love, compassion and 
practical assistance. The use of meridian energy lines to effect greater healing. 
The intensely spiritual aspect of working with the Pleiadians under Jill's 
excellent guidance is a wonderful experience to have. 

Customer Reviews
Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Benny from Leics, UK   
I feel I have definitely become more sensitive to healing energy. By the time we 
did the final session I could feel the strong healing energy as sudden coolness/
cold energy within myself. Also we were taught to protect ourselves before and 
during any interaction/healing/therapy session which makes me feel more 
confidence and safe to carry on with all treatments. Most important of all, the 
people I have workd on,have experienced deep benefits - which shows how 
powerful and effective these classes have been. 

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Val Stirling from Leics, UK   
Having now completed all 5 levels of the Pleiadian Healing Master Classes, at 
times with many of the same people, it’s amazing to look back and see how far 
we have all come. The step-by-step programme clears your body and mind, and 
develops you to become all you can be. The guidance from Source; trance-
channelled by Jill, and her connection to the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light, has 
allowed her to nurture our own connection to the Pleiadians, which is a 
wondrous experience, as they help you develop your healing ability. When you 
perform healing on someone in the class; then get the feedback; and then 
connect to what you’ve experienced, you are in awe of what has taken place. It 
is so incredible. You doubt it at first, but soon begin to see it for real and trust in 
the guidance you are receiving. I feel humbled and privileged to have received 
this training from Jill and The Pleiadians. It has had a massive improvement on 
the healing I do on myself and others; which is very satisfying. This has also 
created a boost in my self-confidence. For anyone wishing to develop their self-
esteem, self-confidence and healing talent for their self or others, this class is a 
must. I’ve just witnessed people go from having no healing ability; to becoming 
powerful, confident healers. It just doesn’t get any better. 
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Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Kathryn Rafter from West Yorks, UK   
I have completed levels 1 through to 5 of the Pleiadian Master Classes and 
attending the classes has been a thought provoking and deeply emotional 
experience. When I booked myself onto the level one Pleiadian course I did not 
know what to expect but instinctively felt that this was going to be something 
special and was very excited about attending the course – I was not 
disappointed. I was nervous about meeting a new group of people but the 
sessions have been very enjoyable – sometimes hard work - but I thoroughly 
enjoyed them and am lucky to have met some wonderful like minded people 
who all supported each other during the weekends that we spent together. The 
first two levels set about a tremendous change in my life; a lot has started to 
come to the surface to be dealt with over the last year. Although this has 
brought about challenges which I am still working through I welcome the 
opportunity to face things that will bring about my growth, many of these things 
are issues that I have buried and not wished to face for many years but the 
course taught me the extent to which these things are holding me back. The 
tuition and guidance given by Jill has been inspiring, every step was explained 
to us, and all members of the group were made to feel secure and included, we 
all learned a lot about ourselves. Jill took us through some beautiful deep 
meditations, we all felt a connection with the Pleiadian Emissaries of light and 
following the meditations we shared our experiences with the group. I now feel 
blessed to be able to call upon the Pleiadian emissaries of light for help, I feel 
blessed to be given the correct exercises to help myself and wonderful 
techniques to help others with this amazing and powerful healing energy. My 
eyes have been opened to a whole new way of thinking and dealing with 
emotional and physical issues both in myself and in others. Jill and Glenn have 
a lot to share with us, we are so lucky that they are bringing through such 
valuable and life changing teachings A million Thank yous to Jill & Glenn for 
their support and guidance and of course Thank you to the Plieadian 
Emissaries of light whose energies are always there and given in love to those 
who wish to heal themselves and others.  

Edit Delete

Pleiadian Healing Level 5
Reviewer: Ian Newton from Sheffield, UK   
Just got home after spending the weekend doing Pleiadian 5 and I found myself 
reflecting on what a journey it's been over the last 2 years from Pleiadian 1 to 5. 
Learning techniques on healing, colour vibration, spinal access points, meridian 
points. To think I now use these skills on others. I was also shown how to 
connect with the Pleiadians and I sense them around me all the time. We did 
unblocking exercises and from that the changes in me and my life are 
unbelieveable. I have more confidence in myself and life. I no longer worry 
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about tomorrow. For the first time in my life I'm happy and content and living my 
life, I'm living the dream. I became the change within me. Thank you Jill. 
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Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Lynn from Newark, UK   
I never believed that my body could generate so much energy - Excellent! 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Pauline from Lincoln   
It was easy to understand, calmly done, created a positive safe atmosphere. 

Edit Delete

Metatronic Soul Light Leadership Programme
Reviewer: Liz from UK   
Outstanding at a very easily acceptable level of pace. Transition from theory/
ideas to practice. Personal experience gained. 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 5 - How to Connect with Angels - PDF 
Download
Reviewer: Spencer from Kansas, USA   
Really enjoyed this book and all of the wisdom it has to offer. Definitely 
recommend it and the other books! 

Edit Delete

Conversations with Archangels 3 - Angelic Healing Wisdom - PDF Download
Reviewer: Daniel Menard from USA   
Every time I read a book from Jill and Glenn, I just cannot put the book 
down.The book speaks to my soul, and I keep going back to it even though I 
finished the book some time back. Every time I pick the book up it speaks to 
myself again, I don't know if it is because I am a slow learner or what. For my 
spiritual growth and yours read these books, because you won't be sorry and 
you will be happier for it. Thanks Jill and Glenn and Archangels and spirits for 
these books. 

Edit Delete

Balancing Your Root Chakra to Optimise Your Health
Reviewer: Martin Lloyd from UK   
Hi Jill and not forgetting our dear Glenn Just to thank you both for todays live 
Webinar, I have all the symptons of a blocked Root Chakra and will take your 
advice and act acordingly ! Keep up the good work, it's far reaching !!!!! God 
Bless Martin Lloyd (or in a previous life- Stimlin the Monk ?) from Sunny 
Stafford UK XXX 
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13 Archangel Raphael Healing Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
I sprayed this on me every day and also around my home. I sprayed it on my 
pillow at night. So light and refreshing. Love how it made me feel. 
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09 Abundance Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 50mls)
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
Love how light and refreshing these sprays are. Used this to spray on myself 
and my pillow while listening to the Creating Abundance meditation at night 
time. Spray gives you a good feeling, very comforting. 
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09 Anti-Ageing - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
Love it! love it! love it! I love the moisturised feeling this gives my skin. It feels 
very nourishing and I like that its so natural. I use it at night so it can work on my 
skin while Im asleep. 
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08 Stress Burn-Out Relief - Archangel Raphael Therapy Oil (50ml)
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
This oil is fantastic and it really works. I rub it in my feel at night and it definitely 
helps me sleep better. 
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05 Archangel Metatron's Meditation Angel Aura Spray (100ml for the price of 
50mls)
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
I get the same feeling of comfort from this spray as I get from all the others I 
have purchased from you. I spray this Meditation spray each time I listen to a 
Meditation CD, which is usually at night, so I spray it on my pillow. I love it, 
smells so fresh. 
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31 Pleiadian Archangels - Colour and Emotional Healing CD
Reviewer: Kathryn from UK   
Beautiful! "I have done the new Pleiadian 5 Healing Meditation CD a few times 
now and I really love it, it is beautiful. I think that my meditations are becoming a 
bit deeper these days, they feel richer and I am feeling much more sensation 
than when I first walked into your class. I listened to the CD this morning and 
stayed in meditation when it finished and was surprised to see how much time 
had elapsed when I opened my eyes. I felt it had only been a few minutes but it 
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had been nearly an hour and a half which is a long meditation for me. I felt very 
emotional when I came back but also much more light hearted. If I don't say it 
often enough - Thank you for all the wonderful things that you and Glenn do for 
us. Love Kath " 
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16 Lady Nada - Clearing and Cleansing Old Behavioural Patterns
Reviewer: Tracy from UK   
clearing and cleansing old behavioural patterns "This meditation was truly 
awesome, I loved every bit of it especially the different coloured flames as they 
cleared from the inside, as with most of the meditations on this site, they have a 
deep effect, and I am alot clearer for it. great stuff. it was quite emotional at the 
end." 
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13 Lord Kuthumi - Unlimited Abundance Guided Meditation
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
Creating Abundance Meditation CD "I have purchased 3 meditation CD's from 
you guys now and love each one of them. I play one of them each night. Your 
voices are so easy to listen to, and I always have to ask that I receive the 
energy from the meditations if I fall asleep, as these CD's really relax me and 
help me sleep. I love this one, I listen to it alot to help me attract abundance in 
all forms into my life." 
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25 Lord El Morya - Free Your Spiritual Body
Reviewer: Jules Brook from USA   
Free your Spiritual Body Meditation CD "I have purchased 3 meditation CD's 
from you guys now and love each one of them. I play one of them each night. 
Your voices are so easy to listen to, and I always have to ask that I receive the 
energy from the meditations if I fall asleep, as these CD's really relax me and 
help me sleep. I love this one, I listen to it so much to help me on my spiritual 
journey." 

Edit Delete

26 Lord Melchizedek - 10th Vibrational Energy Ray
Reviewer: Annalisa from USA   
A great experience "I listened to this meditation the other night with the crystals 
and it was a great experience. I feel excellent today and I'm full of energy. I've 
listened to a few of your meditations and to be honest I've listened to the likes of 
Diana Cooper and Doreen Virtue ect... And I've never felt the benefit from any 
of them. But since I've listened to yours I've really felt the benefit of them and 
noticed the quick changes with myself especially with listening to the 
abundance cd. So I'm glad I came across your website :-) " 
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04 Archangel Gabriel - Finding Your Life's Purpose CD
Reviewer: kate cassidy from UK   
"Great CD!!! Very calming and relaxing music and you can choose between 2 
voices (male and female). Buy a lot of meditations CD before from different 
spiritual authors, but was irritated by voice or music. Already have 6 Cd`s from 
their collection and very happy. Recommend to everybody!!!" 
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16 Lady Nada - Clearing and Cleansing Old Behavioural Patterns
Reviewer: Kristi Garster from USA   
"This is a lovely CD to listen to when feeling particularly down about oneself. I 
actually get glimpses of what I truly am when I listen to this meditation, no small 
feat given I've felt low about myself since I can remember. I can't say I've really 
been able to visualize what has been asked of me during this, or really felt any 
sort of otherworldly cleansing of myself, but there is no denying the more I listen 
to it, I do feel a bit closer to my higher self. Someday maybe, someday. (:" 
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19 The Pleiadians - Healing Meditation
Reviewer: Kristi from    
"There are very few people who could say they didn't experience strong 
emotional release with this cd. I was blown away at how many unhappy 
memories that surfaced, needing release. I went with the first one that came to 
mind, but plan to listen to this cd again until I have come to terms with all those 
negative memories. The music in particular was eerie and very moving, it sent 
chills all over my body. Would recommend this to anyone who has issues that 
need resolving." 
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